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Abstract
Deforestation in the Southern Yucatán:
Recent Trends, Their Causes, and Policy Implications
By
Christopher Bennett Busch
Doctor of Philosophy in Agricultural and Resource Economics
University of California, Berkeley
Professor W. Michael Hanemann (Chair)
This dissertation explores recent trends in deforestation in the Southern Yucatán (SY)
of Mexico. Our main empirical finding is that in recent years the expansion of pasture
for cattle has driven net forest loss, i.e. deforestation, in the area we studied in the SY.
Over the time period 1997 – 2003, we find an annual deforestation rate of 0.28%,
which was entirely due to the expansion of pasture for cattle. Growth in pasture
countered declines in land share that occurred in both maize and chili, the main
alternative land uses, over the same time period.

Cattle ranching has the potential to greatly increase cumulative deforestation in the
SY. Scarcity of household labor is a key constraint for the region’s smallholding
farmers. Pasture is much less labor intensive than cultivation of crops. Pasture is also
less constrained by soil fertility. Pasture can be grown permanently, or nearly so, if
properly maintained. In practice, farmers often accumulate pasture over time by
planting grasses after a year or two of cultivating crops. The effect is that pasture
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substitutes, at least partly, for land that would have otherwise been returned to
secondary forest in the absence of cattle ranching due to the shifting cultivation
methods in use in the SY.

To date the drivers of this largest category of agricultural land use – pasture for cattle
– have remained mostly unexplained. In two modeling chapters, we explore these
questions: (1) what determines the allocation of land to pasture within the context of
the overall agricultural portfolio, and (2) what are the determinants of the process
driving more and more households to begin cattle ranching?

The story that emerges from modeling results and other evidence is one in which
behavior is driven by the interplay of incentives, underlying constraints, a lack of
alternative opportunities, government inducements, and household preferences –
including risk aversion. Cattle ranching reduces risk and vulnerability. Cattle are
more robust to climatic extremes and serve as a savings mechanism for people without
easy access to banks. Cattle ranching, which uses relatively more land and less labor
than crop cultivation, also fits well with the resource constraints of small household
farmers in the SY who hold land in relative abundance. Finally, for many years cattle
ranching has received substantial government support in the form of credits and
subsidies.

Programs that offer payment to landowners for the environmental services their land
provides, such as payments for the carbon benefits of forestry projects under the Clean
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Development Mechanism, are one of the few potential win-win options at tropical
forest frontiers. Some observers feel such projects are part of an optimal response to
global warming, though the institutional and management challenges they present are
nontrivial. We describe candidate Clean Development Mechanism type projects that
could be undertaken in the SY and discuss research showing a large potential for
forestry projects throughout Mexico more generally.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Despite much past research in the southern Yucatán (SY), the factors governing the
largest category of agricultural land use in the region – pasture for cattle—have
remained mostly unexplained. “The rationale for investing in pasture, other than
payments that assisted this effort, is not well understood...,” (Turner, Geoghegan, and
Foster 2004). The importance of understanding the determinants of this land use
category is underscored by our finding that pasture has driven deforestation in the SY
since the last household survey in 1997. Over the time period 1997 – 2003, we find
an annual deforestation rate of 0.28%, which was entirely due to the expansion of
pasture for cattle. While pasture increased at an annual rate of 0.67% over the six year
time period, the area devoted to crops fell at an annual rate of 0.39% over the same
period.

Cattle ranching has the potential to greatly increase cumulative deforestation in the
SY. The typical agricultural cycle involves shifting (i.e. slash-and-burn) cultivation in
which farmers cultivate crops for a few years and then abandon the land to allow a
return to forest. Forest regeneration rejuvenates the soil and builds up the biomass that
can later be burned for further enrichment just before the next cultivation cycle. For
most farmers practicing shifting agriculture, the limits of soil fertility, added to labor
and cash constraints, mean that they use only a relatively small percentage of their
land for crops at one time.
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Enter pasture, which, by effectively relaxing soil and labor constraints, radically alters
the smallholding farmer’s capacity to transform the land. Pasture can grown
permanently, or nearly so, if properly maintained. In practice, farmers typically
accumulate pasture over time by planting grasses after a year or two of cultivating
crops. The effect is that pasture substitutes, at least partly, for land that would have
otherwise been returned to secondary forest status if the smallholder had not adopted
cattle ranching.

In the next chapter, we use our extensive micro level data to explore agricultural
decision making in our region of study. This deeper introduction provides a basis for
our two modeling chapters.

In Chapter 4, we develop an empirical model to investigate choices for the three main
land uses in the SY: pasture, maize, and jalapeño chili peppers. In each case a
substantial group of households chooses not to pursue the activity: a limited
dependent variables problem. Such a “piling up of zeroes” biases regression
coefficients toward zero at the least, and also raises issues of endogenous selectivity:
the process by which people select in to the activity may differ from that by which
they determine the amount of land used when greater than zero. We develop a suite of
models to compare methods for addressing the selectivity question.

In a second modeling chapter, Chapter 5, we explore the dynamics of the adoption of
cattle ranching, a critical process given the spread of the activity that we have
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observed. We give a diffusion curve for cattle ranching in Chapter 2. This diffusion
curve shows that after years of slow, albeit steady growth, the rate of adoption
increased sharply in the five years leading up to our survey in 2004. We estimate a
duration model to look at the timing of household adoption of cattle ranching. The
duration-type econometric model we estimate points to the particular importance of
cash constraints and inducements offered by government programs as ways of
surmounting the cash constraints. Our results also provide evidence of neighborhood
effects in household decisions to enter the cattle sector. As more and more households
in a village adopt, the probability that the remaining households will adopt increases.

The penultimate chapter, Policy Discussion, explores implications of our findings for
our understanding of the effects of government intervention in the region. The results
indicate a strong role for cattle credits and subsidies in the spread of pasture, and for
PROCAMPO rural income support payments in the area devoted to each of the three
main agricultural land uses. In Chapter 6, we also explore our research’s linkage to
the debate about the whether or not projects to slow deforestation should be allowed
under the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism, a debate that we
introduce in the next sub-section of this Chapter, Motivation.

Finally, the paper seeks to connect our results to recent findings that a new trend in
migration has emerged in the SY. Whereas in the past migrants flowed into the SY, in
recent years there has been substantial migration out of the region. All else equal, outmigration might be expected to lead to forest regeneration, i.e. the opposite of
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deforestation. However, it may be that the transition to pasture underway will mean
that deforestation continues in the long run even if recently reported population
declines are sustained. Such a result would be consistent with the “Hollow Frontier”
pattern that has been observed elsewhere in Latin America.

1.1

Motivation

The forests of the southern Yucatán of Mexico, together with contiguous forestland
across the border in Guatemala and Belize, survive as the largest area of tropical forest
outside of the Amazon in the Western Hemisphere. This research focuses on 22,000
km2 on the Mexican side of the border. The region of study has at its center the
Calakmul Biosphere Reserve, which is the largest forest reserve in Mexico (about
7,500 km2), part of the Mesoamerican Biological Corridor, and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site.

Persistently high rates of deforestation and the resultant decreases in the global stock
of tropical forestland have drawn worldwide attention. Tropical deforestation has two
important global environmental consequences, species extinction and emission of
climate changing greenhouse gases. When forests are burned for the sake of clearing,
carbon dioxide, the leading greenhouse gas, is emitted. Deforestation was responsible
for an estimated 10% to 25% of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions in the 1990s,
and is thus a major contributor to climate change (Houghton 2003; Defries et al.
2002). As well, deforestation is a leading cause of biodiversity loss, which in turn
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leads to lost pharmaceutical advances among other less tangible losses such as
existence value.

Recent scientific work has more firmly established the direct links between land use
change and climate at the regional level and smaller scales (Pielke 2005; Feddema et
al. 2005). A new report from the Proceedings of the National Academy of Science
describes a formal link between forest cover and climate at local-regional scales due to
water transport by deep roots (Lee et al. 2005). Studies over the last few years have
shown how California and much of the West is vulnerable to climate change due to
altered snow, precipitation, and runoff patterns.

For land managers operating at tropical forest frontiers, the extinction of species and
global climate change are not likely to be priorities. Should we expect local land
managers struggling to guard their families from poverty to prioritize conservation at
their own expense? No. This is a clear instance of behavior with significant
externalities. Though carbon dioxide is non-toxic, it is a pollutant in the sense that it
carries with it environmental damage: a destabilized global climate.

How to counteract such a divergence between the private optimum of the local land
manager and the social optimum of humanity at large? The Clean Development
Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol on global climate change offers one possible (and
partial) approach for addressing the problem. Under the Clean Development
Mechanism, climate change mitigation projects implemented in developing countries
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can generate greenhouse gas emissions credits that can help the 37 countries that have
agreed to emissions reductions to satisfy their commitments. For example, Japan can
invest in wind energy in India and receive credits for greenhouse gas emissions
benefits of the project (the local people benefit from reduced local air pollutants). The
first phase of the Kyoto Protocol specifically disallows projects aimed at slowing
deforestation. Only tree planting projects are allowed in the first phase. However
there is continued interest in expanding the definition of allowed land use projects to
include deforestation as a recent lead editorial of the journal Climatic Change (Santilli
et al. 2005) suggests.

The current research serves as a step toward setting a baseline for the region, baseline
meaning a forecast of deforestation given current trends. Baseline setting is an
important step toward quantification of greenhouse gas benefits from projects or
policies (Busch, Sathaye, and Sanchez-Azofeifa 2000). Legitimate concerns remain
about the potential for accurate evaluation of the benefits of projects and the need to
monitor the permanence of project impacts, as well as the transaction costs associated
with these activities. Nonetheless, it may be that the climate and ancillary benefits
from a new flow of investment in tropical forest conservation via the Clean
Development Mechanism are too large to ignore.

Before going further, we present two maps of the region of study to offer some
geographic orientation, hereafter also referred to as the SY (Southern Yucatán).
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Figure 1 shows rough approximations of the region of study, within the black border,
and the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve, which is represented by the crosshatched area in
the middle of the region.
Figure 1. Region of study and Calakmul Biosphere Reserve

Courtesy of National Geographic Maps

Figure 2 is a wider view for a better perspective on the study area’s place in southern
Mexico and Central America. Guatemala and Belize are along the southern border of
our region of study
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Figure 2. Study area within the Yucatán Peninsula – a wider view

Courtesy of National Geographic Maps

1.2

Data

The paper draws on nearly two years of field research. After an initial investigatory
period, we conducted a cross-sectional household survey of 174 households in 13
villages. The survey focused on the year 2003 with data collected over the following
year, 2004, in three separate interviews with each household.
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Sampling of households was accomplished via a stratified two-stage, cluster design
(Deaton 1997) with a first stage involving random selection of villages (ejidos) and a
second stage involving random selection of landholding households within each
selected village (ejido). Ejidos were separated into strata according to agro-ecological
zone and distance from markets and roads. Then villages within each stratum were
weighted according to their size relative to the stratum population, and one village was
chosen from within each. Next households were chosen at random from within each
selected village from all households with rights to land.

In fact, the sampling process that resulted in our 2003 sample took place in two
phases, each using the stratified, two-stage, design. The foundation for our data
collection effort was the 1997 sample collected by Southern Yucatán Peninsular
Region (SYPR) Project, a large-scale, interdisciplinary research project focused on the
study area. Our partnership with the SYPR Project gives us access to this 1997
household dataset, which includes 187 households in 11 villages.

Our data collection activities started with us finding all those households from the
1997 sample that were still in residence in 2003.

We did this in order to capture as

much temporal variation as possible. Through our partnership with Birgit Schmook,
who took the lead in the field with respect to managing our team of interviewers, we
gained the benefit of substantial experience doing fieldwork in the region. Birgit is a
doctoral candidate in geography at Clark University, a researcher at El Colegio de la
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Frontera Sur in Chetumal just outside the study area, and she was part of the data
collection team that implemented the first region-wide survey. We were able to
located 138 households of the group that had been previously interviewed.1

We wanted a sample larger than 138 households. We identified two strategies for
promoting acquisition of a sample more representative of the region’s population as
we added to these 138 households. One strategy was to correct for aging across all
households since the 1997 survey. In 2003, all of the households from the previous
survey effort had been in existence for at least five years. None of the household
heads was under 22. So we added younger households in the 11 villages we inherited
from the earlier effort. Next we wanted to improve coverage of the emerging
population concentration in the south central part of the municipality of Calakmul,
south of highway 186, which was somewhat underrepresented. We decided to add 20
households from two ejidos located in this south-central zone, and did so following the
stratified two-stage cluster approach. We picked one ejido each from a northern
stratum and a southern stratum. Due to the relative size of the strata, we selected in 11
households in the north and 9 households in the south.

We made the decision to follow the initial SYPR Project household survey design by
sampling from the group of landholding households. We have not directly sampled

1

Most of those that we could not find had moved away. Of note were 5 refusals and also 4 cases of
physical or mental incapacitation. Note that after counting those incapacitated, we able to collect
complete data on 134 cases of the 187 original 1997 sample. A full description on the 53 cases we did
not interview is as follows: 27 had moved away; 15 someone had passed away; 5 refusals; 4 physical or
mental incapacitation made an interview impossible; 3 others.
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from the podlabor population, residents of ejidos that do not have formal land rights.
Pobladores are clearly part of the process that results in deforestation, but for the most
part pobladores do not cultivate more than a few hectares of land a year. By and large,
they lack the access to large areas of land necessary to practice cattle ranching. We
discuss the question of pobladores further in our treatment of the issue of land tenure,
Section 4 of Chapter 2.

We interviewed each selected household three separate times to keep each session at
less than two hours. The three survey instruments include one focused on developing
a demographic profile of the household. This survey, in a typical two-spouse
household, was typically administered to the wife (assuming a typical family
structure). Two survey instruments focused on questions pertaining to agriculture;
these were typically administered to the husband of the household.

Our first agricultural survey asked for data on the following: all categories of land use
and forest cover in 2003; any land transactions including any past purchases and sales
(there were not many such transactions), about all inputs, outputs, and revenues from
production in crops, livestock (cattle and sheep), bee-keeping, and agroforestry. In
this first survey, we also asked about general agricultural strategies: their fallow cycle
and preference between primary or secondary forest for new areas to cultivate. The
second agricultural survey covered losses from drought and hurricane, strategies for
dealing with these, technological choices (reasons for adopting, never adopting, or
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adopting and then quitting), sources of information for new technologies, and social
networks.

The demographic survey covered all members of the household, including a wide
array of attributes for each individual living in the household (blood relative or
otherwise), including education, language, whether they worked on-farm or off-farm,
and any non-agricultural income. The demographic survey also traced the family’s
migration history, including arrival in the region and filial development, including
details about anyone living in the household and children that had moved away.
Finally, the demographic survey covered non-farm income and family asset attributes.

The survey was conducted during the year 2004 and focused on 2003 with some
exceptions, for example: questions concerning when a person started or quit using a
technology (here broadly defined to include cattle ranching or cultivation of chili
peppers); the accumulation of pasture since the household first started planting it.
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CHAPTER 2. A DEEPER INTRODUCTION TO THE REGION

In this chapter we begin to probe the determinants of agricultural land use, and by
extension the determinants of deforestation. We give descriptive statistics, laying the
foundation for the modeling work that follows, and give direct evidence on factors not
captured in this modeling—in particular we consider the role of risk and
diversification.

The first section of this chapter gives some historical perspective on human settlement
in the region of study. In the second section, we profile the agricultural sector. We
show that an increase in pasture for cattle ranching has driven deforestation in our
study area since 1997 when the last household survey was conducted. We also
analyze returns to maize and jalapeño chili cultivation and other reasons these crops
have been in decline. Section three focuses on cattle ranching in the study area,
exploring its beneficial attributes and increasing rate of adoption in recent years.
Sections four and five cover, respectively, the role of land tenure and institutions in
determining land use outcomes. The sixth section brings everything together in a
comparative discussion of the main agricultural land uses in the Southern Yucatán
(SY).

We find that land use outcomes are a result of the attributes of the land use activities
themselves, household constraints and preferences (in particular risk aversion), and
institutional influences (governmental and non-governmental). The region is a long
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distance from major markets, and this remoteness has limited development of
alternative commercial agricultural opportunities beyond the main three land uses:
maize, chili, and cattle.

2.1

Historical Context

Until the middle of the 7th Century, the SY was a regional center of Mayan culture.
The Mayan ruins of Calakmul, for example, lend their name to the huge protected area
at the center of the study area, the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve. The Mayan culture
that had flourished in the region collapsed completely, and the area remained without
human inhabitants for centuries. The area remains sparsely populated today, with
about 32,000 residents living within the 22,000 km2 of the study area. Federal
highway 186, completed in 1972, is the only major transportation artery. (Turner,
Geoghegan, and Foster, 2004).2

Modern re-settlement of the region began with forestry activities, such as the logging
of mahogany and Spanish cedar, and extraction of chicle (Klepeis 2004).3 Extractive
forest activities were the focus of development during the 1950s, 1960s and early
1970s, at which time a shift occurred. Subsequent settlement was for agricultural
purposes. Since the establishment of the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve in 1989, there
have been increasing efforts to promote sustainable development in the region. These

2

The map does not well represent secondary roads. There are more roads in the region than the map
suggests, though it is true that the highway is the main transportation artery connecting the region to the
outside.
3
For many years, chicle was an important ingredient in chewing gum and a major Mexican export.
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have created some model projects, but they have had only a marginal effect on the
behavior of the typical agricultural household.

The ejido is a critical part of the social fabric of the SY (Klepeis and Roy Chowdhury
2004). The ejido was established in Mexico’s constitution with the purpose of
redressing historical inequities in property ownership. Ejido lands were granted to
petitioning ejido founders and their constituents, with the stipulation that the land be
maintained as common property. Individual members of an ejido are known as
ejidatarios, and membership confers access to land and the right to vote on community
matters. A 1992 law allowed ejidos to demarcate and title individual plots, and to give
transferable ownership rights to their members. None of the 13 ejidos in our sample
has yet paid the fees necessary to establish individual titles.

There are two broad types of ejidos in the region, reflecting whether or not the ejido
was founded under the earlier forestry mandate or the later agricultural one. There are
only a handful of forest ejidos in the region. These were the widely scattered
pioneering outposts that initiated re-population of the area. Two of the 13 ejidos in
our sample are forest ejidos. Forest ejidos are much larger in total land area than
agricultural ejidos. We discuss land tenure type and the role of farm size in more
detail below.
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2.2

Overview of the Agricultural Sector

Present day SY residents are mostly smallholding farmers who get the largest share of
their income from agricultural land use, consisting mostly of chili, maize, and pasture
for cattle. Table 2.1 profiles the respective frequencies of these activities, and the size
distribution for the farms sample as a whole.

Table 2.1 2003 agricultural land use profile
Variable
Observations
Mean*
Std. Dev.*

Minimum*

Maximum*

Land holding

174

68.8

39.1

1

200

Have maize

155

3.96

3.78

1

28

Have pasture

90

20.5

27.8

0.5

190

Have chili

74

1.16

0.722

0.25

4

*In each case, except for number of observations, units are hectares of land.

The most important land uses are the three treated in the table above and are included
in our formal modeling work as well. We acknowledge however, that in reality the
agricultural picture in the region is somewhat more complex. For example, there are a
number of other agricultural land uses: papaya, agroforestry, and several hectares of
mono-cropped chihua, tomato, habanero chili peppers, watermelon, and sheep pasture.
These other land uses, excluding agroforestry, comprise only 0.3% of the total land
area, which justifies our focus on the dominant land uses. Reforestation and
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agroforestry amount to 2.5% of total land area in the survey, and these are included as
forest cover in the statistics reported below.

Marketing for cattle, jalapeño chili, and maize remains a challenge for farmers, even
though the paths for doing so are established. Marketing is even more difficult for
other agricultural products; a higher level of entrepreneurialism is required. An
example of these difficulties was observed in the papaya market. The inability to sell
crop at or near the expected price caused a reduction from 32 hectares in 2003 to only
5 hectares in 2004 in the ejido Cristobal Colón near the heart of the chili zone of
Calakmul.4 The modest linkages made to distant markets, in advance of planting,
were insufficient to guarantee a satisfactory price. When the offered price fell, wouldbe papaya sellers faced the choice between selling at the low price, and not selling at
all. One larger producer of papaya in Cristobal Colón refused to sell his crop at the
low price, preferring to let the crop rot. He was so enraged by the outcome that he
also went out to his field, chopped down his papaya trees, and planted pasture.

Because pasture can be maintained almost permanently, it radically changes the small
holding farmer’s ability to alter the landscape. With shifting agriculture, a large area
of forest coexists with some cultivation. The effect of pasture, with its lower labor
intensity and release from soil fertility constraints, is to reduce forest cover markedly,
as evident in Table 2.2.

4

This based on personal communication (February 18, 2003) with Ricardo Cordoba Juarez, former
“Comisario Ejidal” (village leader for internal villages affairs) for the ejido Cristobal Colón.
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Table 2.2 2003 agricultural land use profile, split sample
Land Share
Maize
Chili
Pasture
2003 Average
0.068
0.008
0.273
With pasture
(N = 90)
0.087
0.012
0
No pasture,
With crops
(N = 76)
* Includes both primary and secondary forest cover.

Forest*

Total

0.651

1.00

0.901

1.00

We see a 25% difference, on average, in forest share between those households with
pasture and those without. Without pasture, farmers maintain a large part of their
parcel in forest, but by adopting pasture, they greatly increase their capacity to
completely transform their parcel from forest cover to pasture. Furthermore, many of
those with pasture are only just beginning to establish their cattle ranching operation,
and are still in a phase of pasture expansions (this is explored in detail below). Thus,
the true difference that pasture can ultimately make in reducing the area of remnant
forest on a given landholding is somewhat obscured. The fact is that adoption of cattle
ranching means that farmers can completely deforest their parcels whereas with
cultivation of crops they invariably retain a large portion of their land holding as
forest.

We can use the 1997 SYPR Project data, in combination with our own data, to
determine land use and deforestation trends over the 1997-2003 time period, which we
present in Table 2.3. The minor land uses discussed above are included in forest cover
category, resulting in some modest understatement of the deforestation rate.
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Table 2.3 Pasture drives forest cover loss – land change 1997 to 2003
(N=138)
Maize
Chili
Pasture
Forest
Change in mean land share
1997 to 2003 overall

-1.6 %

-0.07 %

+4.0 %

-1.7 %

Change in mean land share
1997 to 2003 per annum

-0.27 %

-0.12%

+0.67 %

-0.28 %

Land area devoted to maize and chili cultivation has declined since the last household
survey, and area under pasture has increased. Expansion of pasture for cattle has
driven recent deforestation. The importance of this finding must be emphasized.
Previous research has not linked the overall deforestation rate for the region to the
underlying growth or diminution in land area associated with any particular
agricultural activity as we do here.

Evolution of study focus
Before describing in further detail each of the three main land using activities, a
comment should be made regarding the overall direction of the study and the use of
the term technological adoption to refer to a household’s decision to begin cattle
ranching. The study was launched as an investigation of technological change in the
region. We undertook an initial exploratory phase of fieldwork to define the further
define the organizing research questions.

This initial fieldwork found a distinct lack of enthusiasm for jalapeño chili pepper
cultivation. Consistent with this we eventually found that chili cultivation declined
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from 1997 to 2003. In addition, our early fieldwork suggested more inertia than
innovation in production methods used with the main land uses. Again, our household
data support this initial impression. Below we will explore inputs for each crop and
we will see that, with the exception of agrochemical use in chili pepper production,
almost no modern inputs are used in the region’s agriculture. There is no irrigation.
All production is rain fed.5 An early thought was to explore mechanization in chili
cultivation, but this also proved relatively unimportant. Though there are pockets
where mechanization is widespread, there are only scattered instances of
mechanization across the broader region.

Thus, based on this initial fieldwork, we concluded that the most important
technological choice that households face is what combination of agricultural
activities (broadly defined to include animal husbandry) to undertake. Following this
logic, we sought to anticipate the next “big thing” in agriculture (Raising sheep?
Cultivating papaya?). No single emerging commercial option was clearly discernible.
For the agricultural activity to have a major land use impact it must have commercial
export value. Due to the limited population and income levels of the region itself, if
agricultural production is not for export outside of the region then its potential impact
is inherently limited. At the same time, these relatively isolated and impoverished
farmers face considerable challenges making robust commercial linkages.

5

There are some pilot irrigation projects in the region (e.g. in the ejido Nueva Vida), but these
are far from being spontaneously replicated by the typical farmer.
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The end result was that in data collection we took a broad view and collected detailed
input-output profiles for all the major land using activities. In addition to the 'big
three' land uses, we collected data on the raising of sheep, beekeeping, agroforestry,
chicle extraction, and any other instances of commercially produced crops, of which
papaya and tomato are examples. It was late in our fieldwork that the importance of
the cattle sector in the future of land use in the SY emerged. Fortunately, as a
subsequent section on cattle ranching will show, we collected sufficient data to
provide a detailed picture of practices and dynamics within the sector, which in the
end we found to be the main driver of deforestation in recent years.

We have explained how we came to investigate the choice of which activities to
include in the agricultural portfolio and especially the decision to start cattle ranching
or not. In keeping with the literatures on technological diffusion and agricultural
economics, we will refer to these as technological choices. The technical literature has
a somewhat broader definition of technological change than common usage.

Maize cultivation
Almost every household grows maize (155 out of 174 households in our survey). This
is typically done via what is known locally as “milpa” cultivation and also cultivation
by the method of, “Roza, Tumba, Quema.” This slash and burn agriculture has its
roots in Native American cultures, in particular the Mayan culture. Often some
portion of the maize plot will also include intermixed cultivation with beans or squash
(especially a type of squash that yields chihua, a seed with some commercial value).
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Under the milpa system, forest is felled and burned to enrich the soil, and the land is
cultivated for a period of rarely more than a year or two. The land is then left for
forest regeneration. After some years, the farmer can fell and burn this secondary
forest, thus providing agricultural potential anew. Most agricultural production takes
place in the summer rainy season. Some farmers also grow maize tornamil, a crop of
winter wheat. 50 of the 174 households in our sample grew maize tornamil during the
winter of 2003-2004, always cultivating an area somewhat less than that of their
summer crop.

The main tools used by the typical farmer are the machete and digging stick. A small
number of maize plots are mechanized (7 out of 155 mechanized any part of their
maize) and a small, but growing, contingent of farmers (36 out of 155 cultivators) has
adopted herbicides as a labor saving weed control method. A smaller number of
cultivators from our sample used fertilizers (18/155) and pesticides (13/155).

In an effort to characterize risks associated with maize cultivation, we asked farmers
about their worst maize losses from climatic extremes. We found that 69 had suffered
a complete destruction of their crop due to drought, and 42 had suffered a complete
loss due to a hurricane. (Preliminary tests attempting to capture more subtle
gradations in the distribution of losses, such a complete characterization of losses over
the years, were unsuccessful).
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Since the first set of SYPR Project household surveys were administered in 1997,
substantial changes in the maize sector have occurred.

In our sample of 174

households, there are 19 cases in which no maize is cultivated and 24 cases in which
the household sells maize. By comparison, Vance and Geoghegan’s (2004) data
contained 79 sellers in 187 households and only two of these households grew no
maize at all. In our sample, the single largest use for maize was own-farm animal
consumption; the second most important use was home consumption; quantity sold at
market was a distant third.

To an extent we can attribute some of the fall off in the amount of commercial maize
production to the revelation that in an era without price supports (price guarantees
ended with PROCAMPO in 1994) growing maize is just not that profitable. We
explore returns to maize in more detail below. However, the fall off in the number of
households selling maize in 2003 is also due in part to the fact that 2003 was a drought
year. Households’ use their own farms’ output first for consumption by the family or
their animals, and sell after their basic needs are met. In a year with depressed
harvest, there is less to sell. At the same time, it is important to see that the 2003
drought would have been unrelated to the jump in the number of households choosing
not to grow any maize at all.

Chili cultivation
Keys (2004), who has studied the chili sector in the SY more extensively than anyone
else, began his dissertation by citing a Mexican saying that, “without chili, one is
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hardly eating.” Jalapeño chili is a uniquely large market in Mexico, second only to
maize, and in the SY it is the pre-eminent commercial crop. Keys (2004) traces the
establishment and spread of the crop from its origin in Polo Norte6 in the south-center
of the study area. This part of the study area is sometimes referred to as “the chili
zone” (“las zonas chileras”).

Keys (2004) describes the system of intermediary buyers that controls all purchasing
of chili from producers in this same area, along the road south of Xpujil. These
middlemen are commonly understood to keep producer prices low through collusion.
While farmers feel the intermediaries take advantage of them, they also benefit from
being able to sell their product near the farm gate. Intermediaries shoulder the
transportation cost from the SY to the market centers of Puebla and Mexico City.

Though chili growers are reasonably well assured of selling their crop, assuming
torrential rains do not wash out roads, the price to be received remains uncertain until
the harvest is already underway. Our data indicate that the price typically ranges
between N$ 0.8 and N$ 3.2 per kilogram. This large fluctuation is because the region
is a small component of the national chili market, a residual supply only important if
there have been crop failures elsewhere.

Farmers cultivate chili using the same slash and burn method employed for maize. In
contrast to maize, chili is almost never planted on the same plot for more than a single
6

Also known as Ricardo Payro.
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season. After a season of chili cultivation, the soil is too depleted to produce another
crop. (Maize is sometimes planted on the same plot for successive years though
typically not more than two.) In his work focusing on the chili zone, Keys finds the
use of agrochemicals to be universal, and mechanized chili production to be somewhat
common. Our findings are in agreement on agrochemicals. In our sample, all farmers
cultivating chili use some form of agrochemicals; the most common of these are
pesticides (73 of 74 cases) and fertilizer (54 of 74 cases). However, in our broader
focus on the region as a whole, we find mechanized chili production to be very rare.
In Keys’ work, 49 of 133 chili farmers use mechanization. Only 2 of the 74 cases of
chili cultivation in our survey involve mechanization. Our interpretation of these
differences is as follows. The area on which Keys focuses has been made somewhat
wealthier through successful chili cultivation, better enabling farmers in these villages
to afford mechanized equipment. They also have the most experience with chili, and
have thus evolved their methods to the greatest degree. Finally, as documented by
Keys, (2004) they have somewhat better political connections and have thus been
relatively successful in accessing government programs that subsidize the cost of
mechanization.

In terms of risks due to climatic extremes, we found that 46 of those in our sample had
suffered a complete destruction of their chili crop due to drought, and that 49 had
suffered a complete loss due to a hurricane. In addition to climatic risk, Keys (2004)
had observed that price risk is a major concern. The year-to-year variability in price
from less than one to more than three pesos per kilogram is clearly a source of
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disutility to farmers. In fact, we found price risk to be a greater concern than climatic
losses from drought or hurricane. Our respondents were asked: “Would you say
climatic or price risks are more of a concern for you with respect to jalapeño chili
production”.
•

70 said price risk is the greatest concern

•

37 said price and climate risks are equally important.

•

37 said climate risk is the greatest concern.

We explored the methods by which farmers form their expectations of the coming
year’s price for chili. This turned up a plethora of strategies. Keys (2004) argues
persuasively that the total production of the region is too small in relation to the
national market to affect the price (i.e. price is exogenous to regional supply).
Nonetheless, we established that some farmers expect that a year with good chili
prices will persuade more farmers to grow the crop, and that this greater production
will in turn depress prices in the following year. Other farmers expect that a year of
good prices is a signal that the price will be good again the following year. A further
group of farmers ignore prices completely and cultivate the same amount year after
year. Finally, we heard from one farmer that he seeks information on the expected
chili harvest in other parts of the country to inform his planting decision. (This would
be the rational, optimal strategy given Keys’ description of the region’s place in the
national market). In view of this complicated picture regarding formation of price
expectations, we choose to ask directly about grower response to price changes, in
order to derive a measure of price elasticity of supply. We asked, “How much would
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you grow if you knew with certainty that the price would be N$ 2/kg?” and then
“How much would you grow if you knew with certainty that the price would be N$
3/kg?” The result is a price elasticity of 0.516. This is consistent with the results of
our formal modeling work, in which constraints, especially labor and cash constraints,
play a key role in land use decisions. 132 of the respondents would grow at least some
chili with a certain price of 3 pesos. However, for 95 of these, they would grow no
more at $3/kg than at $2/kg. We asked this latter group of 95, “why not?” The most
important reasons given are cash and labor constraints (66 and 55 responses
respectively). The response of not wanting to risk a loss due to drought or hurricane
was ranked a distant third with only 14 such responses.

A final word on chili: Keys (2004) raises the interesting technological issue of
emerging pest resistance and increasing reliance on agrochemicals in the jalapeño chili
pepper sector. Agrochemical usage can be very complex. Our initial data collections
included detailed information on particular agrochemicals used, number of
applications, etc. This was found to be excessively time consuming and effort
intensive to be feasible (we found up to 16 separate chemicals were used).
Accordingly, our data collection was restricted to cost of agrochemicals, number of
applications, and the type of chemicals used (e.g. pesticides, fungicides, herbicides,
and fertilizers). Our conclusion was that to explore the emerging pest resistance issue
would require a separate study of its own, which would conflict with our effort to
examine the entire agricultural portfolio.
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2003: A drought year with depressed yields
The year 2003 was a drought year (though it is important to point out that farmers in
the SY would not have known this in advance of their decision regarding how large an
area to plant). Table 2.4 compares drought depressed yields in 2003 to the values
farmers told us they would expect in a normal year.

Table 2.4 Expected yields and drought depressed yields in 2003
Variable
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min.

Max.

Maize yield expected

155

1210

682

300

3000

Maize yield 2003

155

445

442

0

3000

Chili yield expected

74

6880

3710

1000

25000

Chili yield 2003

74

3390

4840

0

30000

We see that in 2003 the maize yield was less than half the average yield (37%) and
chili was about half the average (49%). 12 of the maize cultivators achieved their
normal yield (none were above it) while 10 had a complete loss and 33 harvested less
than 100 kg/ha. For chili, 15 of 74 cultivators suffered a complete loss and 29 of 74
harvested 1000 kg/ha or less.

The severe effects of drought on the 2003 harvest in the SY lead us to explore
differences between the year 2003 and years in which the harvest is closer to average
in our investigation of the costs of and returns to cultivation.
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Exploration of labor use in crop cultivation
In the SY, labor is the key input for both maize and chili. Apart from their land, which
is typically possessed in relative abundance and for the most part does not constrain
agricultural decision-making, labor is usually a family’s greatest resource. Further, as
we will see in our treatment of costs of production, paid labor is the largest category of
inputs for both maize and chili. Here we examine labor use in some detail. Labor use
in cattle ranching is substantially different than in crop cultivation, and we leave aside
the question of labor use in cattle ranching until the section in which we focus on
cattle.

We explore input costs and returns to the different land uses from two perspectives:
(1) area cultivated, $/ha, and (2) amount produced, $/kg. Many farmers in the study
area are inclined to conceptualize questions of production in per hectare terms; in a
sense this is a natural way to think about land-based production. Mathematical
programming problems in agricultural economics are often formulated this way. Also,
in a developing country context in which agriculture all too frequently yields a total
crop failure, the area-based measure (per hectare) avoids the existence problem of zero
production. For farmers that have suffered a total loss, an output-based measure is
undefined. At the same time, there is no question that production is the ultimate goal
and output-based measures of return are the conventional economic approach. We
manage to circumvent the problem of zeroes in production by replacing actual 2003
yields with expected yields, which are never zero.
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In the two tables that follow, we give data for maize and then chili. Because of the
2003 drought, we asked respondents both about their actual usage in that year and
their labor use in a year with an average yield. The results of labor that would be
expected given an average harvest are reported in the “expected” columns.
Table 2.5 Labor use in maize cultivation
Variable
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min.
Max.
Days/HA
UNPAID LABOR
155
36
21
0
108
2003
155
41
21
0
108
Expected
PAID LABOR
155
9.6
12
0
55
2003
155
11
13
0
55
Expected
Days/KG
UNPAID LABOR
145
0.18
0.25
0
1.6
2003
155
0.04
0.04
0
0.23
Expected
PAID LABOR
145
0.06
0.17
0
1.6
2003
155
0.01
0.02
0
0.09
Expected
* Unpaid labor typically consists of family labor; though there are some exceptions,
namely labor sharing arrangements among households.
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Table 2.6 Labor use in chili cultivation
Variable
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min.
Max.
Days/HA
UNPAID LABOR*
74
66
35
1
200
2003
74
70
35
1
200
Expected
PAID LABOR
74
30
40
0
230
2003
74
47
40
0
230
Expected
Days/KG
UNPAID LABOR*
59
0.07
0.14
0.00
0.90
2003
74
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.07
Expected
PAID LABOR
59
0.02
0.05
0
0.41
2003
74
0.01
0.01
0
0.03
Expected
*Unpaid labor typically consists of family labor, though there are some exceptions,
namely labor sharing arrangements among households.
We focus our discussion on expected values to avoid intermingling drought
suppressed yields with the figures. Though chili uses more labor on a per hectare
basis, maize uses more for each kilogram of output because chili produces so much
more per hectare (6880 kg for chili vs. 1210 kg maize). Also notable is the fact that
chili uses a higher proportion of paid labor. This is due to the concentrated labor input
requirements of the chili harvest when family labor rarely suffices. The chili harvest
takes place in two to four (usually three) distinct phases. The fruit is cut while still
green, and this induces the plant to fruit again. Timing is essential. Each harvest
phase should be carried out in just one or two days, and requires somewhere from 15
to 30 days of labor per hectare.

These results are consistent with the other published results on labor inputs, e.g. Pat
Fernandez and Hernandez Bahena (2002) and Keys (2004). Pat Fernandez and
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Hernandez Bahena (2002) investigate agricultural production in the ejido Polo Norte,
near the center of our region of study. For a typical maize yield of 600–700 kg, a bit
less than the mean in our simple, they estimate labor usage to be 55–76 days per
hectare, less if the land being used was in cultivation from the preceding year, which
avoids the labor necessary to clear a forested area for planting.

Polo Norte is one of the more advanced ejidos in terms of chili cultivation. Much of
the crop is mechanized (meaning the ground is prepared for planting by tractor). As
mentioned above, this is where chili was first planted in the municipality of Calakmul
(Keys 2004). The result is that Polo Norte has a greater average yield for chili, 10 tons
per hectare. This compares to the 6.9 ton per hectare average in our survey. The taskby-task explication of labor inputs by Pat Fernandez and Hernandez Bahena (2002)
produces an estimate of 70-171 days of labor per hectare. Despite the somewhat more
sophisticated production methods in use in Polo Norte as compared to the typical chili
farmer in our survey, our mean value of 117 labor days used per hectare of chili falls
very near the middle of their range.

Polo Norte is one of the ejidos in the Keys (2004) work on the chili sector. Keys’
samples from a number of the more advanced chili producing ejidos, and the result is
that 49 of 133 chili farmers in his sample are mechanized. Only 2 of the 74 farmers
growing chili in our sample used mechanization. Fortunately, Keys (2004) provides
separate results for mechanized and un-mechanized farmers. So we focus on his
results for un-mechanized farmers as most relevant to the broader region we are
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studying. Keys (2004) does not give a figure for overall labor days used in chili gives
results; he does give labor expenditures, which amount to $2540 per hectare for the 84
un-mechanized farmers in his sample. This is very close to the $2860 per hectare
expected expenditure on labor in our sample.

Maize costs
From this detailed treatment of labor usage we transition to a broader view—across all
inputs not only labor – of the costs of and the returns to maize cultivation.

When we refer to maize cultivation, we use the term broadly to include instances
where there is intercropping; the crop is sometimes inter-cropped with small areas of
beans or squash. The costs and returns reported here also cover beans and squash
when inter-cropped with maize.7 Since the activity is undertaken holistically, it makes
sense to calculate the returns this way. We value seeds taken from storage from last
year’s harvest at their replacement, the 2003 average price. First we give a $ per
hectare (ha) measure of 2003 input costs, then a $ per kilogram (kg) measure.

7

In the usual formulation inter-cropped area is smaller than total area, and so these data have to be
scaled, e.g. if there is one hectare of beans amongst four hectares of maize we say there is a ¼ hectare
of beans per hectare of maize.
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Table 2.7 Actual 2003 input costs for maize ($/ha)
Variable
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.

Max.

Paid labor

155

573

770

0

3850

Agrochemicals

155

47.1

100

0

400

Seeds

155

36.4

21.1

10.5

125

Transportation A

155

14.3

47.7

0

400

Mechanization

155

25.3

129

0

900

155

697

809

16.8

3900

Sum of 2003 input cost
A

Min.

This is for vehicle rental; other transport costs included as labor.

We are also interested in an output-based measure of costs and revenue. A difficulty
with the actual 2003 output ($/kg) measure is that it is entangled with droughtsuppressed yields that farmers’ experienced across the study area to varying degrees.
As mentioned, an output-based measure is undefined for the 10 households that
suffered complete losses in maize for 2003. Even after we drop these households,
many drought-affected cases remain, and these result in instances of costs an order of
magnitude larger, or greater, than would occur in a more typical year. We give the full
results for the actual 2003 output based measure in the appendix.

Since the event of suffering a complete loss in 2003 is mostly unrelated to the method
of production – there is no irrigation of maize or chili cultivation in our sample – it is
useful to construct an output-based measure of cost that eliminates the effect of
drought. We replace actual yield with the expected yield to remove the effects of
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climate extremes. To be specific, we asked: what would you consider to be an
average yield, by that we mean a harvest in a year of typical weather, neither
particularly good nor bad? We use this and our normal paid labor statistic to find the $
per kg measures given in Table 2.8. Since there are no zeroes amongst expected yield
data, we have 155 cases, all those that grew maize in 2003.

Table 2.8 Input costs for maize with expected yield ($/kg)
Variable
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

First compare labor inputs: average year vs. 2003
Paid labor in 2003

155

0.650

1.00

0

5.04

Expected paid labor

155

0.745

1.13

0

5.04

Agrochemicals

155

0.041

0.093

0.005

0.588

Seeds

155

0.041

0.039

0

0.313

Transportation A

155

0.016

0.066

0

0.600

Mechanization

155

0.021

0.106

0

0.750

155

0.864

1.16

0.005

5.20

Other inputs levels

Sum of input cost
(uses expected paid labor)
A

This is for vehicle rental; other transport costs are included as labor. Oftentimes the
crop is transported from the field using manual labor.

We see in both tables, using both measures, that labor represents the largest proportion
of cash input costs for maize production in the SY. Unlike chili jalapeño, which
requires intensive bursts of labor at harvest time, it is possible to produce the crop with
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nothing more than family labor and seeds (plus a machete and digging stick), and
many cultivate in this way. 38 maize farmers from our survey have no cash
expenditures. Recall for maize we include the replacement cost for seed carried over
from the last harvest, which is why the minimum value is above zero in the above
tables. That the crop can be produced without costly agrochemicals, unlike jalapeño
chili, is one reason that the crop remains a staple across the cash constrained region.

Maize returns
We have established that maize is not primarily a commercial crop; most of the maize
harvested stays on the farm for consumption by either the family or its animals. For
the purposes of arriving at a measure of the value of the harvest, we value maize
consumed on the farm at the average price for maize in 2003 ($2.1 per kg, producers
price, which is also similar to the buyers price). On farm uses include consumption
within the household, by its animals, or as seed. Any of the maize harvest that was
sold is naturally valued at the actual (idiosyncratic) price received.

Our exploration of returns, like our investigation of costs, incorporates both actual
2003 figures and expected returns. We calculate expected returns to maize (and, next,
returns to chili) using two different measures of cost, one an aggregate measure of cost
and the other the sum of the various components of costs elicited individually and
discussed above. The aggregate measure of cost simply reflects respondents’ answers
to the question of what their cash expenditures amount to in a typical year for
production of maize or chili: in an average year, how much in cash do you expend per
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hectare? The disaggregate measure of cost is based on 2003 costs except for labor
costs; expenditures on hired labor during a year with an average yield replaces the
actual 2003 hired labor figure.

The aggregate measure gives an input cost level that is somewhat larger than the
disaggregate one.8 In our discussion we largely focus on results derived using the
aggregate cost measure. The problem with the disaggregate measure is that
corrections are necessary for the drought suppressed actual 2003 figures. We may
have missed some of the extra labor days necessary for an average harvest, i.e. a larger
harvest than the one that occurred in drought affected 2003. Consider our method for
collecting data inputs. First we asked our respondents to give us the actual 2003 labor
associated with each of a dozen individual tasks in the production process, then we
asked them about differences between 2003 production and an average year. There
was likely some respondent fatigue, which may have led to under-reporting of
differences between 2003 and an average year. This leads us to have more confidence
in the aggregate cost estimate. Though it is also of note that the difference between
the aggregate and disaggregate cost estimates is not so large for either maize or chili.

8

aggregate vs. disaggregate figures are:
1.09 $/kg vs. 0.859 $/kg,
1150 $/ha vs. 767 $/ha
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Table 2.9 Maize costs and returns ($/ha)
Variable
Obs.
Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

Actual 2003
Actual 2003 input cost ($/ha)

155

697

809

16.8

3900

Actual 2003 return ($/ha)

155

332

1210

-2180

5920

Expected costs and returns– disaggregate measure A
Expected input cost ($/ha)

155

767

875

16.8

3900

Expected return ($/ha)

155

766

875

16.8

3900

Expected costs and return– aggregate measure B
Expected input cost ($/ha)

174

1150

975

0

5000

Expected return ($/ha)

174

1460

1400

-1520

6300

A

This category of returns builds up the expected input cost using 2003 actual
expenditures except in the case of labor in which case we substitute the labor cost
in a year with an average harvest for actual 2003 labor cost.
B
This variable of returns gives expected outcomes based on responses concerning
expected yield and cash inputs. The average price for 2003, 2.1 pesos/kg, is used
estimate expected returns.
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Table 2.10 Maize costs and returns ($/kg)
Variable
Obs.
Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

0.028

210

19.3

-208

15.6

Actual 2003
Actual 2003 input cost ($/kg)

145

4.75

Actual 2003 return ($/kg)

145

-2.26

19.2

9

Expected costs and returns– disaggregate measure A
Expected input cost ($/kg)

155

0.858

1.16

0.006

5.20

Expected return ($/kg)

155

1.24

1.16

-3.10

2.09

Expected costs and return– aggregate measure B
Expected input cost ($/kg)

174

1.09

1.08

0

5

Expected return ($/kg)

174

1.01

1.08

-2.9

2.1

A

This category of returns builds up the expected input cost using 2003 actual
expenditures except in the case of labor in which case we substitute the labor cost
in a year with an average harvest for actual 2003 labor cost.
B
This variable of returns gives expected outcomes based on responses concerning
expected yield and cash inputs. The average price for 2003, 2.1 pesos/kg, is then
used estimate expected returns.
In an average year, the margin of about 1 peso per kilo yields about 1210 pesos of
profit per hectare. That is equal to about $100 won from hard labor on 100 meters
square carved from the dense tropical forest and cultivated. And that ignores the
possibility of crop failures due to climatic extremes. 2003, for example, was a bad
year for maize cultivation. 60 of 155 maize cultivators actually suffered net losses on
9

Drought-suppressed yields such as 20 kg/ha blow up the standard deviations of the actual 2003 $/kg
statistics.
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their crop. Such potential losses no doubt play a role in the modest abandonment of
the crop over the years.

Chili costs
Unlike maize, chili is essentially a pure commercial crop, and we only consider
monetary expenditures and income in our analysis of the crop’s costs and returns.10
Tables 2.11 and 2.12 give input costs using our two metrics $/ha and $/kg for the 74
cases of chili cultivation in our sample.

Table 2.11 Actual 2003 input costs for chili ($/ha)
Variable
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.

Max.

Paid labor ($/ha)

74

1910

3270

0

22040

Agrochemicals

74

2230

2300

0

9600

Seeds

74

150

270

0

900

Transportation A

74

86.5

209

0

1200

Mechanization

74

12.4

93.8

0

800

74

4390

4230

360

25250

Sum of 2003 input cost
A

Min.

This is for vehicle rental; other transport costs are included as labor. Oftentimes the
crop is transported from the field via manual labor.

As with maize, we put actual 2003 $ per kg results in an appendix. And, again we
seek to remove the weather related impacts in our $/kg cost figures by inserting the
average yield and associated paid labor level. This is particularly important for chili,
because much of the paid labor occurs at harvest time.
10

The reader is reminded that we value maize consumed on the farm at the replacement value.
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Table 2.12 Input costs for chili using expected yield ($/kg)
Variable
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

First compare labor inputs: average year vs. 2003
Paid labor in 2003

74

0.28

0.41

0

2.1

Expected paid labor

74

0.47

0.42

0

2.1

Agrochemicals

74

0.37

0.42

0

3.2

Seeds

74

0.03

0.09

0

0.45

Transportation A

74

0.01

0.03

0

0.15

Mechanization

74

0.01

0.09

0

0.80

Other inputs levels

Sum of input cost
74
0.89
0.61
0.09
3.7
(uses expected paid labor)
A
This is for vehicle rental; other transport costs are included as labor. Oftentimes the
crop is transported from the field via manual labor.
Paid labor is an important component of the cost of chili cultivation. However, unlike
maize, agrochemicals are another important category of costs associated with growing
chili. In fact, as results reported in the Appendix show, the 2003 drought, the resultant
stunted harvest, and depressed labor input levels enabled agrochemicals to surpass
labor as the greatest expense in that year. However, when we look at costs in an
average year (Table 2.12), labor again emerges as the single largest type of
expenditure. Still, agrochemicals remain a large part of the overall cost, at more than
1/3 of the total.
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Chili returns
Now we explore the returns to chili cultivation again using our two measures, $/ha and
$/kg, and again calculating both actual returns for the 2003 and returns expected in a
year with an average harvest. Because of the large variation in chili prices over time
and across seasons, we had asked all those with experience growing chili for their best
assessment of the average price they have received for chili. We found the mean of
this to be 1.8 pesos/kg, and this is the price we use in estimating income from an
average harvest.

Table 2.13 Chili costs and returns ($/ha)
Variable
Obs.
Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

Actual 2003
Actual 2003 input cost ($/ha)

74

4390

4230

360

25300

Actual 2003 return ($/ha)

74

5100

11700

-9600

70750

Expected costs and returns– disaggregate measure A
Expected input cost ($/ha)

74

5340

4080

360

25300

Expected return ($/ha)

74

6320

5280

-5700

21400

Expected costs and return– aggregate measure B
74
5150
Expected input cost ($/ha)

3180

800

15000

Expected return ($/ha)

7440

-4600

35000

74

6510

A

This category of returns builds up the expected input cost using 2003 actual
expenditures except in the case of labor in which case we substitute the labor cost
in a year with an average harvest for actual 2003 labor cost.
B
This variable of returns gives expected outcomes based on responses concerning
expected yield and cash inputs.
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Table 2.14 Chili costs and returns ($/kg)
Variable
Obs.
Mean

Std. Dev.

Min.

Max.

Actual 2003
Actual 2003 input cost ($/kg)

59

2.96

7.41

0.117

54.8

Actual 2003 return ($/kg)

59

-0.396

7.41

-52.3

3.15

Expected costs and returns– disaggregate measure A
Expected input cost ($/kg)

74

0.905

0.614

0.09

3.7

Expected return ($/kg)

74

0.895

0.614

-1.90

1.71

Expected costs and return– aggregate measure B
Expected input cost ($/kg)

74

0.959

0.707

0.083

3.33

Expected return ($/kg)

74

0.841

0.708

-1.53

1.72

A

This category of returns builds up the expected input cost using 2003 actual
expenditures except in the case of labor in which case we substitute the labor cost
in a year with an average harvest for actual 2003 labor cost.
B
This variable of returns gives expected outcomes based on responses concerning
expected yield and cash inputs. The average price for 2003, 2.1 pesos/kg, is then
used estimate expected returns.
The big story in chili cultivation in 2003 was the excellent price for the crop, much
higher than this historical level at an average of 2.9 pesos/kg. At the same time, the
high price in 2003 only partially made up for the drought suppressed yields occurring
for unlucky cultivators of chili in that year, including the 15 that suffered total losses.
Just over half (51.35%, 38) had net losses on the year due to suppressed yields.
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Below we explore costs and returns in cattle ranching, and we revisit the question of
returns and costs for the different principal land uses (maize, chili, and cattle) in our
concluding comments, which offers a comparative view across the main agricultural
uses.

2.3

Focus on the Cattle Sector

We start our profile of the cattle sector with the remarkable story of the diffusion of
the activity in the SY. The rate of adoption of cattle ranching has steadily increased
from the time the first household in our sample began cattle ranching in 1976. Our
data run through the year 2003, the year with the highest rate of adoption to date. 13
households began cattle ranching that year, 7.5% of our sample. Four of the five
largest marginal rates of adoption occurred over the five years from 1999 – 2003. In
Figure 3 we plot the rate of adoption over time.
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Figure 3. Diffusion of cattle ranching over time
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The figure illustrates the clear trend toward an increasing marginal rate of adoption.11
The result is a diffusion curve that looks to be at a point within the 'takeoff period'
described in the literature on diffusion of new technologies (Sunding and Zilberman
2001), which we discuss further in Chapter 5. That chapter also develops an
econometric model to investigate the determinants of the timing of adoption of cattle
ranching in the SY. Though it is impossible to know whether or not a peak marginal
adoption rate was reached in 2003, we can say that the trend is toward increasing
marginal adoption rates and that the cumulative rate of adoption is far from reaching a
saturation point. Leaving aside the underlying causal variables that we will consider

11

As one might expect given empirical data, there are a few exceptions to the broad trend, i.e.
1995 is tied for the 4th highest marginal adoption rate. Complete year-by-year data on the number of
adopters, and the corresponding marginal and cumulative rates of adoption, are reported in Appendix 2.
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2005

later, the trend is toward continued diffusion of cattle ranching in the SY, i.e. the
activity will continue to spread to additional households in the years to come.

Typical practices and our simulation
Due to the cash and labor constraints they face, smallholding households typically
build up their pasture and infrastructure over a series of many years. Since many
households have adopted in recent years, we also know that many are at an early stage
in the development of their operations and we know that the share of land in pasture
for these households will increase in the years to come. We made this point in
reviewing land use data for those with pasture vs. those without pasture, but it is
important enough to make again.

Smallholding households in the SY take years to accumulate pasture and infrastructure
because of the constraints they face and the environment in which they are operating.
First, the infrastructure— fencing and artificial ponds (known as jagueys) to collect
water to sustain cattle in the dry season— is expensive. To fence 10 hectares of
pasture costs about $ 36,000 (well over US$ 3,000). Second, there is almost no
natural grassland in the SY. Pasture must be carved out of the forest, requiring a great
deal of labor (15-25 days to clear one hectare). Clearing forest is arduous work.

Farmers often plant crops for a year or two, leaving soil fertility too depleted for
further crop cultivation before turning the land to pasture. 20% of our sample says
that their typical approach is to use land for crop cultivation first and then to plant
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pasture grasses. Table 2.15 shows that two-thirds of the pastureland in our sample had
been under cultivation with crops immediately prior to establishment of pasture.
Table 2.15 Breakdown of land type prior to establishment of pasture
Type of land immediately before pasture % Contribution to 2003 pasture
Land cultivated with crops

66.7

Secondary forest

17.0

Primary forest

9.00

Natural grassland

1.16

Bracken fern

1.14

Unknown

5.01

Total

100.01*

*Does not add to 100 due to rounding.

It is notable that this land use approach—first cultivating crops then growing pasture
grass—has been underrepresented in the literature on land use change in the SY. The
literature has given more attention to the cropping-fallow cycle in which crops are
grown for a number of years then the forest is allowed to regenerate only to be burned
again before starting another cycle of future cultivation. The conventional wisdom
holds that farmers follow a cultivation-fallow cycle of a few years of cultivating an
area, followed by 3-4 times that amount of time lying fallow as secondary forest
before the land is used again for cultivation (Klepeis et al. 2004, Pat Fernández and Ku
Quej 2000).
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In order to probe returns to cattle ranching, we construct a long run (10 year)
simulation that reflects the typical year-by-year accumulation of pasture. Our
understanding of cattle ranching practices comes from our data, as well as from
interviews conducted in the SY with experienced cattle ranchers, and technical experts
in government and non-government organizations. The simulation involves building
up pasture in five-hectare parcels over eight years to a level of 40 hectares. Fencing
was established in four bi-annual 10-hectare blocks. Three cattle were purchased in
the second year as the foundation of the herd. We assume prices are equivalent to
2003 prices, i.e. $15/kg for sale of calves and $10/kg for sale of adult animals.12 Our
simulated operation accumulated four jagueys over time to provide water for the
growing herd during the dry season.

In our study area, almost all ranchers practice extensive cattle ranching in which cattle
feed primarily on pasture grass. The optimal stocking rate for such extensive cattle
ranching is approximately one adult per hectare per year. At this stocking rate, and
with proper care, pasture can be maintained indefinitely. Proper care includes diligent
weeding. In our simulation, we include 5 days per ha to seed any new pastureland
(preparing the land, clearing remains of last planting, and planting seed) and 5 days/ha
in annual maintenance for already established pasture.

Proper management includes fencing off separate areas of pasture, so the cattle can be
rotated throughout the course of the year, preventing the cattle from feeding to the
12

$ = Pesos. Pesos used for all monetary measures except as noted.
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point where they kill the grass. In our simulation, the fencing structure we construct
consists of 4 fenced blocks of 10-hectares each, allowing for a quarterly rotation of
cattle over the year. Fencing is a major expenditure and the bulk of the infrastructure
cost. In our simulation, the total cost of fencing is $126,000 (about U.S. $ 11,500) for
40 hectares of pasture.13 Each block of fenced pasture also has a jaguey (artificial
pond) to provide water. We estimate the cost of each 8 x 10 meter jaguey to be 3000
pesos.

We can see the typical accumulation of pasture and cattle over time – the evolution of
the cattle ranch – in various statistics for our sample. We report profitability (Table
2.16) and number of hectares (Table 2.17) for three different, albeit overlapping,
groups:
•

all those with pasture (90 cases of 174)14

•

all those with cattle (43 cases)

•

only those with some sales of cattle in 2003 (22 cases)

13

The simulation develops four 10 ha blocks of fenced in area; a 40 ha square divided into four equal
pieces, which involves two instances of constructing 4000 m of fence (1000 m by 1000m square) and
two instances of constructing 3000 m (the two times when a pre-existing fence from the last block can
be used as the 4th 1000 m side).
14
We include a household’s pasture as “pasture for cattle” if the household has sheep as a
transition to cattle, but we exclude the pasture if sheep is the end goal.
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Table 2.16 Returns for different types of cattle ranchers in 2003 ($/ha)
2003 returns
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
for this group
($/ha)
90
4.22
460
-758
All those with pasture

Max.
2180

With pasture and cattle

43

124

615

-566

2180

With pasture, cattle, and sales

22

396

713

-404

2180

Returns to cattle include all costs associated with pasture and cattle management,
infrastructure development and maintenance, any government subsidies, and pasture
sales in the relatively small number of instances where these occurred (22 cases). We
see in the table that returns increase as the grouping in each successive row becomes
more selective, a pattern reflecting the way that cattle ranching operations typically
mature over time in the SY. A household first establishes pasture. Some years later it
purchases cattle. Next it lets the herd grow, and then years later it start making sales.
The largest group in Table 2.16 consists of 90 households and covers all those with
pasture, including the 47 households that had no cattle in 2003. Many in this largest
group will have only started in recent years and will still be in the process of building.
The next group excludes some of these least developed operations, and the mean
return rises. The last grouping in row three excludes those households that had no
sales. For these households that had at least some sale of cattle in 2003 we find the
largest mean profit per hectare, 396 $/ha. This actual return is not very different from
our 10-year simulation value of 491 $/ha.
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We can also see the typical development of a cattle ranching operation over time in the
number of hectares in pasture for the three groups. In Table 2.17, we see the mean
number of hectares of pastureland is larger for those with cattle than for those without,
and is largest for the group of cattle ranchers who had made sales in 2003.
Table 2.17 Hectares of pasture for different types of cattle ranchers in 2003
Hectares in pasture
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min.
for this group
(ha.)
90
20.5
27.8
0.500
All those with pasture

Max.
190

With pasture and cattle

43

31.3

34.8

1.50

190

With pasture, cattle, and sales

22

46.3

43.6

2.00

190

In light of the characteristic development of the cattle ranch over time, it is to be
expected that some ranchers in the early stages of endeavoring to build up their ranch
would be without cattle. It is nonetheless remarkable that 47 of the 90 households
with pasture do not have any cattle.

Past economic research in the SY has noted this

phenomenon (Turner, Geoghehgan, and Foster 2005), and has raised the question,
“Why is so much pasture empty?” The reason that has been offered to date is that
farmers are planting pasture in anticipation of future government subsidies (ibid.).
Our research supports this reason as a key factor. However, beyond the simple
expectation of future government programmatic support, there is the fact that prior
establishment of pasture is sometimes necessary for a household to be eligible for the
benefit, especially for government inducements such as those aiding in establishment
of fencing and jaugeys.
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Our research allows us to add some further nuance to the explanation of why
households may have pasture but not cattle. Of these 47 households:
•

37 have never had cattle;

•

4 have had cattle before, recently sold (in 2002 or 2003) and will buy more;

•

3 have had cattle before, and sold prior to the year 2002 in order to buildup
infrastructure;

•

3 rent out their pasture, and plan to buy cattle when they are able to afford to do
so.

We see that three of the households with pasture but no cattle still earn a return on
their pasture by renting it out. Seven cases of empty pasture are attributable to some
past sale, which in turn could be a form of profit taking, a response to some external
need to raise cash (such as a family emergency), or a strategic decision to liquidate the
herd until the infrastructure can be built up further. Some pasture remains empty
simply because of the importance of cash constraints to the smallholding farmers of
the region. It takes time to raise the cash necessary to develop the requisite
infrastructure. We can also see this phenomenon in the five households without
pasture that have adopted cattle ranching previously, only to quit the activity
temporarily because they were unable to make the necessary investments. These
households are maintaining their pasture as the foundation for another future attempt
at establishing a successful cattle ranching operation. Below we review our direct
evidence on decision making regarding cattle ranching, which supports the foregoing
interpretation.
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Having established the outlines of typical cattle ranching practices, we now give a
broader view that covers those who have quit or never tried the activity. Table 2.18
gives a comprehensive accounting of the status of the 174 households in our survey
vis-à-vis cattle ranching.

Table 2.18 Classification of households on adoption of cattle ranching in 2003*
Obs. Status in 2003
Have
some
pasture

90

13
Quitters

Never
have
tried
cattle
ranching

71

Obs.

Had only pasture, no cattle

47

Had cattle, but no sales

21

Had cattle sales

22

Quit permanently

8

Quit temporarily –
Had no pasture in 2003 but plan to start again

5

Hope to adopt but no specific plan

24

Have specific plan to adopt

19

Want to adopt, but say they will only be able to

8

No interest in adopting

19

Missing observation

1

All
174
*To be precise, the table records the household’s status as of December 31st, 2003.
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Eight of those in our survey have quit cattle ranching permanently. The most
important reason for quitting permanently was coming to the decision that constraints
on water were too severe. The second most important reason for quitting was a lack of
the cash resources necessary to develop the necessary infrastructure. In fact these two
reasons are related as digging a jaguey provides sufficient water in most years and
emergency measures can be used to keep cattle alive during those infrequent periods
when the jaguey dries up completely. Thus, with sufficient resources to invest in a
jaguey, a household can overcome water constraints. As mentioned above, five of the
quitters plan to begin anew. Each said that they abandoned the activity temporarily
because they were unable to develop the infrastructure.

Of the 71 who have never attempted to develop a cattle ranching operation, only 19
had no interest in doing so, while 24 of the 71 non-adopters had a specific plan to
begin in the next few years (by 2008).

On production and price risk
We have yet to touch on the distinct advantage that cattle ranching offers over crop
cultivation in terms of risk. We asked our respondents about any losses (cattle dying)
they may have suffered due to climatic extremes, and there were very few instances,
as we see in Table 2.19.15

15

This does not count the Tomas Garrido experience in which there was a large die-off of the
initial stock because the type was not suited to the climate (they were Holsteins).
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Table 2.19 Losses in cattle due to climatic extremes
Fraction of herd
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.
lost in the event
10*
0.145
0.110
Hurricane
Drought

7

0.184

0.092

Min.

Max.

0.01

0.4

0.05

0.3

*Includes two observations—two loss incidents—on the same household.
The effects of extreme drought can usually be overcome with efforts to supply water
to the herd at critical times. Either trucks fitted with water tanks are driven out to the
parcel, or 1000-liter containers are transported in the back of 4x4 trucks (or driven by
tractor). Respondents were quick to add that these are not trivial costs in terms of time
and resources invested. Sometimes municipal governments support these water supply
efforts (with partial or full subsidization).

The risk advantage of cattle ranching over crop cultivation is not limited to risk from
drought or hurricanes. Price risk is also reduced. Jalapeño chili peppers must be sold
shortly after harvest (unless they are to be smoked and dried, which is a secondary
option for farmers when the price for fresh jalapeño chili is too low).16 In one
instance, a group of chili growers attempted to break the collusive hold that the
middlemen have on the region by joining together to rent a truck to drive their crop
directly to market in Mexico City. The driver was mysteriously kidnapped for a few
days, and the chilies had rotted by the time it arrived at market. The consensus view
as chili growers is that this was not a coincidence; the driver of the truck was either

16

None of the households from our sample took up this option in 2003 because it was a good
year for chili prices.
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paid off or was threatened. The incident demonstrates the fragility of the jalapeño
chili pepper after it is harvested.

In contrast, if a seller of cattle does not like the price being offered for cattle, he can
walk away with his animals and attempt to sell them another day. So, there is less
price risk with cattle ranching. Although cattle ranching offers clear advantages in
terms of production and price risks, these are not much mentioned in direct
questioning on motives for adoption, which we discuss next.

Direct evidence on motivations
In a series of direct questions, we probed the reasoning of: (1) those who had never
started, (2) those who had started, and (3) those who had quit. In this open-ended
questioning, we asked for the most important reason and for any other reasons that the
decisions had been made. We define having started cattle ranching as at least having
pasture. A household need not have cattle to be defined as having started developing
their cattle ranching operation. Amongst those that never started cattle ranching, we
asked, “What is the most important reason that you never began cattle ranching?” and
“Any other reasons?”
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Table 2.20 Most important reason NEVER started cattle ranching
Description of reason
Freq.
%
1. Lack of cash to pay for startup cost
37
52.86
2. Water constraints – too dry
24
34.29
3. Does not like the work – does not want to work with cattle
3
4.29
4. Does not know how to do it – lacks knowledge of cattle management
2
2.86
5. Has not received government inducement / support
2
2.86
5. Does not have the time
1
1.43
5. Prefers his non-farm work over agricultural work
1
1.43
Total 70* 100.00
*Missing observations on reasons never adopted for one case.
Table 2.21 Reasons other than the most important why NEVER started
Description of reason
Freq.
%
1. Water constraints – too dry
16
32.00
2. Lack of cash to pay for startup cost
11
22.00
3. Almost no natural pasture in this region (must fell forest for pasture)
8
16.00
4. Does not know how to do it – lacks knowledge of cattle management
4
8.00
5. Lack of government inducement / support
3
6.00
6. Does not have the time
2
4.00
7. Does not like the work – does not want to work with cattle
2
4.00
8. Prefers his non-farm work over agricultural work
1
2.00
9. Would be difficult to care for cattle – his parcel is far from residence
1
2.00
10. Prefers sheep because they are more suited to region’s water constraints
1
2.00
11. Did not want to risk his cattle getting sick and dying
1
2.00
Total
50
100.00
These answers give us direct evidence of the importance of cash constraints, which is
the top reason given for not having adopted yet. The second most important answer,
dryness of the area, supports the importance of cash constraints too. Except in the
most extreme years, if a large enough jaguey is dug, it will fill up in the wet season
and cattle will have enough to drink during the dry season. Having enough cash
enables the managing of water constraints. The difficulty is raising the cash to dig a
jaguey, which is usually done with a tractor obtained on a rental contract. A
secondary issue is having confidence that you will have sufficient resources (cash is
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most important) to transport water to the fields in some future year to manage periodic
peak dryness.

Though it was never of primary importance, the third most cited reason (of either
primary or secondary importance) for not having started is the lack of natural
pastureland in the region. This is particularly important for those who have migrated
from other parts of Mexico where such natural grasslands are abundant.

Lack of knowledge (“Haven’t started because I don’t know how to do it”) is a barrier
mentioned by six of 70 respondents (most important for two of these). Social
networks are an important conveyor of knowledge about production techniques and as
such foster technological diffusion.

The role of social networks in conveying knowledge of production techniques can also
be seen in the next set of results that we will present. These are answers to the
questions: What is the most important reason you decided to start cattle ranching?
Any other reasons why? 12 of 102 started at least in part because they knew how to
manage cattle from working on a ranch before moving to the SY. Three of 102
mentioned having cattle ranching in their family as a reason for starting. One
respondent said the most important reason he started was that almost all the ejidatarios
in his ejido have cattle. We separately asked those that had started cattle ranching
where they had learned how to do it, and the almost all said from family and friends.
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In the duration model chapter, which explores the determinants of the timing of
adoptions of cattle ranching, we seek to capture the role of social networks by
including a variable defined as the fraction of the ejido that has adopted by the end of
a given year. The notion is that it will be easier to learn about cattle ranching if a
larger fraction of the ejido undertakes the activity. Our econometric results are
consistent with the notion that social networks play an important role in the
technological diffusion process.

Table 2.22 Most important reason decided to start cattle ranching
Description of reason
1. Profit motive
2. Government inducement (some programmatic support)
3. Can sell cattle in an emergency (a risk buffer)
4. Less risky than agricultural production
5. Knows how to manage cattle from time working on a ranch
6. Requires less labor (or is less work than) cultivating crops
7. A good way to accumulate wealth (cattle have offspring)
7. Family in own ejido were doing it (or they urged him to try it)
9. Likes working with cattle – enjoys the work
9. Does not require large cash outlays on short notice as jalapeño chili does17
9. Most others in his ejido do it (“his is a cattle ejido in a cattle zone”)

Freq.
%
40
39.22
21
20.59
19
18.63
6
5.88
5
4.90
4
3.92
2
1.96
2
1.96
1
0.98
1
0.98
1
0.98
Total 102* 100.00

* Missing observations on the reason decided to start for one case.

17

The cash outlays for cattle ranching are only episodic and can be planned well in advance. In
contrast, when pests attack a farmer’s chili plants, he must immediately purchase agrochemicals to
manage the problem.
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Table 2.23 Reasons other than the most important why decided to start
Description of reason
Frequency
1. Profit motive
32
2. Can sell cattle in an emergency (a risk buffer)
24
3. Less risky than agricultural production
15
4. Requires less labor (or is less work than) cultivating crops
14
5. A good way to accumulate wealth (cattle have offspring)
12
6. Likes working with cattle – enjoys the work
10
7. Government inducement (some programmatic support)
8
8. Knows how to manage cattle from time working on a ranch
7
9. Family where lived before migrating to SY raise cattle
1
9. To diversify agricultural production and income
1
9. Had some natural pasture on his parcel (unlike most)
1
9. Likes ancillary products such as milk for family consumption
1
9. Wanted to try it – started as an experiment
1
Total
127*
* Adds to more than the number of households that have started cattle ranching
because allows for multiple answers.
The most frequent answer for why the respondent started ranching is “profit motive,”
which includes these responses: (1) started in order to make money, (2) had some
money, or had some PROCAMPO money (agricultural income support payments), to
invest and decided cattle would be the best option, and (3) cattle ranching is more
profitable than jalapeño chili cultivation.

The second largest group, 20.6% of the respondents, cited government inducements as
the most important reason they started. These inducements include credits, subsidies,
and provision of materials. We explore these government programs in greater detail
below.

The third largest group, 18.6%, said that they were most motivated by the fact that the
herd acts as a relatively liquid store of wealth that can be accessed in case of
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%
25.20
18.90
11.81
11.02
9.45
7.87
6.30
5.51
0.79
0.79
0.79
0.79
0.79
100.00

emergency. There are no banks near these villages, which makes cattle a particularly
important savings mechanism. Rosenzweig and Wolpin (1993) show the importance
of the savings aspect of raising cattle for a sample of low-income, rural villages in
India.

A small number, six households or 6% of the sample, say the most important reason
that they started cattle ranching is that it is less risky than agricultural production.18

The response, “[cattle] is less work, easier work than agriculture,” was given as a
reason for starting by 18 people (it was most import for four of these). This is modest
evidence that household labor constraints and the relatively lower labor requirements
of cattle ranching play a role in pushing households to adopt cattle ranching.

Only one respondent mentioned diversification as a reason for wanting to begin cattle
ranching, and it was not their most important reason for starting.

One respondent said the most important reason he started was that he likes working
with cattle. This was a secondary reason for 10 others as well. Five respondents
overall mention not wanting to work with cattle as a reason they never started (for
three this was most important). In our econometric model we will attempt to account
for these likes and dislikes with control variables such as: village of residence, speaks
Chol or Maya as a first language, and state of origin. With these variables we will
18

This could be either or both production risk and price risk.
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attempt to control for the social preferences, which are in part determined by group
participation.

2.4

Land Tenure

Land tenure has been an important area of concern in agricultural and development
economics, and the study of land use in particular (Baland and Platteau 1996). As
explained, Mexico’s ejido system was conceived as a common property institution,
and much of the land under ejidal management remains as common property today
(Muñoz-Piña, de Janvry, and Sadoulet 2003). Land rights were exclusively usufruct,
granting rights to use but not to sell land until passage of the law PROCEDE (The
Program for Certification of Ejidal Rights and Titling of Urban Patios). The 1994 law,
which amended the original provisions set forth in Article 27 of the Constitution, gave
ejidos the right to divide and title land for individual ownership and sale. So far, only
one of the 13 ejidos in our survey (Ejido Om) has titled any of their individually held
lands. The fee that is charged for the titling of the land has contributed to the slow
uptake of this opportunity to title and sell land.

Though lacking in formal title, individual households mostly do maintain exclusive
control and use of individually managed parcels. In most cases, this land has been
under the household’s management since they first migrated to the region. Though we
next discuss some variation in land tenure rules, our broad conclusion is that
differences in land tenure play a relatively minor role in determining agricultural land
use. This is contrary to the finding of Abizaid and Coomes (2004), who worked in a
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single ejido and found that uncertain land tenure contributed importantly to greater
land use. In this ejido, households produced more than they would otherwise, partly in
order to establish priority for being granted rights. Our sampling suggests that this
situation is not the norm in the SY. Consider a specific counter-example. The ejido
Centauro del Norte was marked off in precise 100 hectare sections when surveyed by
the Mexican national petroleum company prior to the establishment of the ejido (no oil
was found). Not all ejidos have boundaries as complete and precise as Centauro del
Norte, but the principle of a household working a defined area of land is consistent
across our sample.

There is some common property in almost every ejido, either individual plots, as in
KM 120, or in plots given over to women’s groups (Radel 2005). The ejido Alvaro
Obregon has retained common property in all of the ejido’s land. Nonetheless,
individualized parcels are still the rule in Alvaro Obregon. There are occasions where
an ejidatario moves from one area of cultivation to another other. We collected data
on the timing and reason(s) for the last move, if there had been one for the household.
Most ejidatarios had operated on their current area of use for at least 15 years. On the
whole, our data show that most households in Zoh Laguna manage a fairly stable area
over time, practicing shifting cultivation on their designated area.

In our discussion of the region’s history, we described the shift over time in the main
purpose of settlement, from “forest” to “agricultural” ejidos. Forest ejidos have large
communally managed forest areas compared with much smaller common areas for
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agricultural ejidos. This difference is effectively outside the bounds of this study, as
we restrict our attention to the household’s individual parcel where most deforestation
occurs.19 It is true that ejidatarios in forest ejidos typically manage larger individual
land holdings; in our modeling work, we capture this through a farm size variable.

In each village, there are a few cases of small-scale borrowing and lending. Less often
is the occasional purchase or sale, which occurs mostly on an informal basis between
members of the same ejido, due to the lack of formally titled ownership in most cases.
This will slowly change in the long run. We discuss the potential development of the
market for land in our conclusion, where we look to the future of the region.

A final wrinkle in the land tenure story: The “podladore.” Our sample covers only
ejidatarios, those living in an ejido that possess land and voting rights. Pobladores are
landless residents of an ejido. Pobladores provide hired labor for ejidatarios. They
may also cultivate a few hectares. That said, they are typically even more
impoverished and thus even more limited by liquidity constraints than those
households in our survey. Further, they typically have access to very little land. In
all but 2 of the 13 ejidos in our sample, pobladores must borrow (or rent) from
individual ejidatarios in order to secure the rights to use some land. Only Xbnoil and
Centauro del Norte have a regular procedure whereby pobladores can gain access to
land. In both of these ejidos, pobladores may petition the ejidal assembly for access to

19

Valuable hardwoods were mostly removed years ago, and most activity on communal areas involves
reforestation. Reforestation efforts are extensive.
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20 hectares of land. Though they play a role in land use change in the SY, pobladores
are much less important agents of deforestation than ejidatarios.

2.5

Government and Non-Government Organizations

Our data indicate that federal and state government programs have had the most
significant impact on the lives of residents of the SY. Nonetheless, the establishment
of the municipality of Calakmul in 1996 (Gobierno del de Estado Campeche 1997),
headquartered in Xpujil at the center of the region, has regularized and deepened
institutions at the local level.

Since the formation of the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve in 1989, and the park’s
designation as a UNESCO World Heritage site, the region has received increased
international attention. In 2000, government and non-governmental entities launched
a major sustainable development project, the Mesoamerican Biological Corridor, with
primary funding from World Bank’s Global Environment Fund as well as support
from a multitude of national development agencies. The Corridor stretches from
Calakmul in the north to Panama in the south. These have resulted in model projects
and model ejidos that have been more tangential than fundamental. An example is the
ejido Valentín Gomez Ferias, where they have completely given up burning the forest.
Instead, they have embraced compost, green fertilizers, and a multi-layered
agroforestry production method that includes a range of short term (maize, chili,
pineapple, melon, tomato, etc.), medium term (papaya), and long term (tree crop)
crops. In terms of environmentally friendly agricultural development, there have been
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successes with beekeeping (apiculture) and to a lesser extent allspice production (a
potentially lucrative tree crop with a management association that has secured
commercial links for its members).

Despite government and NGO interventions to promote sustainability, the agricultural
sector remains mostly unaffected. Take the case the environmental ministry and the
Biosphere Reserve’s efforts to promote the use of “abono verde,” green fertilizer, a
type of legume. The program has failed to have a widespread effect, except in the
case of a few model ejidos (which fell outside of our sample). The technology is
hampered by the fact that it is labor using; a difficult sell given that labor constraints
are already a limiting factor. At the same time, we found problems with
implementation. Farmers say that they were told to expect a market for the beans that
the plant produces. And there was a broad lack of understanding that the plant takes
some years to produce a nitrogen fixing effect.

Though policy initiatives have not convinced large numbers of smallholding farmers
to embrace alternative production methods, these rural and somewhat isolated
households do interact with multiple government programs. The typical household
receives modest cash infusions from a multitude of government programs. Programs
that directly affect agriculture most concern us here, but income transfers under any
program are relevant given the budget constraints so relevant to agricultural decisionmaking in the SY. Perhaps the most significant non-agricultural program is the
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federal program20 now called Oportunidades (Opportunities) that provides subsidies
for education to encourage kids to stay in school. Under this innovative and effective
program, subsidies are paid at increasing levels the longer a child stays in school.

The most significant direct impacts on agricultural land use are due to agricultural
programs under the federal agricultural agency SAGARPA (Secretaría de Agricultura,
Ganadería, Desarrollo Rural, Pesca y Alimentacíon) as well as a variety of programs
that provide credit. For every agricultural activity (i.e., crops, livestock, agroforestry,
and apiculture), we asked respondents to detail any government programs that they
had participated in over the years. Respondents were also asked to describe
government programs they may have participated in if they mentioned these as a
reason they decided to start cattle ranching or if they mentioned a government
program as a source of learning about cattle ranching. The goal was to collect as
much information as possible, though it would be impossible to recover the precise
history given that these may stretch over decades.

A review of SAGARPA programs in place during fieldwork gives an idea of the types
of government interventions that have affected the cattle sector over the years.21
SAGARPA administered programs in 2002-2003 included:

20

This is an inter-institutional program that includes: La Secretaría de Educacíon Pública, la
Secretaría de Salud, el Intituto Mexicano del Seguro Social, la Secretaría de Desarrollo Social, as well
as state and municipal governments.
21
Information due to SAGARPA - Xpujil officers Sergio Ek (personal communication, December 17,
2002) and Luis A. Gonzalez Caamal (personal communication, February 27, 2003).
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1. “Programa Gandero” – gives a subsidy per animal ($ 300 per adult for up to
100 animals).
2. “Alianza para el Campo”– support for materials, fencing wire / seeds / troughs.
Some provided free and some for half cost. A program representative visits
the farm and establishes need and potential.
3. PROCAMPO—income transfers based on land use in 1994 (fixed to that year).
We had no cases of support for jaguey construction in 2003 amongst our sample.
21 households had benefited from government programs supporting jaguey
construction in previous years. Most of these involved a SAGARPA program under
which a tractor was provided at no cost apart from the tractor operator’s wages and the
cost of diesel fuel.

Making credit available is a key aspect of government involvement in the cattle sector.
Lack of credit in developing countries, and at the agricultural frontier in particular, has
been of great interest in the agricultural economics and development economics
literatures (Feder, Zilberman, and Just 1985). Loans are sometimes pre-designated
for cattle and others times not. The Programa Opciones Productivas (PRONASOL)
credit is one of those that gives loans intended for any productive end use, not cattle in
particular. The program requires no collateral (it is also known by the name “apoyo a
la palabra” – which translates to “support on your word”). The penalty for failure to
repay the loan is that further credit is not made available. Credits that recipients could
use for any investment were also available by the Fondo Regional. One of our
respondents said that he had used a credit from INI (Instituto Nacional Indigenista,
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now called CDI, Comisión de Derechos Indígenas) designated for sheep for cattle
ranching instead.

During our fieldwork (2002-2003), we found no evidence of any on-going program
offering new credits designated for cattle development, neither in our survey data nor
in our interviews with government and non-government organization officials and
village leaders. There was no support for cattle from FIRA (Fideicomisos Institutos
en Relación con la Agricultura), one important source of credit in agriculture. Instead,
FIRA was supporting papaya, mechanized jalapeño chili, and especially beekeeping.22

In past years, the availability of credits specifically for cattle has been an important
driver of the decision to start cattle ranching, especially in Tomas Garrido and Nicolas
Bravo. Both of these ejidos have had associations of cattle ranchers that have
cooperated in securing loans. The Tomas Garrido experience also included an episode
of large-scale die offs from the herds shortly after the introduction of Holstein cattle;
the type proved ill matched for the environment. Cattle ranching continued still, and
now Tomas Garrido is second highest in terms of rate of adoption of cattle. Here are
the statistics on major cattle ranching ejidos.

22

Information due to Ing. Domingo Montera, Xpujil bureau chief, FIRA (personal communication,
March 7, 2003).
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Table 2.24 Adoption rate for cattle ranching (2003)
Ejido
Households with
Households in
pasture*
total
Chan Laguna
12
12

Adoption rate
(%)
100

Tomas Garrido

12

14

85.7

Xbonil

17

22

77.3

Nicolas Bravo

10

18

55.6

*As usual, we defining practice cattle ranching to include all those that maintain
pasture with the intention to acquire cattle, even if not yet in possession of cattle.
None of the other ejidos have an adoption rate above 50%. Government
involvement—in the form of individually granted cash credits, fencing materials, and
support for the digging of jagueys— has played an import role in spurring adoption in
the other major cattle ejidos as well. Later we explore the determinants of the timing
of adoption of cattle ranching econometrically, via a duration model. We find that
government inducement has the largest impact of any of the explanatory variables.

2.6

A Comparative Discussion

In this section, we bring together in a comparative discussion the different
microeconomic elements developed in this chapter. We start with returns across land
uses, given in Table 2.25.
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Table 2.25 Economic returns across land uses*
Profit measures ($ = pesos)
Chili

Maize

Cattle

$ per HA of land cultivated

6,500

1,500

490

0.84

1.0

0.48

56

35

88

$ per kg
$ per labor day

* These are expected returns for chili and maize, and simulated returns for cattle,
based on the net present value of profits over a 10-year period discounted at 20%.
Cattle gives the lowest returns on both the $/ha and $/kg measures, but does best from
the perspective of return to labor day invested. Cattle ranching is more land intensive
and less labor intensive than either chili or maize. In this way, its fits well with the
resource bounds of small household farmers in the SY who hold land in relative
abundance. Labor and cash constraints bind sooner and more often for households in
the SY. Not only does cattle ranching use relatively less labor, it has all the favorable
attributes vis-à-vis risk and vulnerability that we have discussed. Finally, the activity
has received substantial government support (not reflected in the returns from our
simulation given in the table). These are the reasons for the existing popularity and
increasing rate of adoption of cattle ranching.

The statistic of $490 (less than $50 US) per hectare is a measure of the opportunity
cost that farmers would face were they to turn over their ranching operations to
reforestation efforts (carbon sequestration). We do not wish to emphasize this precise
value because we derive it from our simulation, which depends on critical assumptions
such as the discount rate (20% in our example). We do have a high degree of
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confidence that the return to cattle ranching is rather low on a per hectare basis, at
least given current practices. In turn, it might not be too expensive to pursue carbon
sequestration on this land; the locals would benefit from a secure income stream, thus
reducing fears of vulnerability to climatic extremes. We return to this in Chapter Six,
our policy discussion.

Chili offers the greatest potential for short-term cash gains. Even as some have
abandoned the crop, temporarily or permanently—saying the price is too low on
average or too volatile—it remains the premier cash crop in the region. If the 2003
harvest had been spared the effects of drought, many would have profited nicely. The
amount of land dedicated to chili is limited by the cash and labor constraints that
smallholding farmers face. Labor intensive harvesting over multiple sequences means
that non-family, hired labor is required, except for a few households that have
arranged labor sharing compacts with other households. On average, a much higher
proportion of labor is paid labor in chili cultivation as compared to maize. Substantial
agrochemical payments to control pests are almost inevitable. In these ways, labor
and agrochemical costs limit the area planted as chili. Above we discussed our direct
evidence supporting the conclusion that labor and cash constraints, and to a lesser
extent risk aversion, limit the amount of land dedicated to chili.

Both maize and chili are very risky. 37% of maize farmers and 51% of chili farmers
suffered net losses in 2003. The maize plant is reputed to be more robust than chili
jalapeño to climatic extremes. Further, the crop’s value as sustenance does not depend
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upon successful marketing of the crop. This stands in stark contrast to chili, which
must be sold quickly before it rots and depends upon a monopsonistic system of
middlemen. Also, unlike chili, agrochemicals are not required for maize, and the
crop’s harvest does not involve repeated, rapid harvesting. Rather, the maize harvest
can be achieved steadily over time, making it more manageable with family labor
alone.

Maize serves as a type of insurance against hunger. If the chili crop fails, or if a
hurricane fails to damage the harvest but manages to cripple transportation in the
region so the crop cannot be sold, the maize harvest is a buffer against worsened
hardship. The kinship network and migration, seeking work elsewhere, also are part
of family’s strategies for managing risk and vulnerability. Farming maize is in part
driven by a desire for diversification of the household portfolio, a form of risk
management.

There is also a social, cultural component to maize. Growing maize is, for some of the
residents, an inherited social norm. There is no doubt some households grow maize
almost as a hobby with a degree of enjoyment attached to the activity itself.

The result of this interplay — of favorable production characteristics and household
constraints, risk and diversification concerns, and cultural norms — is that maize is
grown to a much greater extent than chili. Across our sample of 174, the average
household has more than 3.5 hectare of maize and less than ½ hectare of chili.
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In this chapter we have touched on the major categories of determinants of household
land use: incentives (economic returns), resource constraints, household preferences
including attitudes toward risk, the lack of alternative opportunities, and institutional
(government and non-government) inducements. We will see these themes echoed in
each of the modeling chapters that follow.

A postscript to this summary statement of conclusions: We have focused on
agriculture, and have set aside the question of diversification choices across
agricultural and non-agricultural opportunities. We discuss how we handle this
econometrically in the preliminaries to econometric work in Chapter 4. We hope to
address it in future work, in collaboration with my partner in data collection, Birgit
Schmook, who is developing her analysis of migration trends in the region. A
challenge in studying migration is that many of the participants in the phenomenon are
away, sometimes for years at a time. We are at early stage of migration from the SY
to other places (the historical trend has been from other places to the SY), it is difficult
to judge the net effect, which includes both draining labor resources and infusing cash
through remittances. The question is how many of those that have recently migrated
away will come back, and what portion of remittances will go to productive activities
in the region? In the course of our econometric work, we tested migration income as a
determinant of land use, and did not find a statistically significant effect. In the long
run, the outcome will be shaped in part by the political and policy debate on
immigration in Washington, D.C.
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CHAPTER 3. PLACEMENT IN THE LITERATURE

This dissertation builds on multiple literatures, but most directly on the literatures on
(1) household modeling in development economics, and (2) land share modeling in
agriculture and forestry. These are the topic of the next section. Here we review
previous research that focuses on our study area, and the broad literatures on
technological change and tropical deforestation, especially those articles that bridge
the two topics and consider the role of technological change in deforestation.

3.1

Past research focusing on the Southern Yucatán

The research draws upon a body of research produced by the SYPR Project. Our work
is linked with the SYPR project, as was briefly touched on in our description of the
data. The SYPR Project’s capstone publication is the Oxford University Press book
entitled “Integrated Land-Change Science and Tropical Deforestation in the Southern
Yucatán,” (Turner, Geoghegan, and Foster 2004). We often cite from SYPR Project
generated publications throughout the paper. Roy Chowdhury et al. (2004) analyze
land change over time in the SY based on satellite imagery. They find annual
deforestation rates of 0.32% for 1967-1997, and of 0.29% for 1987-1997 for the
region as a whole. The rate we find of 0.28 % per year from 1997-2003 is strikingly
close to their 1987-1997 result. However, we are sampling from a different
population. We sample from land left to individuals to manage. The satellite imagery
covers the entire region, including the Calakmul Biosphere Reserve, common property
forest resources, and private ranches (only about 3% of the area).
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It should be noted that, though simplification of land change to a single yearly
deforestation statistic may be useful at times, there are important differences beyond
the forest, non-forest distinction. Secondary forests are a substantial part of the overall
SY story, due to the shifting cultivation method in use. Using a new technique for
classification of satellite imagery that allows for identification of secondary forest
versus agricultural land, a recent paper by Vester et al. (nd) estimates that secondary
forest accounted for just under 10% of the overall area study area in the 2000. Given
the way that adopting cattle ranching affects the fallow cycle – encouraging
establishment of pasture to follow crop cultivation instead of forest regeneration –
continued diffusion of pasture could greatly reduce the proportion of the SY landscape
that secondary forests comprise.

SYPR Project Co-Principal Investigator Geoghegan along with her fellow SYPR
Project participant Vance have done much to push the frontier with respect to the
empirical challenge of linking remote sensing and household survey data. In
Geoghegan et al. (2001), a binomial logit model is estimated to explore determinants
of whether or not a given pixel was deforested over either of two time periods (19881992; 1992-1995). In a refinement of their spatial approach, Vance and Geoghegan
(2002) use their plot-level geo-referenced data to explore the timing of the decision to
deforest a particular pixel of land via a duration model. They find household
characteristics, proximity to roads, and government programmatic intervention to be
of significance in the timing of adoption, and they find non-linear dependence on
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duration of residence in the region. Vance and Geoghegan (2004) explore the relation
between households and market production. We discuss this article in some detail
below.

An interesting recent contribution to the SYPR literature is due to Vance and Iovanna
(2006). This article develops a multilevel model of deforestation in order to better
explore unobservable variables at different spatial hierarchies. The results are strong,
though we remain unconvinced of the finding that PROCAMPO agricultural support
payments have a negative effect on the probability of deforestation by encouraging
intensification of agriculture. As the authors note, this contradicts the findings of two
previous empirical works (Vance and Geoghegan 2002; Klepeis and Vance 2003), as
well as results we present in this paper. Empirically, our 2003 survey shows little
evidence of intensification in agricultural. The only diffusion of any technological
innovation of note is application of herbicides in maize. Such a labor saving device
would be expected to increase deforestation if anything. In addition to our regression
results, we also have direct evidence on the importance of cash constraints in SYPR
land use, and PROCAMPO payments would serve to relax these ash constraints. We
see this in answers from respondents in which they tell us they have not yet started
cattle ranching or do not cultivate chili because they lack the cash to do so. One
limitation of the work (Vance and Iovanna 2006) is that the dependent variable being
considered is a generic deforestation decision – the dependent variable in the model is
the probability of deforestation. This paper shows that underlying dynamics among
land uses are important to understanding deforestation trends. Having stated these
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concerns, we are quick to emphasize that Vance and Iovanna (2006) is a powerful
work, and the theme of unobservable variables that it emphasizes is clearly of great
importance where sparse data and measurement problems arise as in the SY.

Outside of the SYPR Project generated literature, Abizaid and Coomes (2004)
contributes to our understanding of the fallow cycle in the SY. They make the case
that secondary forests are an important feature of tropical forest frontiers, and as such
should be given attention. Working in a single ejido (Nuevo Becal) Abizaid and
Coomes find that a typical cycle entails 1-3 years of cultivation (with at most 1 year of
chili) followed by 7-10 years of recuperation, at which time forest fallows can be
felled for cultivation anew. Their statistical model for the area of land in crops and
pasture produces some intuitively appealing results consistent with those reported here
and elsewhere. Nonetheless, their model specification does not include many of the
variables that empirical work in the SY have shown to have explanatory value.
Moreover, the overall performance of the model is very poor with respect to the Rsquare value (overall variance in the dependent variable explained). In an interesting
finding, the authors conclude that uncertain land tenure is pushing those in Nuevo
Becal to establish claims to the best land by clearing it for use. Such a situation is not
the norm in our sample of village rules, which covers 13 villages. A full description
of the types of land tenure regimes found in our sample is beyond the scope of this
paper, but consider a specific counter example, the ejido Centauro del Norte, which
was marked off in precise 100 hectare sections when surveyed by PEMEX (the
Mexican national petroleum operation) prior to the establishment of the ejido.
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3.2

Tropical deforestation and technological change

A paper by Rudel et al. (2002) offers an excellent entry point to the huge body of work
that is the literature on tropical deforestation. In a case study of an old colonization
zone of Ecuadorian Amazon, the paper looks for evidence of two possible, contrasting
alternative land use trajectories: (1) the Hollow Frontier, and (2) The Forest
Transition. A Hollow Frontier comes about after initial settlement with the turning of
depleted cropland to extensive pastures for cattle. Despite an outflow of people, the
land remains largely denuded, occupied by low-value agriculture (i.e., extensive cattle
ranching), and thus, “hollow.” The Forest Transition trajectory captures the North
American and European experience of recent centuries. As the story goes, increasing
industrialization and gains in agricultural productivity enable significant reforestation
to occur. Mather and Needle (1998) and Walker (1993) have explored the reemergence of large tracts of forestland in the eastern United States and Europe.
Defries et al. (2004) refer to the Forest Transition as an idealized land use transition,
and develop the concept in their linkage of ecosystem response to land use change.
From pure wild lands, frontier clearing emerges, then subsistence and small-scale
agriculture, and intensive agriculture, soon followed by urban areas, and with
protected areas appearing last in the development process.

Of course, it may well be that different circumstances apply in developing countries
than applied previously in Europe or North America. Surveying the empirical
literature (Thiele 1993; Smith et al. 1999), Rudel et al. sketch the different stages that
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might lead to a forest transition (i.e. significant net forest re-growth) in tropical forest
frontier areas. First, timber operations establish roads and open up an area. Forest
product exploitation is followed by frontier agricultural development. The trigger for
a transition to reforestation is a combination of increasing pest problem, degrading soil
quality, and increasing weed problems. These production problems cause farmers to
abandon agriculture all together and pursue other economic options or shift to longer
fallow cycles, both of which result in larger areas of secondary growth forest.

Ultimately, in their Ecuadorian case study, Rudel et al. (2002) find: “two disparate
patterns of reforestation in the region, one on peripheral lands far from roads and the
other on lands close to roads.” They emphasize the spatial interpretation, with farmers
closer to roads benefiting from better market access, but as important a factor seems to
be group identification and preferences (a notion which we also develop in this paper).
The subset of villages experiencing change of the forest transition, e.g. to intensive
agriculture, comes from an ethnic group (the Shuar) that is said to have an inherent
preference for agriculture over livestock. Furthermore, their young people are
reported to have a preference for staying close to their home village, which provides
an important source of labor, especially during those spurts of high intensity labor
needed to harvest higher value crops. Rudel et al. touch on the role of the non-farm
sector, observing that out-migrants in hollow frontier transitions typically maintain ties
to their land; they diversify their economic portfolio, with agriculture as one income
source. The question of whether or not migrants from the SY are maintaining ties to
their land remains an open question. Moreover, in the SY, we do not yet see the
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movement to consolidation of land ownership that has been a part of hollow frontier
development elsewhere. Rudel et al. (2002) conclude that, “in both Brazil and
Mexico, the likelihood of reforestation in a place increases substantially if labor
saving, income-generating land uses such as cattle ranching are not an option,”
(p.100).

The technological change strand of the literature on tropical deforestation is
particularly relevant to our research. Both the Hollow Frontier and Forest Transition
are fundamentally stories about technological change, the evolution over time of
technological regimes and their related land use impacts. In this paper, the
technological choice we scrutinize concerns choice of agricultural activity.
Technological choice number one is whether or not to adopt the technology (grow the
crop or raise cattle). Technological choice number two is the intensity of adoption
(the share of land going to the use). This is a broader definition of technology than
under common usage, but well recognizable to agricultural economists.

The literature on technological change goes back at least to Malthus (1803) and
Ricardo (1817). Boesrup (1965) initiated a modern assessment of technological
change in agricultural. Turner and Ali (1996) touch on these historical threads in case
study of Bangladesh. The country is densely populated; its soils severely stressed.
Turner and Ali find induced intensification over time, consistent with Boserup’s story
of endogenous adjustment in response to the population-resource condition.
Production increased significantly, avoiding Malthusian scenarios despite repeated
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warnings of their probability. Turner and Ali point out that the case study is not
completely destructive to the Malthusian theory, if it is viewed as assuming away the
possibility of exogenous technical change. High yield variety crops in the 1960s and
the introduction of high value crops in the 1980s, provided external shocks, and, in the
absence of these, an outcome consistent with the Malthusian prediction may have
materialized.

Angelsen and Kaimowitz (2001) and Lee and Barrett (2000) have each edited recent
volumes focused on technological change in agriculture and deforestation. The
conclusion of Angelsen and Kaimowitz (2001) is not a hopeful one for those with a
belief that technological innovation in agriculture offers a simple “win-win” solution
for farmers and forest conservation. Their argument rests on the empirical position
that rent-seeking behavior is at the heart of deforestation. People cut down forest to
improve their family’s well being. To the extent that innovation makes agriculture
more profitable, it may encourage additional forest clearing, though context matters
too. A set of conditions must all apply for deforestation to take off: the technology
must be a part of a farmer’s choice set; the product must have a high enough price;
capital and labor must exist in sufficient abundance, and; government infrastructure, in
particular roads, must exist. Labor-using technological advances may reduce the area
of deforestation in the short run where labor market imperfections (limiting labor
supply) exist. In the long run, additional labor might be drawn to the region, thus
enabling the expansion of land use beyond its previous boundaries. Angelsen and
Kaimowitz review 3 case studies and find that shifting cultivators are likely to adopt
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intensification measures that increase output or reduce cost, but, in the presence of
sufficient export markets and weak government institutions, intensification is likely to
result in expansion of the land area devoted to agriculture because in effect
intensification increases profitability and extends further into the forest the boundary
between land that it would be profitable to clear and land not profitable to clear.

Lee et al. (2000) in their synthesis chapter to the book, explicitly address the question:
Are there tradeoffs or synergies among agricultural intensification, economic
development, and the environment? They point out a common assumption of
complementarity among the three factors in various international environmental
accords, and then show that the assumption does not hold up empirically. Their
conclusion is that agricultural intensification is a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for environmentally sustainable development. Their argument is well taken
in a global context. Though, one counter example might be an area without
population growth at a sustainable level of shifting agriculture. That is to say, given
sufficiently low population pressure, intensification might not be necessary for
sustainability. This is the Boesrup (1965) story. Nonetheless, population growth is a
reality, and seems likely to remain so for decades to come.

In discussion of our hypotheses, we make reference to the literature on diffusion of
new technologies. Feder, Just, and Zilberman (1985) authored an early survey of the
literature on the adoption of agricultural innovations in developing countries. They
explored the various constraints that had frustrated attempts to transfer technologies to
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developing countries.

Sunding and Zilberman (2001) provide an updated survey

with a new exploration on the generation of innovations. The two basic approaches to
modeling diffusion are the imitation versus the threshold approaches. Imitation
models have proven effectively empirically in explaining the mathematical regularities
of social epidemics, but in a way that is disconnected to the underlying variables and
processes driving the rate of change. Imitation models assume decision makers are
homogeneous. Threshold models explore the role of heterogeneity in adoption
choices. Studies have examined the significance to adoption of differences in farm
size, land quality, human capital, and credit availability.

Carletto, de Janvry, and Sadoulet (1998) is an empirical study in the threshold vein
that is too relevant to our investigation here to ignore. This is a case study of adoption
and abandonment of non-traditional export crops among smallholding farmers in
Guatemala. The econometric method employed is a duration model, which is used to
explore the determinants of the timing of adoption and abandonment.

Carletto et al.

find a complex interaction of accumulation of knowledge, accumulation of soil
toxicity, and institutions. Our own on-going work involves estimation of a duration
model on the timing of adoption of cattle ranching. In the paper reporting those
results, we will further discuss the Carletto et al. model and more generally the
literature on technological change. That literature, like the tropical deforestation
literature, is a massive literature that we only begin to cover here.
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3.3

Risk

In Chapter 2, we explored the topic of risk in agricultural choices in the SY. The
theoretical model we develop in Chapter 4 captures important features of household
agricultural production in the southern Yucatán, but the model does not treat risk
explicitly. Here we briefly explore the literature on risk in economic decision-making
by way of introduction to a discussion of the empirical limitations we encountered that
precluded development of a modeling framework that includes risk.

The expected utility approach, due to von-Neumann and Morgenstern (1944), set off
the modern study of risk.23 They conceptualize the decision among uncertain choices
as a gamble. At the core is the expected utility function, a function that depends upon
two types of variables, the probabilities that outcomes will be realized and the utility
payoffs of each outcome. Using the von-Neumann Morgenstern expected utility
function, Pratt (1964) and later Arrow (1971) developed measures of attitudes toward
risk known as absolute risk aversion and relative risk aversion. These measures of risk
aversion depend upon the curvature of the expected utility function (define the first
derivative U ′ and the second derivative U ′′ ) and as well as the level of wealth ( W ).
More formally,
Absolute risk aversion =

U ′′
U ′′
W.
and relative risk aversion =
U′
U′

23

Peter Bernstein’s Against the Gods—the Remarkable Story of Risk (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1996) is
an engaging survey of the role of risk in human thought going back to the Greeks.
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The mean-variance approach to analysis of risk has been used for many decades and
has played a key role in finance as the basis for the theory of capital asset pricing
(Markowitz 1959, Tobin 1958). Just and Zilberman (1983) is an early attempt to
translate the mean-variance framework into an expected utility theory. The model
posits two crops—a traditional crop and a modern crop— and explores how the
farmer’s allocation of land across the two crops is affected by the particular stochastic
profits structures of the choices (i.e. the mean and variance of profit, and the degree of
correlation between mean profit for the two crops), attitudes toward risk (as captured
by the Arrow-Pratt measures of risk aversion), farm size and the fixed costs of
adoption. It is difficult to summarize the conclusion of the work, as a wide range in
structural assumptions is explored. One main conclusion is that if relative risk
aversion increases and absolute risk aversion decreases with wealth and the variability
in profit of the new technology is large in comparison to the traditional one, then the
extent of adoption decreases with farm size. In other words, in such cases, larger
farms will plant more of the new crop in absolute terms, but less in proportionate
terms.

Prior to fieldwork, we had hoped to implement the empirical approach developed by
Bar-Shira, Just, and Zilberman (1997), which enables estimation of measures of
absolute and relative risk aversion, as well as a causal role for the mean and variance
of profit in a land share model. In the end, data collection simply proved too
challenging to implement such an approach. Bar-Shira, Just, and Zilberman are able
to exploit detailed annual revenue, production, and cost data for a 10-year time period.
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A significant panel of revenue and production data simply does not exist for the SY.
In our pre-tests, attempts to reconstruct time series data almost never succeeded due to
the complexity of the cognitive task. We attempted to seek out village leaders in order
to develop village level measures for the distributions, but the success rate was not
much higher. Thus, though we have data on mean yields and mean expenditures in
cash and family labor, we lack a complete variance-covariance matrix. In the future,
we hope to consider some alternative methods to get village leaders (elected leaders or
other opinion leaders) to help us to characterize perceptions on variability in yields
and profit.
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CHAPTER 4. MODELING AGRICULTURAL LAND SHARES

After this introductory paragraph, we discuss the literature on household modeling.
This discussion serves as a preface to the explication, in brief, of a theoretical model
with fixed and proportional transactions costs, which provides a foundation for our
econometric work. In particular, the theoretical model shows the process by which
how it could be that different variables affect the selection and continuous equations, a
result that will be important to our econometric work. We explain our econometric
strategy for managing the limited dependent variable nature of the empirical data we
have observed. Next we present our identification strategy and a priori expectations
on hypotheses. Lastly, we report our econometric results and discuss these results.

4.1

Theoretical foundation

This section develops a household decision-making model to serve as a formal
foundation for the econometric work to follow. Why the household approach to
analyzing derived demand for land? An alternative to the chosen approach might have
been to estimate translog cost functions, a well respected and widely applied approach
for analyzing input demand. Economic decision-making in rural, developing country
contexts takes place within distinctive economic environments, which gives rise to
important features. In particular, given the frontier nature of the areas within which
these economic actors operate, the assumption of a complete set of perfectly
competitive markets may be especially difficult to maintain. As discussed in this
section, theoretical and empirical work has shown that household characteristics are
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important determinants of economic behavior in these settings. Thus, we conclude
that the household perspective from the development economics literature, rather than
an industrial cost approach, is the proper one for investigating derived demand for
land in the SY.1

The modern neoclassical household model can be traced to Barnum and Squire (1979),
and the key feature is simultaneous decision-making across dimensions of
consumption, labor, and production. The solution to the household’s problem,
assuming perfect markets, reveals a recursive decision structure in which households
behave as if they were producers in the first instance and consumers in the second.
The decision is separable in the sense that production and consumption decisions are
uncoupled, i.e. not linked. Much work has focused on the household’s economic
problem given market imperfections, which give rise to non-separability (Singh,
Squire, and Strauss 1985). The literature has developed three sources of nonseparability: (1) Missing or incomplete markets for commodities or factors (Sadoulet
et al. 1998); (2) imperfect credit markets (Eswaran and Kotwal 1986), and (3)
transaction costs (Key et al. 2000). Non-separability has important behavioral
implications, for example a smaller price elasticity of supply than would be predicted
under separability (Sadoulet and de Janvry 1995). A key result of non-separability is
that shadow prices provide a linkage between characteristics of the household that do
not obviously affect the narrow calculus of profit maximizing or cost minimizing
decision-making.
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Vance (2000) tests for separability in the SY, and rejects the hypothesis of
separability. This is not surprising since aspects of all three types of sources for nonseparability feature prominently in the region’s makeup. In particular, the SY’s
economy is characterized by thin markets, credit and liquidity constraints.

Key, Sadoulet and de Janvry (2000) develop a model of proportional and fixed
transaction costs that explains how households come to self select into different
regimes. Their model, which we sketch below, is an elaboration of an approach
pioneered by Goetz (1992).24 The reasoning at work is that time, effort, and other
resources expended in marketing the agricultural product generate important
transaction costs. Benjamin, Sadoulet, and de Janvry (1998) also employ the concept
of idiosyncratic fixed costs to explore different determinants of discrete vs. continuous
decisions. In this case labor choices are the target for explanation: whether to work
off-farm (and how much?), to hire labor (and how much?), or to be self-sufficient
(neither to hire, nor work off farm)?

In this class of models, fixed costs effectively set price thresholds that determine
discrete decisions, but fixed costs do not affect the value of the marginal product, and
thus do not enter the continuous production decisions (such as derived demand for
inputs or optimal output level). The result is that, given a particular discrete decision,
which is to say, given the selection into a particular regime, the optimal level of

24

Gotez was the pioneer with respect to theoretical household models for development economics.
Attention to discrete vs. continuo’s decisions, and the role of fixed costs, had for many years been
attended to by the literature on adoption of new technologies (Feder, Rausser, and Zilberman 1985).
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production is dependent only on market prices and proportional transaction costs.
However, threshold prices and overall utility levels, which determine the household
selection of regime, do depend on fixed transaction costs.

Operationally, inclusion of fixed costs in the maximization problem creates
discontinuities, which necessitate a two-step solution procedure. First, optimize
assuming the household chooses a given bundle of discrete choices, and then choose
the bundle that maximizes utility.

Key, Sadoulet and de Janvry (2000) focus on production of maize and develop a
model that explores how households decide to separate into one of three different
regimes, either: (1) net seller; (2) net buyer, or (3) autarkic (neither buy nor sell).
They use Mexico as the case study for their work. In Mexico as a whole there is
interesting distribution across the three types. Though, in the SY, of the three main
land uses, cattle ranching and jalapeño chili cultivation are virtually exclusively for
commercial purposes. There is some variation across maize producers, though most
maize production in the region was for own farm consumption in 2003.

Now we elaborate in some detail the model developed by Key, Sadoulet, and de
Janvry (2000). First, explain differences in notation from the model sketched above
(otherwise, the notation carries over):
qi

q is now only for production, amount of good “i” produced.

mi

amount of good “i” sold ( mi > 0 ) or purchased ( mi < 0 )
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xi

level used of input “i”

pim

market price of good “i”

Thus, before transaction costs are introduced, the model is specified as:
Maximize U (c; zh ) subject to

∑ pm +S =0

overall budget constraint

i

i

i∈T

the production technology

G ( q , x , zq ) = 0

resource balance

qi − xi + Ei − mi − ci = 0

non-negativity constraints

ci , qi , xi ≥ 0

Now define transaction costs, expressed as a monetary equivalent, and differing
according to whether the activity is buying or selling the product:
t pis

proportional transactions costs of supply, paid only if household is a seller

t sfi

fixed transactions costs of supply, paid only if household is a seller

t bpi

proportional transactions costs of buying, paid only if household is a buyer

t bfi

fixed transactions costs of buying, , paid only if household is a buyer

δ is , δ ib dummy variables indicating if the household is a buyer or seller
zts , ztb exogenous household characteristics that determine transaction costs

With transaction costs, the budget constraint can be defined as
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N

∑ ( ( p

m
i

i =1

− t spi ( zts ) ) δ is + ( ( pim + t bpi ( ztb ) ) δ ib mi − t sfi ( zts )δ is − t bfi ( ztb )δ ib + T = 0

The solution to the model reveals supply curves25 of the following form:
For sellers:

q s = q( p m − t ps ( zts ), z q )

For buyers:

qb = q( p m + t bp ( ztb ), zq )

For households in autarky:

q a = q ( pˆ , zq ) where p̂ is the shadow price

Thus, proportional transaction costs shift the supply curve upward for sellers and
downward for buyers; fixed transaction costs do not play a role. Next, Key, Sadoulet
and de Janvry introduce the variable y0 ( p) , which they define as income before fixed

transaction costs. This provides the final element necessary to define indirect utility
levels under the three regimes:
If seller,

V s = V ( p m − t sp , y0 ( p m − t sp ) − t sf , zh )

If buyer:

V b = V ( p m + t bp , y0 ( p m + t bp ) − t bf , zh )

If autarkic:

V s = V ( pˆ , y0 ( pˆ ), zh )

The household chooses the regime that maximizes indirect utility. And we see that,
given the assumptions of this model, the discrete choice of regime, unlike the
continuous choice of the optimal level of supply, is dependent on fixed transaction
costs in this model.

25

We maintain the terminology of the authors, though the quantity bought is clearly an amounted
demanded and not supplied.
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The idea of important transaction costs is appealing in a remote area such as the SY,
where isolated villages dot the landscape. These transaction costs might not only be
important in terms of marketing the crop, but also with respect to learning costs.
Such costs might arise from traveling to regional centers (in our region, Nicolas Bravo
or Xpujil) for discussions with other producers or agricultural officers in government
offices. Such regional centers are also where sellers of agrochemicals and other
agricultural products are located, and these often serve as sources of information.

Another important source of fixed costs is the need to develop substantial
infrastructure in order to build a successful cattle ranching operation. Infrastructure
costs include fencing and the digging of an artificial pond (known locally as a
“jaguey”) to collect water during the rainy season to serve as a source of water during
the dry season. In direct questioning, these are the costs that our respondents cite as
most onerous.

4.2

Econometric strategy

Managing the limited dependent variable problem

Surveying anew the 2003 land use data, we see that we have limited dependent
variables: large proportions of the sample have zeroes for pasture and jalapeño chili
peppers, and a smaller but nontrivial proportion of maize land use data consists of
zeroes as well. Table 4.1. recapitulates in slightly different form data we saw abo
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Table 4.1 Land Use for 174 Households in the Sample
No, none (amount = 0)
Yes, some (amount > 0)
100
74
jalapeño chili peppers
85
89
pasture for cattle
19
155
maize

This raises the question: Is the nature of the process that generates the “yes” and “no”
data the same as the process that generates the continuous data, that is our data on the
level of the land share for those that have a positive amount of the land use?

Manning et al. (1987) make a strong case for a simple (de-coupled) two-part model for
managing the issues raised by limited dependent variables. A two-part model de-links
the discrete and continuous processes, with Probit estimation on 0/1 values for the
whole sample in part one and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation only on
observations with positive values in part two. The authors conduct a Monte Carlo
experiment with data constructed via a true Heckman process (a bivariate
homoscedastic normal selection model, defined precisely below). The true data
generating process is precisely the one represented by the Heckman selection model.
Thus, while the setup of the experiment favors the Heckman selection model, the twopart model still performs well. The selection model shows a high degree of sensitivity
even when the true specification is known and implemented. In contrast, the two-part
model is robust across a wide range of parameter values. We estimate and report
results for a two-part model.
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A variety of other, more nuanced approaches for handling the limited dependent
variable problem exist, each relying on different assumptions about the data
generating process. Tobit and Heckman models provide potential solutions to the
problem of a “piling up of zeroes.” The Tobit model implies that the same process
generates the zero and non-zero values in our land use data. The Tobit assumes that
the process separating the sample into zeroes and non-zeroes is the same as the
process that determines the level of the continuous, nonzero variables. Put differently,
the Tobit model assumes that the processing generating the discrete (0/1) values has
the same covariates with the same parameters, as the one determining the continuous
level of non-zero values. The Tobit’s likelihood function is simply the sum of a Probit
model’s likelihood and a truncated regression model’s likelihood. The null hypothesis
of the same parameters for the selection and regression equation that is implied by a
Tobit model can be tested by a likelihood ratio test (Cragg 1971). For each of the
three land uses, we carry out this test and reject the null hypothesis, and consider
alternative methods for managing our limited dependent variables.

A Heckman selection model allows for different explanatory variables in the selection
and continuous parts of the model. The single equation Heckman model consists of
the following framework.
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The selection equation
zi* = γ ' wi + ui
The continuous land use equation
yi* = β ' xi + ε i
yi =yi* if zi* > 0; yi = 0 otherwise
zi = 1 if zi* > 0; zi = 0 otherwise

Where xi and wi are vectors of observations on exogenous or predetermined variables,

β and γ are unknown parameter vectors, and ui and ε i are error terms distributed
bivariate normal with zero means and correlation ρ (as in Greene, 1997, pp.928-929,
or Davidson and MacKinnon, 1993, pp.542-543).

From this setup, definitions of the moments of truncated bivariate normal distributions
can be used to develop a regression model, one which applies to non-zero observations
in the sample.
E [ yi | yi is observed ] = E [ yi | zi > 0]
= E [ yi | ui > −γ ' wi ]

= β ' xi + E [ yi | ε i > −γ ' wi ]
= β ' xi + ρσ e λi (α u )
= β ' xi + βλ λi (α u )
Here λi (α u ) is the selectivity adjustment term with its coefficient β λ .
Where α u = −γ ' wi / σ u and λi (α u ) =

φ (−γ ' wi / σ u )
Φ (−γ ' wi / σ u )

φ (⋅) is the normal probability distribution function
Φ (⋅) is the normal cumulative distribution function
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And so we have derived an equation for estimation based on the expectation of yi
conditional on yi being positive.
yi | zi* > 0 = E[ yi | zi* > 0] + vi
yi | zi* > 0 = β ' xi + β λ λi (α u ) + vi

(Equation 1)

OLS on Equation 1 yields consistent but inefficient parameter estimates, because of
probable heteroscedasticity (due to correlation between e and v) and endogeneity
problems associated with the selectivity adjustment term (lambda is determined in part
by variables in x). Heckman (1979) developed a two-step method that improves
efficiency compared to the uncorrected OLS parameters, but most efficient estimates
are found by Maximum Likelihood estimation. Sometimes convergence cannot be
achieved under Maximum Likelihood estimation even when specification of the model
is correct, but we do not encounter this problem. We report Maximum Likelihood
results for each land use.

The single equation approach does not reflect the systemic relationship among land
use decisions for these household farmers. The empirical inter-relatedness of land use
decisions on the farm gives intuitive appeal to a simultaneous equations approach.
Consider the multivariate analog to the single equation Heckman model.

Define a multivariate Heckman model. Use the same set up, except whereas above i
numbered observations, now let i = 1,...., n index equations (one for each land use) in
the model and let t = 1,..., m number observations.
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The selection equation
zit* = γ i ' wit + uit
The continuous land use equation
yit* = β i ' xit + ε it
yit =yit* if zit* > 0; yit = 0 otherwise
zit = 1 if zit* > 0; zit = 0 otherwise

Direct Maximum Likelihood estimation of systems of equations with limited
dependent variables remains computationally burdensome because of the difficulty of
evaluating the multiple integrals included in such likelihood functions. Various twostep estimators have been developed to surmount this difficulty. Shonkwiler and Yen
(1999) introduce a consistent two-step estimator to the agricultural economics
literature that improves on a previous inconsistent estimator put forth by Heine and
Wessells (1990) that had been popular in applied econometric work.

Tauchmann (2005) proposes a different two-step procedure to estimate the
Multivariate Heckman model. Tauchmann’s approach is to reinterpret the classical
Heckman model. Instead of using only a subsample of the data (e.g. those with a
positive value) for estimation of the continuous equation, Tauchmann conceptualizes
the estimator as using the full sample conditional on selecting in to the regime. As in
all of these two-step estimators, the first step is a Probit model for the discrete
dependent variables. For the second stage, Tauchmann writes the equation for
estimation as
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yit = zit xit ' β i + zit β λ λ ( wit ' γ i ) + εˆit
with εˆit = zit (ε it − β λ λ ( wit ' γ i ))
Here we see how the Tauchmann approach manages to use the full sample. All the
observations in the sample are included in the second stage of estimation, however the
model weights zero values on the left hand side by zero. See that in terms of the
coefficients on covariates it matters not whether we exclude or include a vector of
zeroes on the left hand side matched on the right by a block of zeroes; the coefficients
will be the same in either case. This Tauchmann setup implies the following condition
means values for our dependent variable of interest.
 yit = zit xit ' β i + zit β λ λ ( wit ' γ i ) if zit = 1
E ( yit | xit , wit , zit ) = 
if zit = 0
0

Monte Carlo test shows the Tauchmann estimator outperforming the Shonkwiler and
Yen estimator across different parameter values and censoring levels (Tauchmann
2005). Tauchmann implicitly criticizes Shonkwiler and Yen for only comparing their
consistent estimator to a single inconsistent alternative and for drawing their
conclusions from informal judgments about the accuracy of parameters compared to
the true known values. Tauchmann develops a mean square error measure to more
systematically assess the efficiency of his estimator vs. that of Shonkwiler and Yen.
Tauchmann traces the poor performance of the Shonkwiler and Yen estimator to the
fact that the error variance for the estimator includes a quadratic term not included in
the variance of the original Heckman model.
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Interestingly, for Tauchmann’s estimator, the performance of the theoretically superior
Feasible Generalized Least Squares estimation technique is inferior to OLS estimation
and even more so to SUR estimation. Tauchmann surmises that the complicated
covariance matrix used for Feasible Generalized Least Squares explains the poor
performance of this estimator. Empirically, this weighting matrix may not be well
estimated, and Monte Carlo results suggest that employing a poorly estimated
weighting matrix is more harmful than beneficial in the instance of Tauchmann’s twostep approach. Thus, we use Seemingly Unrelated Regression in implementing
Tachmann’s two-step approach to the Multivariate Heckman.

It should be noted that recently Yen (2005) has explored simulated likelihood
solutions to maximum likelihood estimation of the Multivariate Heckman model, and
finds some improvement over the two-part model and the single equation Heckman
model for the particular set of data he is analyzing. At the same time, Yen observes
that all three methods produce very similar parameters estimates.

This section has described our basis for estimating three separate models: a two-part
model that chooses to exclude consideration of endogenous selectivity; a classical
Heckman selection model for each land use with selection and continuous equations
jointly estimated by Maximum Likelihood, and; a Multivariate Heckman model
estimated by Tauchmann’s consistent two-step estimator. Though we cannot formally
equate parameters across the three models, we can be reassured that the three
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modeling approaches result in broadly the same story apart from their approach to the
selection question. In a sense, the results provide a sensitivity analysis and give a
modicum of reassurance about the robustness of our findings.

Other strategic considerations

Rather than treating absolute area in each land type as the dependent variable in our
model, we take a land share approach. In such models the fraction of land, the land
share, is the dependent variable. The literature is quite well developed with respect to
land share modeling in developed countries. The preponderance of this work has
relied on aggregate land use data, such as county level data in the United States.
Hardie and Parks (1997) developed a modified multinomial logit regression approach
that has been elaborated by other researchers ((Miller and Plantinga 1999, Plantinga et
al. 1999). The modified multinomial logit approach has nice properties, but its
application would preclude exploration of the selectivity issues that we identified as so
important in our empirical data. The issue of limited dependent variables recedes in
importance with aggregate data. At a higher level of aggregation, zero values are
encountered less frequently (of course this depends on how the land categories are
defined).

There has been less application of the land share approach in the frontier areas of
developing countries where the problem of limited dependent variables is of such
import. Píchon (1997) estimates a land share model for an area of the Ecuadorian
Amazon where the agricultural profile is somewhat similar to that of the SY. Pichón
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employs a Tobit specification to handle the limited dependent variable problem he
encounters in his work in Ecuador.

The land share approach we take (as does Pichón) is not so different operationally
from a regression on land area. It is simply a normalization of the amount of land in
each land use by the total household land area. The land share approach does offer
some conceptual similarity to the actual land allocation problem in the SY, which
involves dividing up the household’s land across land uses. A technical note
concerning the system of equations we estimate below by the technique of Seemingly
Unrelated Regression. Since the land shares add to one, one of the land share
equations must be dropped. We choose to drop the forest cover land type, though we
could recover the coefficients for forest cover by summing across the other land use
types.

Before ending this discussion of our estimation strategy, we should note that we have
done some initial work attempting to exploit the time series (two periods of time)
aspect of the data. We estimated a fixed effects panel model. A problem is that we do
not have many time varying explanatory variables to include in the model, and
generally it is not possible to recover estimates for time invariant explanatory
variables. Though, this difficulty is offset by the fact that the fixed effects estimator is
robust to omission of any relevant time invariant regressors. In the end, our fixed
effects panel model results showed a significant, positive effect of family labor supply
on chili cultivation, consistent with the model estimated here. The model produced no
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other significant results. We continue to explore this avenue. One possible approach
we intend to pursue is the following: Pool the data from 1997 and 2003 and then
include a dummy variable on one of the years in an effort to account for the effects
time.

4.3

Model identification and hypotheses

As previewed above, the dependent variables in our models are either (1) a discrete
measure of land use in the first stage –0/1 (no/yes) on whether the household has that
land use or (2) a continuous measure of the proportion of the land holding going to
that land use. The land share approach normalizes each land use by the household’s
total land holding, and allows for a nice translation to the simultaneous equations
framework of the multivariate Heckman, with each equation sharing the same
covariates and land shares adding to one. Note that we must drop one land type in the
multivariate SUR system framework, and we drop the forest cover equation. We can
infer the parameters of the forest cover equation from the sum of those for the three
other equations in the model: pasture, jalapeño chili, and maize.

Identification in the Heckman model

A key concern in the Heckman selection model is identification of the selection effect.
If covariates in the regression equation are the same as the selection equation, that is,
if xit = wit , then identification of the coefficient ( β λ ) on the selectivity term
( λ ( wit ' γ i ) ) depends solely on differences in functional form. The strategy developed
in the literature to remedy this difficulty is to include some variables in the selection
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equation that are not included in regression equation. These have been named
exclusion variables. A nice theoretical explanation of fixed costs as the basis for these
exclusion variables has been developed as discussed above. In particular, in remote
areas such as the frontier setting of this study, the argument that there are important
fixed costs of learning and accessing the market is particularly appealing.

A main thrust of our identification argument follows this established reasoning on the
role of fixed costs. However we also propose a different, parallel rationale. It could
be that preferences, likes and dislikes for engagement in a type of behavior, partly
explain whether or not a farmer decides to undertake a particular land use but not the
land use area for those selecting in to the regime. We asked people why they started
cattle ranching or growing jalapeño chili? The simple answer is that some people
enjoy working with cattle, and some people have a dislike of chili work. One person
in our sample had been attacked by a bull as a child and had an understandable
disinclination to working with cattle. No changes in the characteristics of household
or in the economic attractiveness of cattle ranching would cause him to pursue the
activity. Another example of preferences affecting technological choices comes from
our data on adoption of apiculture (beekeeping). We asked those who had not adopted
why not, and 48 farmers told us the reason is that they, “do not want to or are afraid to
work with bees.” On the other hand, there is a Maya tradition of working with bees,
and indeed Yucatecan Maya descendents are inclined to apiculture. Thus, in this way,
preferences may affect the decision to undertake the activity, but not the intensity of
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activity if it is chosen. In turn, preferences may be determined in part by place of
origin before migrating to the SY or by membership in a particular ethnic group.

We now describe in specific terms the exclusion variables in the model. Following,
Vance and Geoghegan (2005), one hypothesis is that speaking an indigenous
language, as opposed to Spanish as a first language could impose social barriers which
in turn would impose extra fixed costs of adoption. People less in the mainstream of
society due to their group identification may well find it more difficult to access the
market. Whereas Vance and Geoghegan use a dummy variable for whether or not
Spanish is a respondent’s first language, we create separate variables for the two major
languages, Chol and Maya. Large numbers of Chol speakers (about 4000) were
settled in the Calakmul Municipio south of Xpujil after a large volcanic eruption in
Chiapas. We hypothesize that having Chol or Maya as a first language will negatively
affect adoption for mainly commercial activities such as pasture or chili.

Our hypothesis vis-à-vis maize and having first spoken Chol or Maya is different.
Vance and Geoghegan find speaking Spanish as a first language to be negatively
associated with being a seller of maize. This is consistent with the conventional
notion that farmers with indigenous roots may be particularly inclined to maize
cultivation. In fact, every household from both the Chol and Maya group grows
maize, and this lack of variation over the group, due to perfect association, means that
these cannot be included in the Probit on yes/no maize.
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Like Vance and Geoghegan, we include as an exclusion variable a dummy variable for
residence in the village of Nicolas Bravo, a grain depot, which would reduce the fixed
costs of marketing maize. At more than 5,000 residents, the village is substantially
larger than others in the region, and is located along the main highway.

Our exclusion variables also include two other dummy variables for residence in the
south of Calakmul (“chili zone”) or the center of Calakmul. Because of a lack of
variation in the dependent variable across villages, village fixed effects proved
difficult to implement. When a variable perfectly predicts failure or success in the
selection equation, we cannot distinguish between the relative importance of that
variable and others in determining the outcome. Nonetheless, neighborhood effects
are clearly important to learning, and this sub-regional fixed effects approach attempts,
in a very rough way, to address the issue. Central Calakmul includes those ejidos with
privileged access to Xpujil, the municipal government seat and a regional market
center (Zoh Laguna, La Lucha, El Refugio, and KM120). The south of Calakmul,
“chili zone,” sub-region includes Centauro del Norte, Caña Brava, Arroyo Negro, and
Los Alacranes.

We include among the exclusion variables a measure of the number of household
amenities that has been accumulated that serves as a wealth proxy. Vance and
Geoghegan include the variable, “owns a pickup truck?” as one of their exclusion
variables, though this seems to us to potentially affect proportional transaction costs
having to do with transport of the product from the field and to the market. Indeed, we
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find pickup truck ownership to increase the amount of cultivated among growers of
jalapeño chili, and we include the variable in both our selection and continuous
equations, i.e. not as an exclusion variable.

The variable, “number of household amenities,” sums the number of amenities such as
a concrete floor, refrigerator, bathroom, television, etc, that the household possesses.
The notion is that many only cultivate chili because they do not have another cash
making choice. The hypothesis here is that when a certain wealth level has been
achieved, a segment is likely to select out in favor of pasture. In fact, some
households have both pasture and cultivate jalapeño chili peppers, but these tend to be
newer cattle ranching operations still building up their infrastructure and stock. As it
is practiced in the region, with accumulation of pasture over years, it takes some time
before cattle ranching is profitable for many.

Other Explanatory Variables and Hypotheses

Here we introduce and give hypotheses for other explanatory variables, those common
to both equations. Broadly speaking, these variables represent the role of constraints,
location and distance, biophysical traits of the household’s agricultural parcel,
technological choices, and government interventions.

With respect to constraints, we have measures relevant to labor, cash, and land
constraints. The variable “family supply of labor” sums the number of household
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members over 12. Another labor related variable is the full time employment fixed
effect. Household non-farm income goes to the liquidity constraint.

Direct evidence indicates that labor and cash constraints are especially important for
jalapeño chili, a labor-intensive crop (on average 150 days of labor per hectare) that
requires periodic cash infusions for agrochemicals where timing is important
(exterminate the pest or lose the crop). Thus, for chili, we expect that a larger family
labor supply would be expected to increase the probability of selection and land use
area. Chili also requires substantial hands on management. Define full time work to
be non-farm employment by the household head for eight hours per day, five days per
week, or the equivalent. Full time work presumably makes it more difficult to cross
the threshold of having enough time to cultivate chili at all, and also diverts labor
reducing the area cultivated for those selected in. Thus we hypothesize that full time
work has a negative coefficient for chili.

One of the advantages of cattle ranching is its low labor requirement, so labor
variables, including the full time variable, are not expected to affect pasture.
However, there are substantial costs to cattle ranching (the cattle themselves,
infrastructure, especially fencing and watering holes). Thus, we anticipate non-farm
income to have a positive effect on pasture. Maize can be cultivated with no cash
inputs, though cash can clearly enable greater production than would be possible
without it with the purchase of inputs, especially labor. This is reason to expect nonfarm income would be positively related to maize cultivation.
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A priori, with respect to the regression equation for the continuous variable, our
hypothesis is that the land share in chili and in maize will decrease as the amount of
land that the household has access to increases. This follows from the hypothesis that
labor, soil, and liquidity constraints are critical determinants of land share for these
crops. Leaving aside the question of pasture for cattle for the moment, eventually
resource constraints bind and land beyond the amount that can be cultivated remains in
forest and the land share for maize or chili, whichever the case may be, falls as the
land holding increases. In the case of pasture for cattle, we have no pre-determined
expectation with respect to the land holding variable’s effect on land share. On the
one hand, though labor and soil fertility constraints loom less large for cattle ranchers,
they are still subject to these constraints and especially the liquidity constraints. The
result is the one that we discussed in Chapter 2. It typically takes these small
household farmers many years to fully develop their cattle ranching operations. And
we have many new adopters who will still be adding to their pasture area in the years
to come. These new adopters can be expected to have a relatively small land share in
pasture regardless of their land holding. On the other hand, though we have not
proved this econometrically, there is reason to expect some increasing returns to scale
for cattle ranching. Further, because of the relatively low per hectare return to the
extensive type cattle ranching practiced in the region, most cattle ranchers intend to
ultimately convert large portions of their land to pasture for cattle.
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For the selection data (0s/1s) on pasture and chili, a different reasoning may apply.
The literature on technology adoption has demonstrated that larger farm size increases
the probability of technological adoption. Why? A larger farm size allows fixed costs
of adoption to be spread over a larger production area, and this reduces fixed costs per
unit of output. Thus, we expect a positive coefficient on the land holding variable in
the selection equation, especially in the case of cattle ranching, which has the largest
fixed costs of all the main land uses. It would be reasonable to expect that a very low
level of land holding would suppress selection in to the cattle regime. Given the
relatively low return per hectare, access to minimum amount of land would be
necessary to achieve a reasonable standard of living. However, the empirical evidence
suggests that households in our sample have surpassed this minimum level. Consider
the village of Chan Laguna, which has the smallest average land holding per
household in our sample. Households in Chan Laguna typically have access to only
30 hectares of land average (recall the mean land holding is just under 69 hectares for
the sample as a whole). Despite having the smallest average land holding, Chan
Laguna has the highest percentage of cattle ranchers of any village at 100%.

Under biophysical factors, we include measures of rainfall (18 year average) and soil
(good or not).26 Ceteris paribus, one would expect better soil to favor chili production,
as the plant performs better there. On the other hand, trial and error experimentation
has yielded strains of grass adapted to even clay-like bajo soils. And this gives reason
26

Regrettably, we do not have better biophysical measures. The 1998 household survey gives us a georeferenced location of each respondent, and we use village centers to fill in data for households added in
2003. Simple measures of soil quality for field use do not exist to our knowledge, plus each plot
covers a large area, usually mostly forested and with often with substantial elements of heterogeneity.
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to expect that farmers might be more inclined to plant pasture on poorer soils (e.g. soil
would have a negative coefficient for pasture). Cattle are very dependent on water.
They require from 50 - 70 liters of water on hot, dry days. Thus, we expect rainfall to
be a positive factor for pasture for cattle. On chili and maize, we do not have an
expectation a priori for the rain variable. Water aids in plant growth but comes with a
tradeoff: more weeds. There is no place in the region that fails to receive enough rain
on average for maize and chili cultivation. Though, in any particular season, drought
may occur, and for these rain dependent farmers, the timing of rain is always an issue.

With respect to location, we have variables for distance to the plot and distance from
village to regional market centers (either Chetumal or Escarcega). Key et al.’s
transaction cost model lead us to expect both of these distance variables to have
negative coefficients. A more remotely located parcel adds costs to production and
marketing, thus reducing the land’s marginal value. However, this is not the case for
jalapeño chili, where intermediaries take care of transportation to market (though not
transportation from the parcel). In this sense, for farmers in more distant, isolated
areas, jalapeño chili enjoys a privileged position. Though farmers may complain
about prices they receive, they benefit from having a reduced transport burden. Given
this empirical fact, we anticipate a positive sign on the distance to market variable for
jalapeño chili.

Our proposition is that a positive coefficient should accompany the variable for
owning a pickup truck. A truck would reduce the transaction costs imposed by
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distance. The only production shifting technology that demonstrated explanatory
value was owning a pickup truck, not owning a chain saw, use of agrochemicals, or
mechanization.

The model includes two types of government program interventions, PROCAMPO
and credits for cattle ranching. PROCAMPO is a rural income support program
phased in after NAFTA, and tied to the 1994 land use area. PROCAMPO provides
yearly cash payments to farmers. The cattle credit variables sums credits received
over the years in residence in the SY. The hypothesis on cattle credit is clearly
positive for pastureland use. Under the same reasoning as non-farm income, our
expectation for the effect of PROCAMPO is positive for both pasture and chili
peppers, though not for maize.

Descriptive statistics

Table 4.2. gives descriptive statistics for variables included in the model.
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Table 4.2 Descriptive statistics
Variable (units)

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

pasture share (all 174 observations)

0.140

0.222

0

1

pasture share (89 observations; those with pasture)

0.274

0.245

0.005

1

chili share (unconditional, 174 observations)

0.009

0.020

0

0.214

chili share (74 observations; those with chili)

0.022

0.026

0.002

0.214

maize share (unconditional, 174 observations)

0.073

0.099

0

1

maize share (155 observations; those with maize)

0.082

0.102

0.007

1

family labor supply (scaled at 1/10)

0.353

0.152

0.1

0.8

full time work (1, 0)

0.149

0.358

0

1

non-farm income ($10,000 pesos)

0.056

0.133

0

0.768

PROCAMPO ($10,000 pesos)

0.416

0.444

0

3

cattle credits ($10,000 pesos)

0.131

0.500

0

4.9

land holding (100 hectares)

0.688

0.391

0.01

2

rainfall (meters of rainfall)

1.10

0.097

0.934

1.27

good soil (1, 0)

0.741

0.439

0

1

distance to parcel (10s of kilometres)

0.595

0.612

0.01

3

distance to nearest market (100s of minutes)

1.00

0.375

0.45

1.8

own pickup truck (1, 0)

0.172

0.379

0

1

years of education

3.61

3.61

0

16

household head under the age of 31 (1, 0)

0.115

0.320

0

1

residence in ejido Nicolas Bravo (1, 0)

0.109

0.313

0

1

number of household amenities

6.18

3.32

0

13

household head speaks Chol as first language (1, 0)

0.115

0.320

0

1

household head speaks Maya as first language (1, 0)

0.103

0.305

0

1

residence in central Calakmul (1, 0)

0.213

0.410

0

1

residence in the chili zone (1, 0)

0.293

0.456

0

1

Notice that we have scaled a number of variables to aid in interpretation.
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4.4

Econometric Results

The results of the Heckman selection model for maize and jalapeño chili lead us to
believe that the two-part model is the best for these land uses. In each of these two
cases, the likelihood ratio test fails to reject the null hypothesis that the discrete and
continuous equations are independent. Thus, for maize and jalapeño chili, we focus
our discussion on results of the two-part model. However, for pasture, the likelihood
ratio test rejects the null hypothesis that the equations are independent, and we
conclude that the Heckman selection model is best in this case.

In discussing results here, we use significant to mean significant at a 10% level of
confidence (p-value less than 0.10). Many of the variables are also significant at the
5% and 1% levels. Tables X, Y, Z give the precise p-values for each variable.

We exploit poetic license to some extent when we say, “variable X is significant,” or
the “results are consistent with our hypothesis.” “Variable X is significant” refers to
the probability associated with the test statistic on variable X, which in turn is based
upon a null hypothesis that the variable has in fact no explanatory value (the true
coefficient is zero). If we have a hypothesis of a positive casual relationship, and the
coefficient on variable X is positive and significant, we will say that the results are
consistent with our hypothesis, though technically it would be correct to say we reject
a null hypothesis that the true coefficient on the variable’s coefficient is zero.
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Explanatory variables
and
other row labels
Family labor supply
Full time job
Non farm income
PROCAMPO subsidies
Cattle subsidies
Land holding
Rainfall
Good soil quality
Distance to plot
Distance to market center
Own a pick up truck
Household head education
Household head under 31
ÆSelectivity term
Nicolas Bravo
Household amenities
Chol was first language
Maya was first language
Central Calakmul
Southern Calakmul
Constant
Log-likelihood
Wald chi-square & p-value
Chi-square & p-value
R2 – or– “pseudo R2”
Adjusted R2
Observations
LR ratio test of
independence of eqns.
Chi-sq(1) = 8.27
Prob>Chi-sq =0.004

174

-0.013
0.987
0.067
0.863
-0.289
0.797
0.558
0.099
2.40
0.003
0.177
0.607
0.844
0.002
0.01
0.969
0.294
0.224
-0.936
0.188
0.234
0.474
0.030
0.403
-0.798
0.052
N/A
-2.83
0.000
0.118
0.012
-0.686
0.081
0.369
0.312
-0.138
0.785
0.182
0.690
-9.39
0.000
-43.6
46.7
0.000

Selection Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

174
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82.9
0.000
0.344

-0.286
0.734
-0.303
0.468
0.031
0.979
0.719
0.070
2.28
0.003
0.142
0.697
0.913
0.004
0.185
0.509
0.455
0.067
-1.25
0.136
0.249
0.482
0.050
0.195
-0.845
0.044
N/A
-2.90
0.000
0.140
0.007
-0.778
0.073
0.448
0.283
-0.182
0.766
0.781
0.125
-10.4
0.001
-79.1

coefficient | p-value

Probit

Table 4.3 PASTURE. Land Share Model Results
SELECTION EQUATION

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.717
0.836
0.977
0.011
0.035
0.581
0.233
0.252
0.026
0.000
0.552
0.681
0.572
0.000

Chi-sq(1) = 8.27
Prob>Chi-sq =0.004

89

0.272
0.361
-43.6
46.7
0.000

0.049
-0.015
0.006
0.112
0.069
-0.035
0.032
-0.054
-0.085
-0.257
-0.029
0.003
0.046
-0.164

622

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.921

0.926
0.408
0.981
0.000
0.000
0.222
0.006
0.191
0.001
0.000
0.580
0.493
0.522
0.024

174

0.000
0.790

-0.224

0.008
-0.039
-0.004
0.130
0.084
-0.053
0.056
-0.042
-0.081
-0.271
-0.018
0.003
0.037
-0.089

Multivariate Heckman
by SUR
coefficient | p-value

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.346

0.949
0.506
0.927
0.002
0.002
0.258
0.007
0.401
0.047
0.000
0.991
0.446
0.938

0.512
0.427
89

-0.281

-0.009
-0.048
-0.022
0.140
0.099
-0.075
0.077
-0.042
-0.078
-0.284
-0.001
0.005
0.007

Two Part Model
by OLS
coefficient | p-value

REGRESSION EQUATION
Continuous Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

0.099
0.003
0.002

0.052
0.000
0.012
0.081

0.000

0.558
2.40
0.844

-0.798
N/A
-2.83
0.118
-0.686

-9.39

Selection Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

-10.4

-0.845
N/A
-2.90
0.140
-0.778

0.913

0.719
2.28

0.001

0.000
0.007
0.073

0.044

0.004

0.070
0.003

coefficient | p-value

Probit

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.000

0.026
0.000

-0.085
-0.257

-0.164

0.233

0.011
0.035

0.032

0.112
0.069

-0.089

-0.081
-0.271

0.056

0.130
0.084

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.024

0.001
0.000

0.006

0.000
0.000

Multivariate Heckman
by SUR
coefficient | p-value
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0.047
0.000

0.007

0.002
0.002

-0.089
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

-0.078
-0.284

0.077

0.140
0.099

Two Part Model
by OLS
coefficient | p-value

REGRESSION EQUATION

Continuous Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

*Shows only those variables significant at a 10% level or better in the classical Heckman model estimated by Maximum
Likelihood. Under the model we reject the null hypothesis of independence of equations (independence between selection and
regression equations). We prefer the classical Heckman model estimated by Maximum Likelihood to Tauchman’s (2005)
multivariate two-step estimator due to concerns about the standard errors coming out of the two-step approach.

Explanatory variables
and
other row labels
Family labor supply
Full time job
Non farm income
PROCAMPO subsidies
Cattle subsidies
Land holding
Rainfall
Good soil quality
Distance to plot
Distance to market center
Own a pick up truck
Household head education
Household head under 31
ÆSelectivity term
Nicolas Bravo
Household amenities
Chol was first language
Maya was first language
Central Calakmul
Southern Calakmul
Constant

Table 4.4 PASTURE. Significant Variables in Land Share Model Results*
SELECTION EQUATION

Explanatory variables
and
other row labels
Family labor supply
Full time job
Non farm income
PROCAMPO subsidies
Cattle subsidies
Land holding
Rainfall
Good soil quality
Distance to plot
Distance to market center
Own a pick up truck
Household head education
Household head under 31
ÆSelectivity term
Nicolas Bravo
Household amenities
Chol was first language
Maya was first language
Central Calakmul
Southern Calakmul
Constant
Log-likelihood
Wald chi-square & p-value
Chi-square & p-value
R2 –or– “pseudo R2”
Adjusted R2
Observations
LR ratio test of
independence of eqns.
000

0.141
0.008
0.089
0.494
0.782
0.006
0.380

0.551
0.053
0.478
0.037
0.669
0.089
0.510
0.608
0.545
0.901
0.541
0.192
0.012

Chi-sq(1) = 0.200
Prob>Chi-sq = 0.659

174

0.552
-1.54
1.26
0.722
-0.160
0.655
0.226
0.158
-0.175
0.110
0.240
-0.061
-1.39
N/A
-1.50
-0.143
0.832
-0.389
0.182
1.65
-2.94
129
96.3

Selection Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

174
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105
0.000
0.442

0.585
0.527
-1.55
0.051
1.29
0.467
0.726
0.035
-0.150
0.687
0.654
0.089
0.213
0.535
0.150
0.625
-0.176
0.541
0.172
0.845
0.252
0.493
-0.060
0.201
-1.38
0.012
N/A
-1.42
0.155
-0.146
0.007
0.846
0.084
-0.294
0.571
0.163
0.805
1.63
0.007
-2.86
0.394
-66.2

coefficient | p-value

Probit

Table 4.5 CHILI. Land Share Model Results
SELECTION EQUATION

74

129

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.000

0.000

0.000
0.080
0.002
0.057
0.173
0.000
0.001
0.193
0.856
0.048
0.001
0.396
0.734
0.668

Chi-sq(1) = 0.200
Prob>Chi-sq = 0.659

96.3

0.113

0.058
-0.024
0.112
0.012
-0.011
-0.043
-0.011
0.007
0.001
0.020
0.021
-0.001
-0.003
0.002

531

0.111

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.000

0.000
0.007
0.000
0.003
0.100
0.000
0.000
0.071
0.862
0.000
0.000
0.218
0.398
0.082

174

0.000
0.751

0.056
-0.023
0.109
0.012
-0.009
-0.043
-0.011
0.006
0.001
0.025
0.020
-0.001
-0.004
0.007

Multivariate Heckman
by SUR
coefficient | p-value

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.002

0.000
0.123
0.006
0.100
0.210
0.000
0.004
0.248
0.825
0.077
0.003
0.476
0.794

0.566
0.471
74

0.114

0.058
-0.024
0.112
0.011
-0.011
-0.043
-0.011
0.006
0.001
0.018
0.021
-0.001
0.002

Two Part Model
by OLS
coefficient | p-value

REGRESSION EQUATION
Continuous Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

0.089

0.035

0.051

1.63

0.006

0.007

0.007
0.084

-1.38
0.012
N/A
-0.146
0.846

0.012

-1.39

0.654

0.726

-1.55

coefficient | p-value

Probit

0.008
0.089

0.089

0.655

-0.143
0.832
-0.389
0.182
1.65

0.037

0.722

N/A

0.053

-1.54

Selection Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

0.113

0.000

0.048
0.001

0.020
0.021

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.000
0.001

0.002

0.000

-0.043
-0.011

0.112

0.058

0.111

0.025
0.020

-0.043
-0.011

0.109

0.056

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000

0.000

Multivariate Heckman
by SUR
coefficient | p-value

0.114

0.018
0.021

-0.043
-0.011

0.112

0.058

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.002

0.077
0.003

0.000
0.004

0.006

0.000

Two Part Model
by OLS
coefficient | p-value

REGRESSION EQUATION

Continuous Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value
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*Shows only those variables significant at a 10% level or better in the two-part model. We report two-part model results because
under the classical Heckman model estimated by Maximum Likelihood we fail to reject the null hypothesis of independence of
equations (independence between selection and regression equations).

Explanatory variables
and
other row labels
Family labor supply
Full time job
Non farm income
PROCAMPO subsidies
Cattle subsidies
Land holding
Rainfall
Good soil quality
Distance to plot
Distance to market center
Own a pick up truck
Household head education
Household head under 31
ÆSelectivity term
Nicolas Bravo
Household amenities
Chol was first language
Maya was first language
Central Calakmul
Southern Calakmul
Constant

Table 4.6 CHILI. Significant Variables in Land Share Model Results*
SELECTION EQUATION

other row labels
Family labor supply
Full time job
Non farm income
PROCAMPO subsidies
Cattle subsidies
Land holding
Rainfall
Good soil quality
Distance to plot
Distance to market center
Own a pick up truck
Household head education
Household head under 31
ÆSelectivity term
Nicolas Bravo
Household amenities
Central Calakmul
Southern Calakmul
Constant
Log-likelihood
Wald chi-square & p-value
Chi-square & p-value
R2 –or– “pseudo R2”
Adjusted R2
Observations
LR ratio test of
independence of eqns.

and

Explanatory variables

174

0.000

0.540
0.348
0.023
0.006
0.313

0.489
0.000
0.828
0.228
0.629
0.882
0.177
0.189
0.581
0.109
0.958
0.177
0.003

Chi-sq(1) =0.21
Prob>Chi-sq =0.645

79.3

133

1.12
-2.39
-0.408
-0.608
0.181
-0.077
0.732
0.604
-0.186
-2.13
0.032
0.110
-2.30
N/A
0.171
-0.076
4.22
2.73
-5.18

Selection Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

0.386
0.772
0.021
0.020
0.458

0.303
0.001
0.888
0.868
0.882
0.552
0.380
0.019
0.549
0.328
0.685
0.087
0.010

174
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50.1
0.000
0.392

-40.0

1.51
-2.03
0.234
-0.082
0.044
-0.299
0.396
0.932
-0.185
-1.09
-0.218
0.106
-1.53
N/A
0.961
-0.020
2.79
1.75
-3.26

coefficient | p-value

Probit

Table 4.7 MAIZE. Land Share Model Results
SELECTION EQUATION

155

133

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.000

0.054

0.403
0.285
0.138
0.013
0.856
0.000
0.856
0.143
0.565
0.236
0.871
0.099
0.965
0.583

Chi-sq(1) =0.21
Prob>Chi-sq =0.645

79.3

0.152

0.038
0.034
0.122
0.042
0.002
-0.127
0.001
-0.024
-0.008
-0.026
0.003
0.003
0.001
-0.015

282

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.036

0.669
0.099
0.134
0.013
0.605
0.000
0.612
0.026
0.609
0.207
0.759
0.186
0.841
0.082

174

0.000
0.6056

0.150

0.018
0.051
0.113
0.038
0.006
-0.125
0.003
-0.035
-0.006
-0.025
0.005
0.003
0.004
-0.065

Multivariate Heckman
by SUR
coefficient | p-value

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.064

0.370
0.367
0.149
0.021
0.868
0.000
0.902
0.177
0.558
0.251
0.889
0.098
0.966

0.339
0.278
155

0.155

0.042
0.029
0.125
0.041
0.002
-0.127
0.001
-0.023
-0.008
-0.026
0.003
0.004
-0.001

Two Part Model
by OLS
coefficient | p-value

REGRESSION EQUATION
Continuous Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

0.177
0.003

0.110
-2.30

0.023
0.006

0.189

0.604

4.22
2.73

0.000

-2.39

N/A

Selection Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value

0.019

0.001

2.79
1.75

0.021
0.020

0.106
0.087
-1.53
0.010
N/A

0.932

-2.03

coefficient | p-value

Probit

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.152

0.054

0.099

0.000

-0.127

0.003

0.013

0.042

0.150

0.003

-0.125

0.038

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.036

0.186

0.000

0.013

Multivariate Heckman
by SUR
coefficient | p-value

0.155

0.004

-0.127

0.041

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.064

0.098

0.000

0.021

Two Part Model
by OLS
coefficient | p-value

REGRESSION EQUATION

Continuous Equation
in Heckman by ML
coefficient | p-value
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*Shows only those variables significant at a 10% level or better in the two-part model. We report two-part model results because
under the classical Heckman model estimated by Maximum Likelihood we fail to reject the null hypothesis of independence of
equations (independence between selection and regression equations).

other row labels
Family labor supply
Full time job
Non farm income
PROCAMPO subsidies
Cattle subsidies
Land holding
Rainfall
Good soil quality
Distance to plot
Distance to market center
Own a pick up truck
Household head education
Household head under 31
ÆSelectivity term
Nicolas Bravo
Household amenities
Central Calakmul
Southern Calakmul
Constant

and

Explanatory variables

Table 4.8 MAIZE. Significant Variables in Land Share Model Results*
SELECTION EQUATION

Pasture

All significant results in our pasture model are consistent with the hypotheses developed
above, except for the Nicolas Bravo result, which seems feasible and thus more
comprehensible given a different interpretation. The coefficients on cattle credits and
rainfall are positive and significant in both the selection and the regression equations of
the Heckman model. The distance variables are significant in the continuous equation
with the expected negative sign on the coefficients. With increasing transaction costs due
to increasing distance to plot or distance to market, the model predicts that the
pastureland share will decrease.

In the selection equation, the coefficient on rainfall is significant and positive in line with
our hypothesis. Soil does not produce an effect in either equation. Having more land
increases the probability of selecting in to having pasture for cattle. This is in line with
expectations that follow from the technological adoption literature, as explained.

Three of the exclusion variables from the selection equation are significant: speaking
Chol as a first language, the household amenities level, and residence in Nicolas Bravo.
We can understand the negative coefficient on the Chol variable as follows. Without the
ready-made marketing (intermediary) system of chili cattle ranching demands greater
entrepreneurial ability and effort, however closer identification with the Spanish-speaking
majority power class facilitates success in this realm. The household amenities index has
a positive coefficient, which is consistent with our a priori expectation. There are
substantial fixed costs to cattle ranching, and the greater wealth associated with a greater
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number of household utilities is also associated with having had cash available to cover
these fixed costs startup costs. The significant and negative coefficient on residence in
Nicolas Bravo may follow from the non-farm opportunities in this larger village. Even
though cattle ranching is less risky than agriculture, which is especially risky given the
lack of irrigation in the region, it is still risky. Given sufficient non-farm opportunities,
or more diversified opportunities, it is reasonable that this would decrease the probability
of selecting in to having pasture for cattle.

Chili

Here we survey results from the two-part model, since, as is evident in Table 8, we fail to
reject the null hypothesis that the two equations are independent. Broadly speaking, the
results give support to the meta-hypothesis that constraints on labor and cash play
important roles. The coefficient on the variable “works full time” is significant and
negative in both the selection and regression equation; the family labor supply positively
affects the continuous land share, i.e. it has a significant, positive coefficient, as do nonfarm income and “owns a pick up truck.”

These are all in line expectations, though the significant, negative coefficient on rainfall
in the continuous equation is a surprise. Recall that for chili, a priori, we expected the
benefits of greater rainfall to be offset by the cost of more weeding (Roy Chowdhury
2003). One possible line of thinking to understand this might follow from the positive,
significant coefficient on rainfall for the cattle selection equation. Perhaps to some extent
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there is a diversion of the scarce resources available as inputs from chili cultivation to
pasture.

The other liquidity constraint, PROCAMPO (agricultural income support payments), is
significant with the expected positive coefficient in the selection equation. Continuing to
review the selection equation, the variable “under 31” yields a negative sign with a
significant p-value. We undertook testing for demographic effects using fixed effects on
age by decade. Sets of dummy variables such as this are the most parametrically flexible
approach. The only robust result that we found is this “under 31” variable. The result is
in concordance with lifecycle hypotheses on family structure and land use. Though the
results are also consistent with a story in which young people increasingly disfavor
agricultural work.

As in the case of pasture, three of the exclusion variables are significant, each with the
anticipated signs. The Chol variable and the chili zone variable both have positive
coefficients and the household amenities variable has a negative coefficient.

Maize

Results from the two-part model show different significant variables in each of the two
equations. In the continuous equation, the agricultural income support payments under
the PROCAMPO program and years of education are positive and significant. A priori,
one might expect years of education to afford more non-farm opportunities, and thus
carry a negative coefficient. The current result would be consistent with a story where
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people who go on to acquire more education are more energetic. And cultivating more
maize is one way that these people apply their extra energy. The land and land square
variables both show significance, land with a negative coefficient and its square a
positive one.

Turning to the Probit model output, “under 31” and “full time non-farm work” both have
negative and significant coefficients, the same results as in the Probit model for chili.
The “good soil” variable has a positive and significant coefficient, though the crop is less
sensitive to variations in soil than chili. Among the exclusion variables, fixed effects on
“residence in chili zone” and “residence in central Calakmul” both returned p-values less
than 0.05 on their positive coefficients.

Summary observations

We started our model specification process by estimating the Vance and Geoghegan
(2004) model. Though guided by theory and previous work as explained above, we
undertook a “let the data tell the story” approach to final specification of the model.

We now mention some of these variables dropped from the model; in particular we
highlight those that have received attention in related work. Such variables include years
of duration in residence and a measure of household members under the age of 12,
intended as a pure consumption effect separate from family composition labor supply
effects. Vance and Geoghegan (2004) found the expected positive relationship between
consumption and subsistence cultivation of maize. We do not. Chainsaw ownership also
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did not demonstrate explanatory value. In arriving at a final specification, we also tested
for nonlinear effects, logarithms and squared terms. We also tested many variables—age,
land holding, and non-farm income— via sets of fixed effects, which serve the effect of
increasing the functions parametric flexibility. The only such approach that survived to
the final specification is a square of the land holding variable.

Marginal effects and elasticities

The coefficients on variables in regression equations give the direct effect that the
variable has on the dependent variable. The conditional marginal effect can be extended
to consider the indirect selectivity effect under the Heckman framework. The formula for
the full effect of changes in a regressor that is significant on the right hand side of both
the selection and regression equations can be written (Greene 1997, p.929):

 ρσ 
∂E ( yi | zi* > 0)
= β k − γ k  ε  δ i (α u )
∂xik
 σu 
where δ i = λi2 − α i λi and other terms defined above

This is the marginal effect conditional on selecting in to the regime. It considers not only
the direct effect on the mean of yi , but also the affect on the probability that zi* is
positive. Using this approach, we calculate some conditional marginal effects below.

We can also calculate the unconditional marginal effect. Following Huang et al. (1991)
and McDonald and Moffitt (1980), we decompose the unconditional effect into two parts.
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∂E[ yi ]
∂E[ yi | zi = 1]
∂Φ(γ i ' w)
= Φ (γ i ' w) ⋅
+ E ( yi | zi = 1) ⋅
∂xik
∂xik
∂x

The first term on the right hand side represents the change in y above zero, weighted by
the probability of being above zero. The second term represents the expected value of y
conditional on selecting in to the regime multiplied by the change in the probability of
selecting in to the regime.

A rearrangement of this decomposition yields the basis for our unconditional marginal
effects estimate:
∂E[ yi ]
= β k Φ(⋅) + γ kφ (⋅) [ β ' x + β λ (γ i ' w)]
∂xik
In Table 10 below, we calculate the conditional and unconditional marginal effects for
the two policy variables, cattle credits received and PROCAMPO payments to
agricultural producers, as well as for the variables capturing average rainfall and distance
to nearest regional market center. In each case, we see two components to the overall
result. For the conditional marginal effect, this is the direct effect on yi and the selectivity
effect. For the unconditional marginal effect, this is the expected change in yi (for those
already in the regime) and the effect brought about by the change in the probability of
selecting in to the regime.
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Table 4.9. Marginal effects on pasture share in the Heckman model
Conditional
Unconditional
Cattle Credits

0.288 = 0.069 + 0.219

0.239 = 0.035 + 0.204

PROCAMPO payments

0.163 = 0.112 + 0.051

0.104 = 0.057 + 0.047

0.081 = 0 + 0.081

0.072 = 0 + 0.072

-0.257 = -0.257 + 0

-0.131 = -0.131 + 0

Rainfall
Distance to market center

 ρσ
∂E ( y | z* > 0)
i i
Heckman conditional marginal effect is:
= β −γ  ε
k
k σ
∂x
 u
ik

Heckman unconditional marginal effect


 δ (α )
 i u


∂E[ y ]
i = β Φ (⋅) + γ φ (⋅)  β ' x + β (γ ' w) 
k
k
λ i 

∂x
ik

Both the variables cattle credits and PROCAMPO income support payments have
positive coefficients in both the selection and regression equations, and so we expect the
marginal effect considering the indirect selectivity adjustment to be larger than if it were
ignored. And this is the result that we find.

The logic for conditional and unconditional effects carries over to the two-part model,
though the formulae are simpler. The conditional marginal effect is simply the
coefficient on the variable in the regression equation. The unconditional marginal effect
is again decomposable into two terms. Next we calculate some marginal effects in Chili
and Maize.
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Table 4.10 Marginal effects on land share in the two-part model
Conditional
Unconditional
CHILI SHARE

family labor supply

0.058

0.024 = 0.024 + 0

full time

-0.024

-0.017 = -0.011 + -0.006

PROCAMPO

0

0.003 = 0 + 0.003

Under 31 (years of age)

0

-0.005 = 0 + -0.005

0

-0.039 = 0 + -0.039

0.041

0.013 = 0.013 + 0

0

-0.029 = 0 + -0.029

MAIZE SHARE

Fulltime
PROCAMPO
Under 31 (years of age)

∂E ( y | z* > 0)
i i
=β
Two-part model conditional marginal effect is simply:
k
∂x
ik
Two-part model unconditional marginal effect is:

∂E[ y ]
i = β Φ (⋅) + γ φ (⋅) [ β ' x ]
k
k
∂x
ik

Now using the marginal effects estimated above, we calculate some point estimates for
the elasticity of land use with respect to key variables that shows the significant. These
point estimates are taken at sample mean values. Again we distinguish between
unconditional effects that cover the entire sample and conditional effects within the subsample of positive values for that particular land share.
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Table 4.11 Elasticities of land shares*
Conditional Elasticity
PASTURE SHARE

Unconditional Elasticity

Cattle Credits

0.249

0.220

PROCAMPO payments

0.317

0.305

Rainfall

0.334

0.558

Distance to market center

-0.918

-0.923

family labor supply

1.05

0.941

full time

0.062

-0.281

PROCAMPO

0

0.139

Under 31 (years of age)

0

-0.064

0

-0.075

0.202

0.070

0

-0.043

CHILI SHARE

MAIZE SHARE

full time
PROCAMPO
Under 31 (years of age)

* Elasticity of land share with respect to variable k. We give detailed formulae in an
endnote, and here use somewhat abbreviated notation.2
x
∂E ( y | z* > 0)
i i
ik
Conditional elasticity =
⋅
∂x
E ( y | z* > 0)
ik
i i

Unconditional elasticity =

∂E[ y ] x
i ⋅ ik
∂x
E[ y ]
ik
i

Surveying the elasticity results we find that all values are smaller than one in absolute
value, except for the family labor supply variable in the case of chili peppers. The fact
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that almost all of our results indicate inelasticity is consistent with our story of multiple
interacting constraints. Relaxing any single constraint can only increase land share to a
point before other binding constraints restrict further increase. The single elastic result
for the family labor supply variable also makes sense given the crucial role of labor in
production of chili peppers. Chili peppers require about 150 days of labor per hectare.
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CHAPTER 5. MODELING ADOPTION OF CATTLE RANCHING

Our analysis of trends in land use has found that increases in the amount of land
dedicated to pasture for cattle has driven deforestation in the southern Yucatán in recent
years, and that the number of households involved in the cattle sector is on the rise. Our
data on entry into the cattle sector yield a diffusion curve, given in Chapter 2, which
shows that in the five years before we conducted our survey the rate of adoption of cattle
ranching exhibited remarkable growth. After years of slow, albeit steady growth, the rate
of adoption increased sharply in the five years leading up to our survey in 2004.

In our survey work we asked those who have yet to adopt cattle ranching if they plan to
do so and found remarkable interest. 24 of 71 who had never attempted cattle ranching
told us they have specific plans to begin by 2008. 28 of 71 said they hope to start cattle
ranching, though their plans were less specific and sometimes dependent on receiving
government assistance.

Since pasture can be maintained virtually indefinitely, and since cattle ranching requires
less labor than crop cultivation, the addition of cattle ranching to the household’s
agricultural portfolio radically changes the smallholding household farmer’s potential for
altering the landscape. The typical farmer practicing shifting cultivation of crops is
constrained by labor and soil fertility limits. The empirical reality is that no household
comes close to completely deforesting their land by cultivating crops alone while we
have many examples of households completely transforming their land to pasture.
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Understanding the spread of cattle ranching is important to understanding deforestation in
the SY and to thinking about its future trajectory. Ultimately land use change and
deforestation are dynamic processes, and in this chapter we make progress toward
understanding these processes in the study area. The duration-type econometric model
we estimate below points to the particular importance of cash constraints, jalapeño chili
peppers and inducements offered by government programs as ways of surmounting the
cash constraints. Our results also provide evidence of neighborhood effects in household
decisions to enter the cattle sector. As more and more households in a village adopt, the
probability that the remaining households will adopt increases.

5.1

Background for the Duration Model

We estimate a duration model to look at the timing of household adoption of cattle
ranching. Economists have used duration models extensively to explore dynamic aspects
of unemployment, for example addressing the questions: how much time do people
spend unemployed? How do individual characteristics and business cycles affect the
duration of unemployment? (Kiefer 1988)

Duration model methods were first developed for statistical analysis of medical
experiments. Medical researchers sought to understand how new treatments extended the
survival of subjects of their experiments. This historical fact is reflected in an alternative
terminology for the class of models themselves, survival analysis models.
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In our case, the experiment begins when the household is first established. In most cases
the year of formation is defined as the year the household head moved to the region. In a
few cases in which the household head moved to the region as a child with his family, the
year of household formation is defined as the year the household head moved out of his
parents’ house. The dependent variable in the model is a discrete choice, to adopt cattle
ranching or not. The experiment continues until either the household adopts cattle
ranching or until the year 2003, whichever comes first.

In order to address this dynamic question, what determines the timing of adoption, we
have constructed time-varying covariates from our primarily cross sectional data. We
have developed a panel dataset that goes back to 1950, the year the first household in our
sample was formed. In addition to the year the household started cattle ranching, we
have a number of key variables that offer some temporal variation including: the number
of years that the household grew chili in advance of adopting cattle ranching, income
support payments received under the PROCAMPO program starting in 1995, and the
years in which households received governmental or nongovernmental support for cattle
ranching. We also construct a variable that reflects the age of the household head in that
year. Other variables will be the same in each year across the panel, such as average
rainfall and educational attainment.

The approach employed in this chapter follows in the threshold model tradition of the
study of diffusion. Threshold models explore the role of heterogeneity among producers
in the timing of adoption. The threshold concept originated with Paul David’s (1969)
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work exploring the role of farm size in the diffusion of harvesting machinery in U.S.
grain production. David introduced the concept that fixed costs of adoption may be more
easily spread over a larger production unit. He derived the minimum farm size needed
for profitable adoption of the mechanical harvester. We further explore the literature on
threshold models in our discussion of hypotheses below.

The modern study of diffusion from an economic perspective originated with Griliches
(1957, 1958), who began to establish systemic regularities common to diffusion
processes, notably the frequent observation of an “S” shaped curve over the technology’s
lifetime (with time on the x-axis and percentage of adopters on the y-axis). The stages of
diffusion often include: increasing marginal rates over early adoption and then into a
takeoff period during which the marginal rate peaks. A phase of decreasing marginal
returns that continues until saturation is reached. Finally most technologies eventually go
into decline as they are replaced with new ones. A key feature is an inflection point at
which the marginal rate of adoption switches from increasing to decreasing. This search
for such systemic regularities in diffusion over time has been termed the imitation
modeling approach. The approach been used fruitfully to parameterized time series data
on aggregate adoption, yet dissatisfaction with its lack of explicit treatment of the agent’s
decision making process led to threshold modeling (Sunding and Zilberman 2004).

Any introductory overview to the diffusion topic should mention the pioneering work of
the sociologist Everett Rogers. His classic “Diffusion of Innovations” was first published
in 1962 and is now in its 5th edition (2003). Rogers was one of the first to explore the
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role of social networks and learning in the diffusion process, topics that have received
increasing attention in the economic literature on technological change in recent years. In
his survey article, Freeman (1994) observes: “The picture that emerges from numerous
studies of innovation in firms is one of continuous interactive learning.” Scholars of the
diffusion of technological innovations in developing countries have increasingly
recognized that the successful spread of technical advances requires more than a simple
transfer of machinery, other inputs, and instructions. Evenson and Westphal (1995)
identify two aspects of new technologies that may affect their rate of diffusion:
“circumstantial sensitivity,” and “tacitness.” Circumstantial sensitivity arises when
proper use of the technology is dependent upon the environment in which it is employed.
The concept translates easily to agricultural technologies, for example a hybrid seed,
which might be sensitive to local land quality or the presence of unique pests or other
agents of disease. Production technologies are tacit when their proper use is not or
cannot be fully embodied in hardware, software, and instruction manuals. Put differently,
technological innovations cannot be optimally exploited with only machinery (or other
material “artifacts”) and blueprints. Tacit elements may be too subtle to be captured in a
blueprint for use, or may be ignored by convention. It may be that certain “tricks of the
trade” are typically transmitted directly from producer to producer, instead of via
instruction manuals.

In the presence of circumstantial sensitivity or tacitness, local producers must make an
investment in learning in order to most profitably employ a new technology. We see this
principle at work in the cattle sector of the SY, where farmers have had to experiment in
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order to better understand the types of pastures grasses and cattle breeds most suited to
local environmental conditions.

5.2

Theoretical Foundation – A Model with Learning from Others

Here we sketch a model of technology adoption with social learning that modifies a
framework known as the “target input” model (Bardhan 1999; Foster and Rosenzweig
1995). Some aspect of a new technology is understood with certainty, but the farmer’s
understanding of the technology is limited by the presence of a random parameter that
reflects the bounds of understanding. As an example, Bardhan suggests thinking of the
new technology as a seed that depends upon local characteristics such as soil quality and
requires some amount of fertilizer as an input. A key input that fits this conceptual
framework in the cattle ranching sector in the SY is the jaguey, the artificial pond that all
cattle ranchers must dig in order to provide water for their cattle during the dry season.
This is a major expense for adopters and is sensitive to local conditions (in particular, the
amount of precipitation), thus is subject to learning.
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First define a production function27
qit = 1 − (kit − κ it )2 ,

where kit is defined as the level of input use for person i at time t and κ it is the target
level of input use. κ it , unknown at the time that input levels are chosen by the farmer, is
defined as,

κ it = κ ∗ + µit
where µit is a normally distributed independent and identically distributed shock with
mean zero and variance σ it2 . The farmer does not precisely know κ * but has some
beliefs about the true value. These beliefs are characterized by the distribution
N (κ * , σ κ2it ) . Thus, learning in the model is a process of gathering information in order to

gain increasing certainty about the true value κ * .

A simplifying assumption that does not affect the analysis of the learning process, but
that does simplify the analysis of the adoption decision, is that inputs are costless. This
allows us to assume that output equals profit. Maximization of profit in this framework
requires that kit = E (κ it ) = κ * and implies that expected profit can be defined as,
Et (qit ) = 1 − σ κ2it − σ u2 .

Thus, as the farmer learns about the technology, about the true value of κ * , the
magnitude of σ κ2it decreases, and expected profit grows.

27

The exposition here follows closely that of Bardhan.
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The target input model can be applied to explore learning-by-doing. Since our focus is
the timing of adoption, before learning-by-doing can take place, we limit our treatment of
the model to its implications for learning-from-others. The assumption is that farmer i is
able to observe the input choices and output results of each farmer j that lives in the
same village and has no other sources for learning. In reality social networks are more
complicated. They extend beyond the village boundaries and there may be divisions
within the village itself. Nonetheless the village is a reasonable approximation for the
social network in the SY where their remoteness does render many settlements isolated.

In the model, the farmer observes only imperfectly the input levels of her neighbors, so
we add a stochastic element to the expression. Farmer i observes κ jt + ε jt , with

ε jt ~ N (0, σ ε2 ) .28 Let 1/ σ κ2it ≡ ρi 0 as the precision of the initial beliefs of farmer i about
the value of κ * . Further define

ρv =

1
< ρ0
σ + σ ε2
2
u

σ κ2it =

1
ρi 0 + Nt −1 ρv

with Nt −1 defined as the numbers of times that the farmers has been able to observe the
technology in use by her neighbors up to time t-1. And we can re-write expected profits
as dependent upon the number of trials previously conducted by others in the village.

The model relies on the not particularly realistic assumption that σ u and σ ε are known to the farmer.
The assumption is not strictly necessary, but increases the simplicity of the analysis.
2

28
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2

Eqit ( Nt −1 ) = 1 −

1
− σ u2
ρi 0 − Nt −1 ρv

Now we can formally delineate the information spillover resulting from the greater
experience of neighbors with the new technology.
∂Eqt ( Nt −1 )
ρv
=
>0
∂Nt −1
( ρi 0 + Nt −1 ρv ) 2
Thus, the expected profits of farmer i are increasing in the number of trials previously
conducted by her neighbors. And we arrive at the intuitively appealing result that the
greater the stock of adopters in a village, the lesser the learning cost to any particular
farmer due to information spillovers, and the greater the expected profit.

5.3

Hypotheses

Stock of adopters

We hypothesize that a greater stock of adopters, as measured by the percentage of
adopters in the village, will increase the probability of adoption. In the context of
agriculture at a tropical forest frontier such as the SY, it is reasonable to think of the
opportunities for learning-by-doing to be limited to trials within the village, though
certainly other more subtle treatment of the social network is possible.29 We can also
imagine other paths for a positive effect of increasing stock of adopters. Taking
advantage of government support (credits, subsidies, and material inputs provided free of
cost) can be an important means of reducing the cost of adoption. A greater stock of
adopters may well improve other villagers’ ability to learn about how to access

29

Two adopters out of 10 households sampled in a village should not be equivalent to two adopters out of
30 households sampled in a village. Clearly, the overall stock of adopters is likely to be higher in the
village where only 10 households were sampled.
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government support. Further, an increasing concentration of producers may draw more
coyotes (middlemen who buy cattle) to the village. This would mean reduced marketing
costs, and possibly better prices for producers.

Number of years had grown jalapeño chili before

Cattle ranching involves relatively large startup costs compared to crops such jalapeño
chili or maize, and this plays a significant role in the timing of adoption. Startup costs
include the fencing of pasture and the digging of a jaguey (again, an artificial pond used
to collect rain during the wet season for transfer to the dry season), as well as the
purchase of cattle stock. We know from answers to the question, “why have you not
started cattle ranching?” that most of those that want to start and have not been able to do
so say that being unable to cover these startup costs is the main reason. Throughout this
work, we have emphasized the overarching theme of the importance of constraints to the
behavioral outcomes we observe. To provide a measure of liquidity, we use the number
of years that the farmer has previously cultivated chili as an imperfect measure of
liquidity. Jalapeño chili peppers are the key cash crop and a primary source of income
for residents of the SY. Thus, we hypothesize that a greater number of years previously
cultivating jalapeño chili will positively affect the chance of adoption.

Inspection of trends in chili cultivation over time in relation to the decision to begin cattle
ranching provides some support for the hypothesis that adopters of cattle ranching
typically grow jalapeño chilies for some years before starting with cattle. The purpose of
this is to cover the startup costs. Of 86 cattle ranchers, 64 grew chili before starting cattle
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ranching and 24 quit growing chili after entering the cattle sector. Many farmers dislike
chili cultivation for its risks and the intensity of effort required, and some undertake it
only as means to raise the money needed to begin cattle ranching. Once the cattle
operation is established, these farmers are pleased to abandon chili pepper cultivation.

PROCAMPO agricultural support payments

In 1994, the Mexican federal government changed its system of rural income support,
moving away from specific crop subsidies, in order to be in compliance with the North
American Free Trade Agreement (De Janvry, Gordillo, and Sadoulet 1997). The
centerpiece of the new agricultural policy was the PROCAMPO program, which bases
income support payments on the area a household had devoted to agricultural land use in
1994. The intention was to de-link the extent of land use and the level of income support
received in a given year, thus doing away with the incentive to cultivate a larger area in
order to receive a higher level of income support. That PROCAMPO has achieved its
goal of intensification in agriculture is not at all clear. Our land share portfolio model
finds greater payments under PROCAMPO to be associated with a larger land share
devoted to both pasture for cattle and jalapeño chili. Prior research has also found
PROCAMPO to be a source of funding for agricultural production (Vance and
Geoghegan 2002; Klepeis and Vance 2003).

We have constructed two time varying covariates to test for PROCAMPO effects. The
first of these is a measure of the number of hectares that the household has in
PROCAMPO for each year. This will be zero up until 1994, when PROCAMPO was
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introduced. Our second PROCAMPO related variable represents the sum of hectares for
which the household has received PROCAMPO through the year in question.30

It is an

open question whether or not households save PROCAMPO money from year to year.
There is some reason to believe that households depend on PROCAMPO for basic
expenditures, and are not likely to accumulate PROCAMPO income over time. We
expect a positive effect on the rate of adoption, via a relaxation of the liquidity constraint,
for one of the PROCAMPO variables.

It is notable that we had one instance in which the reply we received to, “Why did you
start cattle ranching?” was, “I had extra cash from PROCAMPO that I wanted to invest,
and decided cattle ranching would be best.” So we have at least anecdotal evidence that
there is such an effect.

Size of land holding

We hypothesize that households operating smaller farms will be less likely to adopt in
any given time period (or that household’s operating larger farms will be more likely to
adopt). The threshold modeling tradition was initiated with a study that found larger
farms more likely to adopt mechanical harvesters, as was touched on in the preliminaries
to this chapter (David 1969). The core concept is that larger production units are more
easily able to spread out the fixed costs of adoption. The concept has been a consistent
theme in modeling technological change, in both theoretical and empirical work
(Stoneman and Ireland 1983). Studies have also shown how farmers have used
30

For example, if a household has 3 hectares registered for PROCAMPO payments, and they adopted cattle
ranching in 1998, one would see the following for the sum of hectares in PROCAMPO: 1995=3, 1996=6,
1997=9, 1998=12. The experiment ends in 1998 when the household starts cattle ranching.
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cooperatives to overcome the disadvantage of smaller size (Olmstead and Rhode 1993).
We have one such cooperative, in Tomas Garrido among the 13 villages in our sample.
We construct a set of dummy variables, the most parametrically flexible approach, to
look for size effects across these categories (farm size in hectares): 1-30, 31-50, 51-80,
81-100, and 101-200. Given the large farm sizes common in the region of study, we
suspect that farm size will not play a crucial role except perhaps at the lower end of the
distribution.

Biophysical attributes (1): average rainfall

We hypothesize that greater rainfall with increase expected profitability, and thus will
hasten adoption. The critical importance of relative economic advantage is not only
recognized as central in the economics literature, but studies across the literature on
diffusion have found its importance in the rate of adoption (Rogers 2003).

Cattle are a highly water-dependant animal. They need to drink 50-70 liters on hot days
when temperatures rise to 95-100° F.31 The amount of rainfall received on average ranges
from 934 to 1274 mm in our sample. During dry spells, ranchers may have to undertake
expensive efforts (in terms of labor or cash) to see that their herd’s water requirements
are met. One approach is to load a 1,000-liter water tank on the back of a pickup truck to
be driven the often times long distance to a rancher’s pasture. Another approach is to pay
for a tanker truck to deliver water. Sometimes the local municipal government subsidizes

31

Personal communication, Elyseo Alcacar Ek, August 26, 2004 (Zoh Laguna).
Personal communication, Carlos Riviera Echeverria, October 2, 2004 (Chan Laguna).
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(in part or entirety) such water tanker truck missions, which provides a transition to our
next topic, public policy impacts.

Government inducements

Government inducements over the years have included offers of credit, subsidies per
animal, and material support, such as wire fencing or provision of a tractor for the
purpose of digging a jaguey. Government inducements both increase expected
profitability and reduce startup costs. Thus, we hypothesize that such programmatic
interventions will positively affect the probability of adoption and so will increase the
hazard of adoption and reduce the time to adoption. In the SY, responses to open-ended
questions on the reasons farmers adopted cattle ranching support the notion that such
government programs have played a key role in helping relatively poor farmers in the SY
overcome the fixed costs of adopting cattle ranching. In Chapter 2 we reported on this
direct evidence. Government inducement was the most important factor in the decision
to start cattle ranching for 18 (21%) of the respondents that had adopted. The role of
government in technological change has been somewhat neglected in the mainstream
economics literature (Freeman 1994) 32, but agricultural economics has explored the
impact of government programs in some detail (Sunding and Zilberman 2004). Specific
studies have addressed the role of credit and credit constraints (Just and Zilberman 1983),
price supports (Just, Rausser, and Zilberman 1986), and subsidization of water (Caswell
1991).

32

For example, Freeman’s (1994) survey of the literature gives scant attention to the topic.
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Educational attainment

We hypothesize that increasing educational attainment will positively affect the rate of
adoption (will increase the hazard rate). Greater education may speed learning and may
indicate an ability to achieve a higher level of mastery of a new technology, thus
increasing expected profits. Zilberman and McWilliams (1996) develop a theoretical
model with precisely these elements, a model in which expected profits depend upon
learning, which in turn depends on education. Their empirical exercise examines
diffusion of computers in the agricultural sector, and their results indicate that greater
education increases the rate of adoption. We develop a set of dummy variables to test for
the effects of educational attainment on adoption.

Our null hypothesis is that the dummy variable for the highest education level, eight or
more years of education, will retard adoption because it increases the possibility for offfarm, non-agricultural employment. In the same way that cattle ranching is preferred by
many over crop cultivation for being less risky and less difficult, non-farm employment
will be preferred over cattle ranching for many. This hypothesis is in accord with the
common assumption in the analysis of rural economic behavior that people with 9 or
more years of education always work in a non-farm capacity (Sadoulet, de Janvry and
Benjamin 1998, Vance and Geoghegan 2004).
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Geographic considerations

A priori, we suspect that greater distance from markets will slow the rate of adoption of
cattle ranching as it may increase the cost of learning and acquiring inputs. Greater
distances may also increase the cost of accessing the market. Location in space has been
a consistent theme in the literature on diffusion going back to Rogers’s early work on
adoption of hybrid corn (1962). Rogers found that adoption was slower in areas father
from away from population centers.

Village and state-of-origin effects

We develop a set of dummy variables for both the village (ejido) of residence and the
state from which the household head migrated from before settling in the SY (state-oforigin). Two of the main states of origin for residents of the SY—Veracruz and
Tabasco—are important in the Mexican national cattle sector, and thus we hypothesize
that these variables will positively affect the probability of adoption. A priori, we do not
have any specific expectations vis-à-vis village fixed effects.

Experience prior to migration

We developed two variables based on the household head’s experience prior to migration
to the SY that may have predisposed the household to adoption of cattle ranching: (1) the
household head worked on a cattle ranch prior to migration, and (2) family where the
household head lived prior to migration had a cattle ranching operation. In both
instances, we expect that such experience would give the household head a better
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understanding of cattle ranching, thus reducing learning costs and increasing expected
profitability.

Age of household head

We use the changing age of the household head as a proxy for location along different
points in the household lifecycle. We develop a set of dummy variables each covering a
range of ages of the household head to test our hypothesis. Our null hypothesis is that the
probability of adoption increases with age of the household head to a point and decreases
thereafter. The lifecycle theory of smallholder agricultural development has received
attention in the geographic literature (Walker, Perez, Caldas, and Teixeira Silva 2002).
The theory identifies a number of factors that push frontier households to cultivate fastgrowing annual crops and not cattle during the early stage. At an early stage in the
lifecycle families have young children that cannot work and need to be fed, which
induces high discount rates and risk aversion, which in turn encourage planting of annual
crops, in particular subsistence ones that avoid marketing risks. As young children age
and begin to contribute to the household labor supply and also as the household
accumulates greater cash and capital resources, there is an increased likelihood of
investment in long-run commercial endeavors such as cattle ranching or perennials (such
as tree crops). The probability of adoption of cattle ranching increases over the lifecycle,
but not indefinitely. Eventually as the household head ages, the probability of adopting
cattle decreases. At some point in older age it becomes less likely that a household head
will want to expend the effort and time needed to develop a cattle ranching operation.
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Biophysical attributes (2): soil quality

Caswell and Zilberman (1986) investigate the effect of land quality on a technological
choice, the decision to irrigate or not. They find that modern irrigation technologies are
only adopted on land below some threshold of inherent water-holding capacity, e.g. on
the poorer land. We have no prediction as to the direction of the soil quality variable in
cattle adoption. On the one hand, crop production is more dependent on having soil of
good quality. From this perspective, bad soil would reduce the value of alternative uses
and might induce farmers to grow pasture grasses and adopt cattle ranching. On the other
hand, good soil quality might well be associated with a successful farming operation,
which could provide the farmer the means to cover the startup costs of cattle ranching.

Unavailable Data

In the framework we have developed, expected profits, fixed costs of adoption and
liquidity constraints play central roles. We have a number of variables within these
categories, (previous years cultivating chili, years in which government inducements took
place, and payments under the PROCAMPO program); ideally one would want have
additional data. For example, one would hope for complete measures of income
(including remittances from family members and government transfers) over time. We
sought Mexican national producer prices and national interest rates, which would also be
potentially important determinants of expected profitability. Due to the length of the
panel (first adoption of cattle ranching in 1976, first instance of migration to the region in
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1950), it has not been feasible to include even proxy measures for producer prices. We
found these data through 1980, but no further back in historical time than this.

5.4

Econometric Approach

Two distinct schools within the duration modeling universe are (1) regression-like
parametric approaches, and (2) a non-parametric approach due to Kaplan and Meier
(Greene 1997). The parametric approach involves application of regression analysis to
see how explanatory variables affect the magnitude of spell length (spell length is the
duration of the experiment in the terminology introduced in the preliminaries of this
chapter). The typical normality assumption is not appropriate for regression-like duration
models, but a multitude of other distribution assumptions have been applied (exponential,
lognormal, loglogistic, weibull). In the non-parametric approach of Kaplan-Meier, time
is the only causal variable determining hazard and survival rates.

There is an interesting parallel between these two schools and the threshold modeling vs.
imitation modeling division within the literature on modeling diffusion of technologies.
The regression-like econometric approach is analogous to threshold modeling and the
Kaplan-Meier estimator is similar to imitation modeling in that both limit the scope of
causality to the unfolding of time. A difference is that imitation modeling has typically
fit a particular functional form33 whereas the Kaplan-Meier approach is non-parametric.

33

A typical S-shaped diffusion curve in imitation studies has taken the parametric form:

Yt = K [1 + e − ( a +bt ) ]−1 where Yt is the percentage of adopters (or, sometimes in agriculture, the percentage
of land upon which the new technology is applied), K is a long run upper limit to the adoption rate, a is the
initial rate of diffusion, and b governs the rate of adoption over time (Sunding and Zilberman 2004).
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The proportional hazard modeling approach, first developed by Cox (1972, 1984) is a
common choice in duration modeling. It offers a compromise between the relatively
strong parametric assumptions that the regression-like approaches require and the
Kaplan-Meier approach’s exclusion of causes outside of the movement of time. The
proportional hazard model is formulated as (suppressing time subscripts):

λ (ti ) = e− β ' x λ0 (ti ) ,
i

where the function λ0 (ti ) is called the baseline hazard. The term hazard is used to refer to
the chance that the discrete event being studied, often called a failure, will occur. In our
model, the failure under consideration is adoption of cattle ranching. In the medical
experiment example, the failure being considered is oftentimes death. The baseline
hazard depends only on the length of the spell, t. All individuals (indicated by the
subscript i ) share the same baseline hazard function. However, the overall hazard rate
for any particular individual, λ (ti ) , is shifted by the other right hand side term, e β ' xi , and
in this way the model accounts for heterogeneity across observational units (across
households in our model).

Another attractive feature of the proportional hazard model is the ease with which its
partial likelihood framework readily accommodates censored data. Almost everyone in
our sample professes a desire to adopt cattle ranching. Adoption has been occurring at an
increasing rate. And every indication suggests that governmental inducements to support
the activity will continue. So it is appropriate to expect that many more of households in
our sample will eventually adopt cattle ranching, and it is appropriate to view the data as
censored. In a sense, the “experiment” is incomplete for those households that have not
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yet adopted. The proportional hazard model accounts for censoring as follows: for a
household censored between time t and t+1, the household is included in the denominator
of the contribution to the log-likelihood for observations at time 1,…,t, but not in t+1 or
any thereafter.

Estimation is carried out with a robust estimator of the variance-covariance matrix for
coefficients, which enables use of robust standard errors for purposes of inference (Lin
and Wei 1989). The robust approach accounts for potential correlation across
observations for a given respondent.

5.5

Descriptive Statistics

The panel dataset we have constructed to analyze the timing of adoption has observations
on 173 households.34 In the parlance of duration models, entry time is defined as zero in
the year of household formation. Exit time is number of years until either the year of
adoption or the year 2003 if the household has not yet adopted (e.g. in instances of
censoring). We find a mean value of 16.3 years until the exit time (median = 16). The
duration of the experiment ranges from 1 to 54 years.

Following Carletto, de Janvry, and Sadoulet (1999), we distinguish between serious and
casual adopters. In particular, adopters are identified as casual if they have no cattle and
2 HA or less of pasture. We have four such casual adopters in our sample. In each case,
these casual adopters say that they have pasture just to be prepared should an opportunity

34

This varies from the 174 in our land share portfolio model due to missing data from the second
agricultural survey for one individual in the ejido Chan Laguna.
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for government support present itself. Many programs, such as provision of a tractor to
dig a jaguey (artificial pond to collect rainwater), require that the household already have
some pasture if the support is to be provided. After accounting for casual adopters, we
are left with 85 cases of adoption. To provide some further description of the data upon
which the model is based, Table 5.1 provides summary statistics.

Table 5.1 Summary statistics (2824 observations for each variable)
Covariates
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min.
Government inducement (yes?)
Village network (% adopting)
Prior years of chili cultivation
Hectares in PROCAMPO
Rainfall (average in mm)
Land holding: 0 - 31 Ha
Land holding: 31 - 50 Ha
Land holding: 81 - 100 Ha
Land holding: 101 - 200 Ha
Education: 0 years
Education: 1 – 2 years
Education: 4 – 7 years
Education: 8 or more years
State of
Campeche
origin
Chiapas
Tabasco
Veracruz
Village Los Alacranes
Arroyo Negro
Chan Laguna
Centauro
La Lucha
Nicolas Bravo
Nuevo Becar
El Refugio
Tomas Garrido
Xbonil
Zoh Laguna

5.6

0.0092
0.1425
2.1416
1.5037
1101.7
0.2468
0.2309
0.2454
0.1268
0.3049
0.2153
0.1714
0.1239
0.2546
0.1894
0.1337
0.2217
0.0489
0.0744
0.0574
0.0606
0.0251
0.1682
0.1158
0.0315
0.0648
0.1275
0.1462

0.0955
0.1774
3.9094
2.8016
1.0145
0.4312
0.4215
0.4304
0.3328
0.4604
0.4111
0.3769
0.3296
0.4357
0.3919
0.3436
0.4154
0.2156
0.2621
0.2326
0.2385
0.1566
0.3741
0.3200
0.1747
0.2462
0.3336
0.3534

Econometric Results

Below, in Table 5.2, we give our modeling results.
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0
0
0
0
934
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Max.
1
1
24
17
1274
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Table 5.2. Proportional Hazard Model Results
Number of subjects = 173
Number of failures = 86

Columns list hazard ratios (z-stat in parenthesis)
Indicators of significance levels (prob>|z|) are:
* = 0.1 ** = 0.05 *** = 0.01
Efron method for ties

Number of observations = 2824

Covariates

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Government inducement

14.966 (8.16) ***

17.835 (8.46) ***

19.194 (7.42) ***

24.077 (7.47) ***

Village network
(% adopting)
Prior years of chili
cultivation
Hectares in PROCAMPO
Rainfall (average)
Land holding: 0 - 31 Ha
Land holding: 31 - 50 Ha
Land: 81 - 100 Ha
Land: 101 - 200 Ha
Education: 0 years
Education: 1 – 2 years
Education: 4 – 7 years
Education: 8 or more yrs
State of
Campeche
origin
Chiapas
Tabasco
Veracruz
Village Los Alacranes
Arroyo Negro
Chan Laguna
Centauro
La Lucha
Nicolas Bravo
Nuevo Becar
El Refugio
Tomas Garrido
Xbonil
Zoh Laguna
Log pseudolikelihood
Wald chi-square
Prob > chi-square

1.211 (6.31) ***

1.195 (5.79) ***

1.187 (4.64) ***

1.208 (5.31) ***

1.070 (2.42) **

1.065 (2.24) **

1.105 (3.01) ***

1.087 (2.50) ***

1.052 (1.61)
1.216 (1.27)
0.465 (-1.82) *
0.577 (-1.43)
0.681 (-1.43)
0.539 (-0.99)
1.470 (-1.26)
1.314 (1.02)
1.933 (1.84) *
1.810 (1.47)
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
-299.941
234.69
0.0000

1.063 (2.00) **
0.430 (0.84)
0.578 (-2.04) **
0.705 (-1.49)
0.467 (-0.88)
0.467 (-1.54)
1.579 (1.12)
1.479 (0.92)
2.082 (2.05) **
2.172 (1.74) **
1.502 (0.82)
1.593 (1.01)
2.578 (2.34) **
1.424 (0.78)
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
-296.977
291.01
0.0000

1.033 (0.91)
3.439 (2.20) **
0.276 (-1.96) *
0.356 (-1.99) **
0.379 (-1.25)
0.325 (-1.32)
1.311 (0.63)
1.397 (0.71)
1.692 (1.44)
2.101 (1.68) *
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
0.372 (-1.11)
0.713 (-0.35)
1.976 (0.93)
6.816 (1.85) **
1.118 (0.09)
0.557 (-0.54)
0.918 (-0.13)
3.976 (1.40)
0.557 (-0.49)
3.082 (1.73) *
10.240 (2.03) **
-294.577
303.55
0.0000

1.033 (0.95)
3.802 (2.21) **
0.204 (-2.28) **
0.332 (-2.12) **
0.429 (-1.11)
0.387 (-1.14)
1.294 (0.55)
1.579 (0.96)
1.988 (1.83) *
2.120 (1.60)
1.264 (0.44)
1.682 (0.91)
6.109 (3.16) ***
2.073 (1.36)
0.382 (-1.05)
1.074 (0.08)
0.937 (-0.09)
7.121 (1.96) *
0.681 (-0.31)
0.634 (-0.37)
0.881 (-0.18)
3.278 (1.22)
0.116 (-1.66) *
3.622 (2.04) **
19.382 (2.50) **
-289.481
338.77
0.0000
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Table 5.2 reports four sets of results.
1. Model One: no village or state-of-origin fixed effects.
2. Model Two: only state-of-origin fixed effects
3. Model Three: only village fixed effects.
4. Model Four: both village and state-of-origin fixed effects.
Before discussing the results, we conduct some specification tests.

5.7

Specification Tests

A key assumption of the model is that there exists a proportional hazard rate that is
dependant only on time and common to all individuals in the population. To test this,
follow Grambsch and Therneau (1994), who develop a method based on the scaled
Schoenfeld residuals ( s *j ) with j indexing each failure time. They show that

E (s*j ) + βˆ = β j (t ) where βˆ is the estimated coefficient from the Cox model. From
this, the basis for the test emerges: The proportional hazards assumption restricts

β j (t ) = β for all t, which further implies that a plot of β j (t ) over time will have a
slope of zero. We calculate a chi-square statistic for each covariate and a global value
for the model as well. The null hypothesis is a zero slope. So rejection of the null
would bring the proportional hazard assumption into question. Neither the global test
nor the test for any particular covariate produces rejection of the null hypothesis.

Table 5.3 Test of proportional hazards assumption
Degrees of
Covariates
χ2
freedom

P-value

GLOBAL TEST

18.83

28

0.9032

Government inducement
Village network (% adopting)
Years of chili cultivation
Hectares in PROCAMPO
Rainfall (average)
Land holding: 0 - 31 Ha
Land holding: 31 - 50 Ha
Land holding: 81 - 100 Ha
Land holding: 101 - 200 Ha
Education: 0 years
Education: 1 – 2 years
Education: 4 – 7 years
Education: 8 or more years
State of
Campeche
origin
Chiapas
Tabasco
Veracruz
Village Los Alacranes
Arroyo Negro
Chan Laguna
Centauro
La Lucha
Nicolas Bravo
Nuevo Becar
El Refugio
Tomas Garrido
Xbonil
Zoh Laguna

1.74
0.73
0.03
0.98
0.17
0.03
1.80
0.12
0.00
0.88
0.78
0.27
1.10
0.17
0.27
0.06
0.65
0.04
0.04
1.39
0.07
0.00
0.41
0.36
0.02
0.81
0.33
0.21

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.1872
0.3939
0.8560
0.3213
0.6824
0.8604
0.1803
0.7287
0.9625
0.3489
0.3764
0.6055
0.2941
0.6807
0.6062
0.8055
0.4198
0.8492
0.8510
0.2385
0.7899
0.9796
0.5224
0.5481
0.8826
0.3675
0.5658
0.6493

We do another overall specification test using the Martingale residuals, or rather the
Martingale residuals scaled to be symmetric about zero.35 The untransformed
residuals are difficult to interpret because they are skewed, taking on value from −∞
to 1. The transformed residuals are more analogous to the residuals obtained from
linear regression. We plot the transformed martingale residuals (also called deviance

35

The STATA reference manual provides details on this test and all the methods employed in this
chapter.
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residuals) against time, and find no problematic systemic patterns or obviously
aberrant observations. For a brief summary view, here are some statistics.
Table 5.4 Summary stats for the deviance residuals
Observations
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min.

173

0.0013

1.0482

-2.1253

Max.
2.3681

We also use the Martingale residuals in a different way, in order to address the
question of whether or not a different functional form might be more appropriate for
the individual covariates in our model. Though we have found no violations of the
proportional hazards assumption, it may be that a transformation of one or more of the
covariates would improve model fit. We find no evidence that such a transformation
would be an improvement.

A final robustness check involved comparing the results of our proportional hazard
model with the results of parametric survival models, the regression-like approaches
that vary based on their distributional assumptions. We estimated models based on
assumption of exponential, weibull, lognormal, and loglogistic distributed errors, and
in each case found that the significant variables matched those in our proportional
hazard model.
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5.8

Discussion of results vis-à-vis covariates

The coefficients attached to the covariates in the proportional hazard model are
difficult to interpret directly due to the exponentiated form ( e β ' x ) within which they
reside. Thus, we follow the common convention of using hazard ratios to interpret
model results. Hazard ratios are based on the hazard rate, λ (ti ) in the notation we
develop above, roughly the rate at which the hazard occurs – that the experiment ends,
that adoption of cattle ranching occurs – given that the hazard has not occurred up
until that time. A hazard ratio gives the proportional change in the hazard rate due to a
one-unit change in an explanatory variable. A hazard ratio of greater than one implies
that the variable increases the overall hazard rate. A hazard ratio of less than one
means that the variable decreases the overall hazard rate.

To make our hazard ratios more readily interpretable, we scale two of our independent
variables such that the reported one unit change corresponds to a more reasonable
increment given its distribution in our sample. Rain is scaled such that the unit change
corresponds to a 100 mm change in average rainfall (a reasonable increment given the
range in our sample, 934 mm to 1274 mm). We also scale the village network
variable (the percentage of adopters) such that the hazard ratio gives the effect of a 2%
change in the stock of adopters in the village. Most of the villages are approximately
50 households and so the 2% value corresponds roughly to the increase in the village
network of one additional adopter. Even though the mean value for the variable,
“number of years previously cultivated jalapeño chili” is 2.14, we leave the variable
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untransformed. As it is, a one-unit change in the variable has intuitive appeal as the
effect of an additional year growing jalapeño chili.

We discuss results in terms of model four (4), which has both village and state-oforigin variables. We judge it to be most persuasive as both sets of variables (village
and state-of-origin) include statistically significant variables and the model has the
highest overall significance level too. In almost every case, results are consistent with
our a priori hypotheses. The variables that positively affect the overall hazard rate
(i.e., increase the probability of adoption for an individual) are, in decreasing order of
the magnitude: receiving some government inducement, higher average rainfall, a
moderately high level of education (4-7 years), a greater percentage of adopters in the
village, and more years previously cultivating jalapeño chili. The two significant
variables that reduced the overall hazard rate are the dummy variables for the two
smallest categories of farm size. The dummy variable for the smallest farm size
category (30 hectares or less) affects the probability of adoption more (has a smaller
hazard ratio) than the next smallest category (31 to 50 hectares), which is consistent
with expectations.

Turning to state-of-origin effects and village effects, a priori, we expected that
household heads from Tabasco or Veracruz would be more likely to adopt, as these are
major cattle producing states. The Tabasco variable is significant as expected, though
not Veracruz. Three of the village dummy variables are significant and increase the
chance of adoption. Zoh Laguna is a very unusual village, perhaps accounting for the
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fact that this village dummy variable has the largest hazard ratio, comparable to that of
the government inducement variable. It is where the headquarters for the Calakmul
Bisophere Reserve and some non-governmental organizations are based, and is only
10 kilometers from the seat of the municipal government (Xpujil). It could be that the
Zoh Laguna variable captures the privileged access to information and learning
opportunities afforded to its residents and also better access to government and NGO
support. We probed contacts with government and nongovernmental institutions
repeatedly, but still some respondents will not have remembered every government
program they may have benefited from over their lifetime. The positive effect due to
residence in Xbonil and Centauro del Norte could also be picking up such missing
governmental inducement. The only village effect that has a hazard ratio of less than
one is Tomas Garrido. This follows from the fact that there is a strong network of
adopters in the village and it is in a wet southeastern part of the region (residents can
expect a relatively high level of annual rainfall). The village effect thus allows the
model to account for the fact three households in the village that have chosen not to
adopt.

There are two variables that did not produce results consistent with our a priori
hypotheses. The highest level of educational attainment did not reduce the likelihood
of adoption (which had been expected based on the notion that such skills would
afford greater access to non-agricultural employment). In fact, were one to choose a
significance threshold of 0.15, the variable would have a positive effect on the
adoption rate. Also, neither of the PROCAMPO variables (rural income support
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payments) produced significant results. We tested a number of other variables that did
not demonstrate statistical significance, and that were excluded from the final
empirical specification. These include a spatial variable, distance to regional markets
(the most surprising), and dummy variables for familial experience with cattle or
experience working on a cattle ranch prior to moving to SY, as well as the set of
dummy variables for age of household head.

An overarching comment is that the relatively large (or small, in the farm size case)
hazard ratios for some of the covariates in our model mean that these largely dwarf the
baseline hazard in determining the timing of adoption. The government inducement
variable has a particularly large hazard ratio, and this largely corresponds to the
empirical reality we observed. We have direct evidence for the importance of
government inducements in answers to questions about why people have chosen to
take up cattle ranching, as discussed in the chapter profiling the cattle sector. Further,
such government inducements are the most important variable that past research has
identified as a driver of cattle ranching adopting (Turner, Geoghegan, and Foster
2004). Another point is that there is no reason, a priori, to expect that the baseline
hazard effect need be especially large or small. Finally, given that the proportional
hazard assumption survives our Grambsch and Therneau test, and given the intuitive
appeal of the model, we see no reason to reject the semi-parametric approach in favor
of the parametric approaches.
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5.9

Exploring the baseline hazard and survival functions

The baseline hazard function λ0 (ti ) is defined at every time t that a failure occurs
(every time adoption of cattle ranching takes place in our model). The baseline hazard
is undefined (or defined as zero) at other times. A counterpart to the baseline hazard
function is the baseline survival function, which is defined as the probability of
surviving (i.e. not adopting cattle ranching) just beyond time t conditional on
surviving up to and including time t. Unlike the hazard function, the survival function
is defined at all values of t. It decreases each time a failure occurs, but if no failure
occurs in a given time period, the survival function remains at the same level as the
time of the last failure.36 Below we plot the survival function for our model and then
the hazard function. We plot a smoothed version of the baseline hazard. Since the
baseline hazard is only defined at times when a failure takes places, the function is
somewhat nosier and less readily interpreted, and smoothing the curve counteracts
this. The baseline functions correspond to all covariates being equal to zero in the
proportional hazard model. This can create difficulties in obtaining meaningful values
and graphs. The conventional solution is to redefine the covariates so that zero
corresponds to reasonable value given the values observed in the sample (which does
not affect coefficients or hazard ratios) in order to inspect hazard and baseline
functions. The following survival and hazard functions are calculated at the mean
value for each covariate.

36

In fact, the full story is a little more complicated than this due to the fact, which we have touched on
to this point, that duration models assume continuous time. Since this is an empirical exercise and not a
theoretical treatise, we will leave aside this issue of continuous vs. discrete time.
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Figure 4. Plotting the survival function
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Figure 5. Plotting the smoothed hazard function:
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The main feature of the hazard function is that it increases to a point, 10 years after
household formation, and falls thereafter (more about departures from this after
discussing the broad trend). Interestingly, this result is consistent with the story that
comes out of the imitation modeling literature, that during a period of early adoption
and takeoff there are increasing marginal rates of adoption, and, after some peak point,
there begin to be declining marginal rates of adoption. We must be a little bit careful,
however, in making such an analogy. The above survival and hazard functions are
defined in terms of household time; time is measured with the year of household
formation as time zero. Imitation model typically are defined with respect to a
population over historical time. If all households were formed at the same time, the
difference between the two time frames would be greatly reduced.

Why might it be that the baseline hazard rate increases to a point and decreases
thereafter? Since we are dealing with an individual’s hazard rate in isolation, we
cannot rely on the epidemic type explanation that underpins imitation models.
Consider this alternative. Successful adoption of cattle ranching may be facilitated by
a household’s ability to take advantage of random opportunities. Over time, more
such opportunities are likely to present themselves and thus the probability of adopting
increases. However, after some point, individuals that have not adopted include
mostly those that are inherently less motivated to adopt, less capable, or less lucky.
Thus, after some point, the marginal rate of adoption declines.
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In fact, the hazard function does not decline continuously after year 10. The
nonparametric baseline hazard jumps around substantially. This is evident in the plot
of the survival function, which is not smoothed and gives a better idea of the baseline
hazard in any particular time period. Surveying the survival function Figure 1, the
reader may notice that the largest drop (corresponding to a large baseline hazard) in
the survival curve takes place at year 30. There is another large drop at time 37. We
reviewed the three cases that correspond to these years (two cases failed at time 30,
and one at time 37). We found no obvious reason to exclude them, and thus choose to
accept this irregularity rather than arbitrarily dropping the cases from the estimation.

5.10

Concluding thoughts

Modern scholarly work has sought to peer inside the “black box” of technological
change. The result has been the identification of two distinct, though interrelated,
aspects of technological change: the generation of innovations and their diffusion
throughout society. In this chapter on dynamic aspects of technological change in the
SY, we have focused on the diffusion of cattle ranching. Though some tailoring of the
technology to local conditions (i.e. innovation) has occurred and is ongoing, the
phenomenon of adoption is the larger issue for understanding the land use impacts that
will follow from evolution of the cattle sector.

In this chapter, we have developed a framework for modeling diffusion of cattle
ranching in which the household decision to begin cattle ranching, or not, is driven by
the incentives for adoption, the constraints these decision making agents face, and the
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social and institutional structure within which these agents operate. We find that the
incentive to adopt is increased by greater average rainfall, government inducements,
and larger farm size. A central factor in a household’s decision to adopt is its ability
to develop the necessary infrastructure, which requires a substantial cash investment
absent government assistance. We found one significant time-varying measure in this
vein, the sum of prior years that the household has grown jalapeño chili peppers (the
primary cash crop, which also has much lower fixed costs), which we find to be
positively associated with a more rapid rate of adoption of cattle ranching.
Government inducements play a crucial role in affecting the probability of adoption,
especially the subsidization of startup costs associated with establishing the necessary
infrastructure. We have also found evidence that somewhat more educated household
heads (though not those with the highest level of education) are more likely to adopt.
Finally, we seek to capture the opportunity for learning from others with a measure of
the strength of the social network—the percentage of adopters in the village. Indeed,
we find that a higher percentage of adopters increases the chance of adoption.

Even though we are somewhat limited by data scarcity— we are missing variables we
would want in a perfect world— the model is validated by a number of specification
tests. We are quite confident in the direction of the casual effects that we have
identified, even though we are less certain of the precision of our quantitative
estimates of these. Our modeling results are consistent with the results of our direct
questioning on household motivations for entering the cattle sector. We tabulate and
discuss these responses in Chapter 2.
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What does this analysis mean for our understanding of the future of the cattle sector
and trends in deforestation in the SY?

Some notable macro trends in the SY are

increasing per capita income, better access to government and non-government
programs, slowly improving transportation and commercial links to outside markets,
and migration to the United States for higher paying jobs.

While poverty remains endemic in the region, perhaps the most severe in Mexico,
some improvement is taking place. Broadly, household incomes are slowly rising.
Our modeling results, consistent with our direct questioning on motives, suggests that
over time such a relaxation in the cash constraint will spur increased adoption of cattle
ranching.

Government programs supporting expansion of the cattle sector continue to be strong
and are likely to continue as such at least for the next few years. The policy landscape
is marked by conflict between forces in favor of exploitation of the land for the benefit
of the local people and forces in favor of conservation and sustainable development.
In the longer term, voices from the environmental and sustainable development
communities in opposition to subsidization of cattle opposing voices are likely to grow
stronger and may be able to change the status quo of government support for cattle
ranchers. No one can be sure how this struggle will play out. We explore the topic
further in our next chapter on policy.
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The slow improvement of the region’s transportation system will make it easier over
time for cattle ranchers to access distant markets. Unlike in the chili sector, producers
of cattle sometimes take charge of marketing by delivering their cattle to markets
outside of the region. Government choices are the fundamental force behind the
changes in transportation infrastructure, and we explore the changing transport system
further in our policy discussion (next). A related trend is improved connection to
external markets; neighborhood effects mean that these marketing pioneers, who are
establishing the pathways and practices for successful marketing, will make it easier
for others to follow.

An as yet unanswered question is how migration and increasing non-farm
opportunities will affect adoption of cattle ranching and the deforestation rate. In our
literature review (Chapter 3), we sketched different potential development trajectories
for agricultural frontier regions, namely the hollow frontier scenario and the
intensification scenario. The intensification scenario involves intensified agricultural
production along with reforestation. The hollow frontier scenario involves the spread
of extensive, low value cattle ranching, which results from a rational frontier
household’s strategy of optimal use resources and risk management, including
diversification of the household’s economic portfolio to include both migration
(employment outside the region) and cattle ranching. In the concluding chapter, we
will further explore the migration question and how it might affect the likelihood of
different possible trajectories for development in the southern Yucatán.
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CHAPTER 6. POLICY DISCUSSION

We have given attention to questions of public policy throughout this dissertation. In
Chapter 2, we profiled the institutional framework, governmental and
nongovernmental, with an emphasis on its existence at the time of data collection but
with discussion of its historical role in the region’s economic development too. In the
modeling chapters, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we considered the role government
programs have had in contributing to adoption of cattle ranching and the spread of
pasture. In the introductory chapter we sketched the role that deforestation and forest
re-growth have in the global warming debate. When forests are cut down, they release
carbon dioxide, the most important greenhouse gas, into the air. When trees grow,
they consume carbon dioxide, use the carbon for building material and release oxygen.
In the terminology of global warming policy, re-growth or planting of trees sequesters
carbon (these are carbon sequestration projects) and the stoppage of deforestation
avoids emissions (these are carbon storage projects). Here we bring the foregoing
together, offer a few additional observations and some discussion of prospective
policy concerns and opportunities. We emphasize the opportunities that exist for
forestry projects to counteract global warming.

Throughout Latin America, in particular in the world’s largest tropical forest, the
Amazon, pasture for cattle has been the single largest land use replacing forestland.
Though the particulars of forest to pasture conversion processes vary according to the
place and circumstances, many smallholders at forest frontiers find cattle ranching to
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be advantageous (Kaimowitz 1996, Humphries 1998). An interesting shift in
causation has occurred over time in the Brazilian Amazon. There, production for the
domestic market initially drove deforestation with the encouragement of government
policies (road building and credits) as well as a land tenure regime that required
“productive use” to maintain the property right. However, a recent surge in Brazilian
deforestation has been export driven, encouraged by the Brazilian currency
devaluation of 2002 as well as progress eradicating foot and mouth disease.

It would be useful for future work to explore the SY’s cattle ranching sector in relation
to national and international markets. Keys (2004) did this for chili peppers, explored
how connections to external markets affect the sector in the SY. In our work, the
importance of the cattle sector was not apparent until we had begun to analyze our
survey data. In data collection we had covered agricultural land use and other
household characteristics broadly, and did not focus on cattle ranching. We do know
that cattle from the region are not being sold internationally. That said we would
hypothesize that increased international demand for cattle has fueled the Mexican
national market, and in this way international trade has played a role in the growth of
the sector.

At the time of fieldwork for this paper, construction was on-going to upgrade
Highway 186 on the Campeche side of the region. Upon completion it will match the
Quintana Roo side in quality: essentially still one lane each way, but with wide
shoulders on either side. The result is really three lanes in total, and much smoother.
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Nelson et al. (2004) find such road improvement to lower costs much less dramatically
than the initial laying of roads. Still, the improved road will reduce transportation
costs to some extent, and would be expected to have some positive casual effect on the
transformation of the region toward greater human use (and reduced forest cover).
Our belief is that the region is becoming better and better connected to the outside
over time, including commercial and technical links. And the improved highway road
will further this process. Improved linkage to markets, government authority, and
non-government groups outside the area also means improved monitoring and
enforcement capacity for the government.

In theory, the government has great capacity to control forestry activities. However,
the situation is somewhat unsettled due to an apparent contradiction between the
Forestry Law and Constitution. Under the Forestry Law (Chapter 4, Article 52:
SEMARNAP 1997) primary forest can only be cut with permission, which is in
practice rarely granted. At the same time, the 1917 Constitution of Mexico establishes
that the State shall not interfere with individuals’ use of their private property unless
they are compensated.37 There is no provision for such compensation under the
Forestry Law. During our time in the field, we learned of one instance in which a
farmer from one of the ejidos in our survey, El Refugio, went to jail for cutting
primary forest. How this will play out in the future is unclear. It is part of the ongoing struggle between conservation interests and local farmers who want unfettered
use of their land.
37

“Private property shall not be expropriated except for reasons of public use and subject to payment of
indemnity.” Article 27, 1917 Constitution of Mexico.
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The results presented in our two modeling chapters, Chapters 4 and 5, show the
importance of policy interventions (credits for cattle, and cash transfers under
PROCAMPO) in agricultural outcomes, in particular for the adoption of cattle
ranching and the spread of pasture. Government policies, still in place and subsidizing
the adoption of cattle, have helped many overcome the entry barriers to cattle
ranching, i.e. the cash outlays needed for infrastructure and animals. In 2003, the
federal agricultural agency SAGARPA rolled out a new program for the cattle sector:
an annual cash subsidy of 300 pesos per adult animal.

There is some irony to the co-existence of such evidently environmentally damaging
programs and government rhetoric pronouncing environmental and sustainable
development goals for the region. At the same time, one might note that developed
countries like the United States have subsidies for agriculture that dwarf the
distortions we are discussing here. Further, this is not to suggest that government
support for agriculture should be withdrawn unilaterally to meet conservation goals.
That would not be fair to the people of the SY, who moved to the region in search of a
better life and struggle with economic hardship already. Many residents moved to the
region based on the premise that they would be allowed to improve their lives through
productive use of the land. Many households in the SY have little more than their land
and labor with which to better their lives.
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A low-level struggle between those in favor of local control of resources and those in
favor of conservation has simmered since the foundation of the Calakmul Biosphere
Reserve in 1989. Parts of the Reserve actually encroach on previously granted ejido
lands. Some accommodations have been made to redress this. Most of the reserve,
roughly 5,000 km2 of approximately 7,500 km2 total, is considered a buffer zone, not
subject to the highest levels of protection of the core zone. For example, hunting is
allowed in the buffer, though crop cultivation is not. Nora Haenn (2000) provides a
fuller description of the political and policy conflicts in the SY, and she concludes that
for efforts to promote sustainable resource use to succeed, policies must align with the
economic interests of local land owners.

This is where the Kyoto Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) discussed
in the introduction might offer a way to lessen the conflict of interest between those
favoring local control and those favoring greater conservation of forestland. Win-win
policies for conservation and local residents at forest frontiers are in preciously short
supply (Angelsen and Kaimowtiz 2001). Programs that offer payment to landowners
for the environmental services their land provides, such as payments for the carbon
benefits of forestry projects under the CDM are one of the few win-win options. Such
forestry projects offer not just mitigation of global warming, but other important
benefits as well. In the next few paragraphs we describe some of these ancillary
benefits.
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Researchers are slowly beginning to better characterize the regional environmental
effects of human activity. For example, irrigation has been shown to have a daytime
cooling effect in the central valley of California. On the regional level, forestlands can
contribute to drought avoidance (we discussed the mechanism for this in the
introduction), to maintenance of a supply of clean water, and to flood control.
Forested lands absorb water like a sponge and release filtered water into streams in a
measured non-disruptive flow. In contrast, deforested lands suffer soil erosion, and
rivers running such lands become muddy with silt and dirt. Water runoff is fast and
lowered in quality, and areas downstream are more likely to suffer from flooding. The
Yucatán has a unique limestone geology, which means there are few rivers in the
region. Water mostly filters down through the land to massive underground cave
systems. Seasonal streams and ponds dot the region. Still, the flood control and water
quality ancillary benefits are relevant to the lives of people living in the SY. The
regional water quality benefits of forestry and land use projects would also be
important in many other parts of Mexico.

Biodiversity conservation, another important environmental benefit of many forestry
projects, though not monoculture plantations, is especially important for our Yucatán
context. The SY provides habitat for myriad species under pressure elsewhere,
including butterflies, birds, and the jaguar. Habitat destruction is the primary cause of
extinction worldwide. Preservation of habitat and biodiversity also increases
opportunities for pharmaceutical advances. The natural world is the source for 40% to
50% of drugs on the market (Stern 2006).
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A key potential benefit of forestry projects for the smallholding households in the
study area is the economic security a consistent stream of income that forestry projects
would offer. In Chapter 2, we gave evidence that vulnerability to climatic extremes is
an important source of disutility in the lives of southern Yucatán residents. Hurricanes
and drought, which is especially dangerous given the widespread lack of irrigation,
mean that economic insecurity is a constant concern for residents of the SY.

Under the current rules of the CDM, the only eligible projects are those that involve
planting tress. These include reforestation projects – replanting trees where they have
been in the recent past – and afforestation projects – planting trees anew, in places
where they have not been in recent times. Almost the entire southern Yucatán was
forested before modern settlement, so candidate CDM projects would be essentially
entirely of the reforestation type. The obvious choice for reforestation is all the low
value (extensive) pastureland that has been accumulated thus far. In Chapter 2, we
estimate the yearly value of pasture for cattle to the farmer to be about 500 pesos per
hectare, less than US$ 50. This is potentially cheap carbon. (Thought the opportunity
cost is not the full cost of such projects; more on other costs below.)

More than one type of reforestation project could be pursued. Projects could include
pure reforestation, or reforestation could be paired with promotion of small-scale
intensive cattle ranching. We toured a pilot project demonstrating intensive cattle
ranching practices in the SY. A typical extensive cattle ranch might have 40-50 head
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on 50 ha, whereas the intensive type reduces the need for land to 2 ha to grow fodder
and 5 ha for the cattle to roam and get exercise. So, under the intensive option, 43 of
50 ha can be returned to forest.

Amongst the analytical concerns that arise with such reforestation projects are their
indirect impacts, which may lead to lesser net reductions. Consider the hypothetical
project just described, in which promotion of intensive cattle ranching and
reforestation are joined. It would be important to consider the potential for such a
project to demonstrate to others in the region a type of cattle ranching practice that has
a higher return per unit of land utilized. The conventional wisdom has been that
technological change in agriculture yields environmental benefits, such as reduced
deforestation. This may be true in the aggregate, but Angelsen and Kaimowitz (2001)
show that technological progress often increases the profitability of the land, which
can induce greater land clearing at forest frontiers. Returning to our Yucatán context,
it may be that intensive cattle ranching would be too expensive for most SY residents
to contemplate adopting without external support – the practice requires additional
labor and capital costs – but the question would have to be addressed in estimation of
the total carbon benefits of the project.

The CDM currently disallows projects to avoid deforestation, yet some of the cheapest
carbon savings may be in avoided deforestation. The Stern review observes,
“Reducing non-fossil fuel emissions will also yield important savings. The cost of
reducing emissions from deforestation, in particular, may be relatively low, if
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appropriate institutional and incentive structures are put in place and the countries
facing this challenge receive adequate assistance,” (Stern 2006 p. 211). Indeed the
analytical and institutional challenges of such projects are nontrivial. Even if
successful, such projects entail inherent costs, the cost of project development and
estimation of benefits, plus the costs of monitoring and verification. Forestry projects
also include the risk that their greenhouse gas savings will be illusory or transient.

Another caveat concerns the need to guard against possible negative economic impacts
at the local and regional level. One concern is that forestry projects will lock up land,
reduce the supply of land for other uses, and thereby raise prices. This is not a great
concern on the commodity side in the SY. Forces generated outside the region mostly
determine prices. In terms of land and the market for land, a price rise would enrich
those currently in possession and could be disadvantageous for others (pobladores).
There will always be this possible downside for land-based projects; they necessarily
benefit landowners and not others. As for individual landowners, participation in
forestry projects is always strictly voluntary. With the provision that project details
are fully and forthrightly explained, it would be paternalistic to assume that the
potential project participants are unable to judge whether or not such projects would
be in their self interest.

Grieg-Gran, Porras, and Wunder (2005) review the global experience thus far with
projects that pay for the environmental services of forestland. And they find that they
have delivered positive local income effects, though improved institutional and policy
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management is needed. An example in the Mexican context is Scolel Te the carbon
project in the State of Chiapas that dates to 1997 (or perhaps 1995 when the
exploratory study that laid the foundation for it was undertaken). Ben de Jong has
been involved in its management and in describing the results in a series of articles
(Nelson and de Jong 2003, De Jong, B.H.J. et al. 2005). The Scolel Te project has
involved an innovative bottom-up type of management. The project itself has been an
exercise in adaptive management, which saw changes “from a development emphasis
to a brokering relationship, from shared to concentrated power, from social fund to
carbon bank.” The project has not been without its setbacks, but Nelson and de Jong
report that contracts for over 30,000 tons of carbon had been signed as of 2003, and
the project has received substantial grassroots support amongst smallholding farmers
who appreciate the option of subsidies for improved land use practices. “Many
Chiapan farmers appear to be interested in learning about the carbon market and
respond well to designing carbon systems that fit their land management objectives,”
(Nelson and de Jong 2003, p.27).

Land use management and forestry project in Mexico as a whole have great potential.
The vast forests of the SY are but one component. Sheinbaum and Masera (2000)
analyze the potential for both energy and forestry options for GHG mitigation in
Mexico. They find a total carbon mitigation potential of 358 million tons of carbon
dioxide, ranging in cost from US$–45.9/ton (the negative cost indicating that some
programs in fact produce a net societal benefit) of carbon dioxide to US$+106.4, of
which 62% come from the land use and forestry sector.
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We must pursue forestry projects fully aware of the challenges and potential
downsides. Still the benefits of such projects – both climate and the many other
benefits – are too large to pass up. The question, not the focus of this study, is how to
incorporate forestry in the global portfolio of efforts to mitigate global warming. Gitz,
Hourcade, and Ciais (2006) offer an interesting contribution to this debate with a
general equilibrium simulation that suggests the optimal global strategy involves
bringing in some of the forestry potential immediately, but also holding some in
reserve in case the costs of energy abatement turns out to be larger than expected.
Thus far the CDM has received poor performance reviews. Its project-by-project
approach has been criticized for generating large transaction costs in the course of
project development, which has limited their diffusion. As we fast approach the time
of Kyoto compliance, the question less and less becomes how to fix Kyoto and instead
is what to do in the meantime and next, after the Kyoto compliance period ends in
2012. Under discussion are a variety of alternative mechanisms for implementing
forestry projects as part of the global response to climate change. The international
community should push for as much progress in this regard as rapidly as is possible.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSION

There is the need, for the sake of policy analysis, to go beyond thinking about the past
to thinking in terms of forecasts of behavioral phenomena over time. Such an
assessment of possible of future trends has been an important part of the scientific
process under the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The starting point for
a debate about the impacts of alternative policies is an understanding of the business
as usual path. At the same time, since no one has a crystal ball, attendant assumptions
and uncertainties should be described. Given a sparse data environment, such as the
one we encounter in the SY, there is a need for some modesty in making conclusions.

The main finding of the research is that the expansion of pasture for cattle was the
main driver of deforestation in the southern Yucatán in recent years, from 1998-2003.
The continued adoption and expansion of cattle ranching in the Yucatán has immense
potential land use change and deforestation implications. Chili and maize – produced
by shifting cultivation – are limited in their overall land use impact by soil fertility,
labor, and cash constraints. Pasture virtually eliminates the soil fertility constraint and
strongly relaxes the labor constraint. Pasture can be maintained permanently, or
virtually so (indeed it is said that pasture is easier to maintain over the years as one
works the weeds out). Addition of cattle ranching to a smallholders’ portfolio greatly
increases the amount of cumulative deforestation on the household’s landholding.
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One trend to consider in thinking about the future of deforestation is the new and
recent emergence of the phenomena of out-migration. My partner in data collection,
Birgit Schmook has found a reversal from the trend of migration to the region
throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Since about the year 2000 there has been an
increasing outward flow of people from the SY, which is attributable to migration to
the US for work.38

This new out-migration trend may well interact with the technological change line of
inquiry explored in this research. Recall our description of the contrasting land use
transition paths that the literature has developed, the hollow frontier vs. the idealized
land use transition to intensive agriculture with attendant net forest regeneration.
There are aspects of both pathways at work in the SY, but the dominant trend that we
see is the spread of extensive cattle ranching in line with the hollow frontier
hypothesis. The new out migration trend could well reinforce the trend toward a
hollow frontier. Out migration both reduces the supply of labor and increases the
shadow price of labor on the household farm, which makes even more attraction the
labor-saving character of cattle ranching, which is already one of its main advantages.

Schmook and colleagues’ assessment of the migration outflow is still in its early
stages. For the 38 households that had migrated by 2003, we have their 1997 data,
but we do not know the reason they have left. Those moving away are a mix of
younger migrants, who may or may not be returning to the region, and also some older
38

The extent of illegal settlements and immigration from Guatemala remains not well characterized for
the region.
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adults that had moved away permanently to live with family elsewhere, sometimes
after the death of a spouse. Our data do not allow us to assess the distribution across
these different types (e.g. moving away as an end of life decision to be taken care of
by family members elsewhere vs. moving away in a search for better economic
prospects elsewhere). We estimated a Probit model of the decision to move away or
not, and this initial, exploratory work failed to produce results with any explanatory
power. We look forward to learning the findings of the SYPR Project group that is
working to understand migration.

A critical issue for the trajectory of land use change in the SY will be the extent to
which migrants have cut ties to the region or have maintained them. If people are
leaving because they are giving up on finding satisfaction with their quality of life in
the SY, and they have no plans to return, then the chance for forest regeneration
increases. If people are migrating as part of a diversification of their portfolio, in part
due to liquidity and credit constraints creating the need to find other income source,
and with the intention to use some of their earnings to fund agricultural production at
home, chances improve for a hollow frontier. We know both types of migration are
going on. The question is the balance between the two.

At the same time that we see continued expansion of pasture as the most important
land use trend in the region, we recognize a creeping diversification of commercial
production too. Already isolated successes exist: all spice and honey production are
the main examples. Nonetheless, unless there is a quantum leap in marketing success
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these alternatives will be limited in scope due to the limited size of export
opportunities, at least in the short to medium term.
As the land market becomes more active in the longer term, this obstacle might lessen.
Agricultural producers with more established market links could be the buyers in the
new market for land.

In closing consider a different vision of development in the southern Yucatán, that of
an archeological-ecological tourism zone. Various government and non-government
actors are involved in promoting this path. A few ejidos have developed cabanas and
ecotourism plans. Yet, to date, the ecotourism industry remains a small-scale activity
without much benefit to local people, very much at the margin of the regional
economy. None of the respondents in our sample derived any income from tourism.
As part of the creeping diversification of the region, ecotourism will probably continue
to grow, but as of yet does not offer much tangible promise of transforming the region
or the lives its residents.
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APPENDIX 1. MORE MICRO LEVEL AGRICULTURAL RESULTS

Here we give the actual 2003 output-based measure of returns ($/kg). By definition,
these measures must exclude those households that suffered a complete loss in their
harvest, i.e. zero yields. Division by zero means that the measure is undefined for
these farmers. We see that the standard deviations blow up because some of the
harvests that remain in the calculation of the measure are very close to zero due to the
effects of drought.

Maize

When the 10 cases of complete loss are removed, 145 cases remain.
Table A.1 Actual 2003 input costs for maize ($/kg)
Variable
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.

Max.

Paid labor

145

3.02

8.56

0

81

Agrochemicals

145

0.194

0.587

0

4

Seeds

145

0.224

0.525

0.006

5.6

Transportation A

145

0.056

0.257

0

2.67

Mechanization

145

0.097

0.693

0

8

145

3.59

9.09

0.028

86.1

Sum of 2003 input cost
A

Min.

This is for vehicle rental; other transport costs are included as labor. Oftentimes the
crop is transported from the field via manual labor.
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Chili

When the 15 cases with no yield are removed, 59 cases remain.
Table A.2 Actual 2003 input costs for chili ($/kg)
Variable
Obs.
Mean
Std. Dev.

Max.

Paid labor

59

0.867

1.88

0

14.2

Agrochemicals

59

1.71

4.82

0

33.3

Seeds

59

0.330

1.50

0

9.00

Transportation A

59

0.039

0.077

0

0.300

Mechanization

59

0.016

0.106

0

0.800

59

2.96

7.41

0.117

54.8

Sum of 2003 input cost
A

Min.

This is for vehicle rental; other transport costs are included as labor. Oftentimes the
crop is transported from the field via manual labor.

The peculiarities of the input mix for those with drought losses in 2003 changes the
results somewhat. For example, in the $/kg measure, agrochemical costs are more
than twice those of paid labor. In data for expected results given above, labor is the
largest category of expenditures.
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Table A.3 Annual rate of adoption of cattle ranching

Historical
time
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1995
1994
1993
1992
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
1986
1985
1984
1983
1982
1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976

Number
adopting
13
8
11
6
10
3
4
2
8
0
0
2
2
2
1
1
3
0
3
0
1
1
1
0
0
2
0
2

Marginal
rate
0.075
0.046
0.064
0.035
0.058
0.017
0.023
0.012
0.046
0
0
0.012
0.012
0.012
0.006
0.006
0.017
0
0.017
0
0.006
0.006
0.006
0
0
0.012
0
0.012
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Cumulative
Adoption
0.497
0.422
0.376
0.312
0.277
0.220
0.202
0.179
0.168
0.122
0.122
0.122
0.110
0.098
0.087
0.081
0.075
0.058
0.058
0.040
0.040
0.035
0.029
0.023
0.023
0.023
0.012
0.012

APPENDIX 2. List of all variables in three survey instruments.

Here we describe the full range of the data collected during fieldwork. For each of the
three separate modules that were administered, as described in the section on data
collection, we list all the variables that have been inputted thus far (in fact, some more
could be done) and give a description of each. Variables are for the year 2003 unless
otherwise specified.

The three modules are:
1. The agricultural core: pages 1 – 18.
2. Technological choices and vulnerability to climatic events: pages 19-26.
3. Household demographics (and nonfarm income): pages 27-30.

A brief survey of the material that follows will convince the reader that these names
are only suggestive. In fact, each survey module covers much more than its name
alone implies.
1. AGRICULTURAL CORE DATA
Variable

Description
Survey Specifications

code

identifies household and ejido

comm

ejido name

inter_1

interviewer conducting “part 1 – hombres” – e.g. the agricultural
core

date

date
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Land Tenure

land

total land area respondent has access to
(note that area of land rented not included here)

land_owned

area of derecho ejidal

land_comm_1

area of land used or controlled on commonly held land with
designated boundaries (this is for example common parcels held in
KM 120: note that these KM120 common property parcels can be
sold internally)

land_comm_2

area of land used or controlled held in common property with
boundaries subject to change
(note: as in Zoh Laguna or the use of school land in KM 120)

land_xbonil

2nd 50 owed to ejidatarios in Xbonil only

land_arroyo

technically all ejidatarios own an equal share of land, 232 HA.

land_UAYM

area of land use on UAYM land

rent_to

land area rented to someone

rent_fr

land area rented from someone

lend_to

land area lent to someone

borrow_fr

land area borrowed from someone

m_rent_to

land area rented to someone planted as milpa (we don’t collect
further data for this crop, as informant does not cultivate)

m_rent_fr

land area rented from somone planted as milpa

m_lend_to

land area lent to someone planted as milpa (we don’t collect further
data for this crop, as informant does not cultivate)

m_borrow_fr

land area borrowed from someone planted as milpa

c_rent_to

land area rented to someone planted as chile (we don’t collect
further data for this crop, as informant does not cultivate)

c_rent_fr

land area rented from somone planted as chile

c_lend_to

land area lent to someone planted as chile (we don’t collect further
data for this crop, as informant does not cultivate)

c_borrow_fr

land area borrowed from someone planted as chile
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p_rent_to

pasture land area rented to someone (we don’t collect further data
for this crop, as informant does not cultivate)

p_rent_fr

pasture land area rented from someone

p_lend_to

pasture land area lent to someone (we don’t collect further data
unless informant cultivates as well as lends)

p_borrow_fr

pasture land area borrowed from someone

r_rent_to

land area rented to someone and cultivated as rice

r_rent_mech

is it mechanized, land area rented to someone and cultivated as rice?

r_lend_to

area of land lent to someone (free of charge) and cultivated as rice

cp_borrow_fr

area of land borrowed from someone to plant chili piquín.

rent_income

cash earned for land rental (land rented to someone)

rent_paid

cash paid for any land rented from someone

land_sale

land sold (for details, see the “notes” spreadsheet)

sale_year

years ago land sold

sale_price

price for land

land_buy

land bought (for details, see the “notes” spreadsheet)

buy_year

years ago land bought

buy_price

price for land
Land use and land cover panorama – main parcel

primary

area of monte on primary land holding
(Note in each of these land use or land cover categories – primary
land holding refers to parcel or area of control on common land in
Zoh laguna)

secondary

area of acahual on primary land holding

reforest

area of reforestation on primary land holding

agrofor

are of agroforesty on primary land holding

crops

area of crops cultivated on primary land holding
(includes any area of cultivation on land rented out to someone)

pasture

area of pasture on primary land holding
(includes any area of pasture on land rented out to someone)
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pasto_cut

area of grass to be cut as feed on primary land holding

other

other type of land cover or land use on primary land holding

other_code

code explaining other type of land cover or land use on primary land
holding

other2

area of second other type of land cover or land use on primary land
holding

other2_code

explanation of second other type on primary land holding

Land use and land cover panorama – secondary parcel (where applicable)

land_type_2

explains type of land that is secondary holding

primary_2

area of monte on secondary land holding

secondary_2

area of acahual on secondary land holding

reforest_2

area of reforestation on secondary land holding

agrofor_2

are of agroforesty on secondary land holding

crops_2

area of crops cultivated on secondary land holding

pasture_2

area of pasture on secondary land holding

other_2

other type of land cover or land use on secondary land holding

other_2_code

code explaining other type of land cover or land use on secondary
land holding

Land use and land cover panorama – third parcel (where applicable)

land_type_3

explains type of land that is third type of land holding

primary_3

area of monte on third type of land holding

secondary_3

area of acahual on third type of land holding

reforest_3

area of reforestation on third type of land holding

agrofor_3

area of agroforesty on third type of land holding

crops_3

area of crops cultivated on third type of land holding

pasture_3

area of pasture on third type of land holding

note: no “other land type” answers for the third land holding.
sec_type_1

secondary forest from : 1-5 years old

sec_type_2

secondary forest from : 6-10 years old
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sec_type_3

secondary forest from : 11-15 years old

sec_type_4

secondary forest from : 16-20 years old

sec_type_5

secondary forest from : 21-25 years old

sheep_mkt

does the respondent raise sheep for market sale

chicle

does the respondent harvest and sell chicle

timber_work

respondent earns money through work in the ejido’s timber
exploitation program

timber_inc

estimate of 2003 earning through participation in ejido’s forest
exploitation program

associate

the respondent or someone in his family is a member in this number
of some association (of producers or otherwise)
Cultivation overview

parcel_dist

distance to parcel

#_areas

number of distinct (non-contiguous) areas cultivated

ha_area1

hecatares cultivated (planted) in area #1

crop_area1

what are the main crops planted in area #1

prep_area1

hectareas prepared for planting but not planted in area #1

prep1_why

reason area prepared was not planted in area #1

years_area1

numbers of years of continuous cultivation of area #1 including
2003

area1_prim

was the forest cleared for cultivation in area #1 primary forest

area1_sec

if secondary forest was cleared for use of area #1 – how old was it?

area1_pasto

was cultivation area #1 previously maintained as pasture (as the use
immediately preceeding cultivation)?

a1_past_2003

will the respondent plant as pasture in the same year it was
cultivated as some crop, that is during 2003?

a1_past_2004

if not as crop land, will the respondent continue to use the land in
2004 as pasture?

area1_2004

will the respondent cultivate area #1 again in 2004 (as some crop,
not pasture land)
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area1_dist

distance to area #1

area1_time

time to area #1

area1_mode

mode of transport to area #1

ha_area2

hecatares cultivated (planted) in area #2

crop_area2

what are the main crops planted in area #2

prep_area2

hectareas prepared for planting but not planted in area #2

prep2_why

reason area prepared was not planted in area #2

years_area2

numbers of years of continuous cultivation of area #2 including
2003

area2_prim

was the forest cleared for cultivation in area #2 primary forest

area2_sec

if secondary forest was cleared for use of area #2 – how old was it?

area2_past

was the area used for cultivation in area #2 previusly pasture (as the
use immediately preceeding cultivation)?

area2_2004

will the respondent cultivate area #2 again in 2004 (as some crop,
not pasture land)

a2_past_2004

will the area go to pasture in 2004?

area2_dist

distance to area #2

area2_time

time to area #2

area2_mode

mode of transport to area #2

Area #3 – same variables as Area #1 and Area #2 above, replace “1” or “2” with “3”
Cultivation details

maize_mix

is corn mixed with other crops

mix_def

if corn is mixed with other crops, what is the mix of crops?

ha_maize

area planted as corn

maize_yield

corn harvest (TOTAL NOT PER HECTARE)

maize_cons

amount of family corn consumption from harvest

maize_anim

amount animal corn consumption from harvest

maize_sale

amount of corn sold from harvest

maize_inc

income for corn
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ha_bean

area planted as bean (monocropped)

ha_bean_mx

area planted as bean (MIXED with corn, not separate)

bean_ yield

bean harvest (TOTAL NOT PER HECTARE)

bean_cons

amount of family bean consumption of harvest

bean_sale

amount of bean sold from harvest

bean_inc

income for corn income for corn

ha_chihua

areas planted as chihua (monocropped)

ha_chihua_mx

area planted as chihua (mixed with corn, not separate)

chihua_ yield

chihua harvest (TOTAL NOT PER HECTARE)

chihua_cons

amount of family chihua consumption from harvest

chihua_seed

chihua seed keep for planting next season

chihua_sale

amount of chihua sold from harvest

chihua_inc

income for chihua

ha_squash

area planted as squash

ha_squash_mx

area planted as squash – MIXED with maize

squash_ yield

squash harvest (TOTAL NOT PER HECTARE)

squash_cons

amount of family squash consumption from harvest

squash_anim

amount animal squash consumption from harvest

squash_inc

income for squash

ha_chili

area planted as chili

chili_yield

chili harvest (TOTAL NOT PER HECTARE)

chili_sale

amount of chili sold from harvest

chili_income

income for chili

ha_wcorn

area planted as winter corn ~ Tournamil
(Note here we refer to the 2003-2004 crop)

wmaize_yield

winter corn harvest (TOTAL NOT PER HECTARE)

wmaize_cons

amount of family consumption from harvest of winter corn

wmaize_anim

amount animal consumption from harvest of winter corn

wmaize_sale

amount of winter corn sold from harvest
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wmaize_inc

income for winter corn

other_area

area of “other” crop type

other_yield

yield of “other crop” (TOTAL NOT PER HECTARE)

other _cons

amount of family consumption from harvest of other crop

other _sale

amount of other crop sold from harvest

other _inc

income for other crop

other_type

regarding this “other”crop, what is it? (assume it is monocropped
unless otherwise specified)

legumes

use legumes mixed with milpa in 2003?

legume_type

if applicable, what type of legume?
Labor inputs to crops (and transportation costs)

m_unpaid_d03

maize-unpaid-days: unpaid labor used in 2003

m_unpaid_n

maize-unpaid-days-normal: # of days of unpaid labor used in a
normal year if 2003 was very different
(e.g. harvesting nothing)

m_paid_days03

maize: # of paid labor days used in 2003

maize_help

usual # of family members, in addition to the household head,
helping with maize (if this number is available from labor usage
breakdown). does not include extra workers under “cambio de
mano” arrangements – which entail, “I work for you for free and
you work equally for me for free.”

maize_h_max

max # of family members, in addition to the household head,
helping with maize (if this number is available from labor usage
breakdown). does not include extra workers under “cambio de
mano” arrangements – which entail, “I work for you for free and
you work equally for me for free.”

m_paid_norm

maize: # of paid labor days used in a normal year if 2003 was very
different (e.g. harvesting nothing)

maiz_wages03

maize: cost of labor per hectare – actual 2003

m_wages_norm

maize: cost of labor per hectare – for a normal year
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maiz_trans

if transport of the maize harvest is accomplished with a lump sum
payment (e.g. pay someone with a truck to move it) rather than day
labor, the cost was? (TOTAL not per hectare)

wm_unpd_d03

WINTER maize: days of unpaid labor per hectare in 2003-2004 (if
different than temporal, e.g. summer, maize). we do not separate
normal winter maize labor usage, but this is usual the same as
summer maize minus days invested in clearing and preparing soil
for planting (desmonte, guardarrayas, etc.).

wm_pd_days03

WINTER maize: days of unpaid labor per hectare in 2003-2004 (if
different than temporal, e.g. summer, maize). we do not separate
normal winter maize labor usage, but this is usual the same as
summer maize minus days invested in clearing and preparing soil
for planting (desmonte, guardarrayas, etc.).

wm_wages_03

WINTER maize: wages per hectare (if different than temporal, e.g.
summer, maize)

labor_day

rate paid for a day of wage labor
(if haven’t paid for labor in agriculture, show as missing)

ci_unpaid_d

chili-unpaid-days: unpaid labor used in 2003

ci_unpaid_n

chili-unpaid-days-normal: # of unpaid labor days used in a normal
year if 2003 was very different (e.g. harvesting nothing)

c_norm_guess

the trigger for collecting data on a “normal” year was a complete
loss, e.g. no harvest. if the harvest was low, the normal labor usage
may be imputed by the researcher based on observed patterns
(propensity to hire labor or use family labor, for example). this
variable explains, is the data on normal labor usage an educated
guess.
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chili_help

usual # of family members, in addition to the household head,
helping with chili (if this number is available from labor usage
breakdown). does not include extra workers under “cambio de
mano” arrangements – which entail, “I work for you for free and
you work equally for me for free.”

chili_h_max

max # of family members, in addition to the household head,
helping with chili (if this number is available from labor usage
breakdown). does not include extra workers under “cambio de
mano” arrangements – which entail, “I work for you for free and
you work equally for me for free.”

ci_paid_days

chili: # of paid labor days used in 2003
note: a difficulty in estimating paid labor days for chili – they
generally pay by the harpilla (30 kg bag) for work harvesting. 5
harpillas is estimated to equal 1 labor day.

ci_paid_norm

chili: # of paid labor days used in a normal year if 2003 was very
different (e.g. harvesting nothing)

chili_wages

chili: cost of labor per hectare – actual 2003

ci_wages_norm

chili: cost of labor per hectare – for a normal year

chili_trans

if transport of the chili harvest is accomplished with a lump sum
payment (e.g. pay someone with a truck to move it) rather than day
labor, the cost was?

ca_unpaid_d

chihua-unpaid-days: unpaid labor used in 2003

ca_unpaid_n

chihua-unpaid-days-normal: # of unpaid labor days used in a normal
year if 2003 was very different (e.g. harvesting nothing)

ca_paid_days

chihua: # of paid labor days used in 2003

ca_paid_norm

chihua: # of paid labor days used in a normal year if 2003 was very
different (e.g. harvesting nothing)

chihua_wages

chihua: cost of labor per hectare – actual 2003

ca_wages_norm

chihua: cost of labor per hectare – for a normal year

o_crop_type

other type of crop detailed here
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o_unpaid_days

days of unpaid labor in 2003

o_paid_days

days of paid labor in 2003

o_wages

wages paid in 2003

o_trans

transportation of harvest paid in 2003
Seeds

m_seed_kilo

amount of maize seed used (winter maize is usually the same as
summer)

m_seed_buy

was the maize seed purchased

m_s_cost_kg

maize: cost of seed per kg, if applicable

ca_seed_kilo

amount of CHIHUA seed used

ca_seed_buy

was the CHIHUA seed purchased

ca_cost_kg

CHIHUA: cost of seed per kg, if applicable

bn_seed_kilo

amount of BEAN seed used

bn_seed_buy

was the BEAN seed purchased

bn_cost_kg

BEAN: cost of seed per kg, if applicable

ci_seed_kilo

amount of CHILI seed used

ci_seed_buy

was the CHILI seed purchased

ci_cost_kg

CHILI: cost of seed per kg, if applicable

o_seed_kilo

amount of OTHER seed used

o_seed_buy

was the OTHER seed purchased

o_cost_kg

OTHER: cost of seed per kg
(even if not applicable, will put value if an unusual type to make
clear value)

other_type

specification of other type of seed used
Agrochemicals and mechanization

maize_chem

use agrochemicals with maize (or the relevant mix of crops that
includes maize)

maize_fert

use fertilizers with maize (or the relevant mix of crops that includes
maize)
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maize_pest

use pesticides with maize
(or the relevant mix of crops that includes maize)

maize_herb

use herbicides with maize
(or the relevant mix of crops that includes maize)

m_chem_cost

maize: cost of agrochemical usage

chihua_pest

used pesticides to combat plagas attacking chihua

chihua_fert

used fertilizer with chihua crop in 2003

ca_chem_cost

cost of pesticides used on chihua

bean_fert

used fertilizer with bean crop in 2003

bean_fung

used fungicide with bean crop in 2003

bean_herb

used herbicide with bean crop in 2003

bn_chem_cost

cost of chemicals used with bean crop

chili_chem.

use agrochemicals with chili

chili_fert

use fertilizers with chili

chili_pest

use pesticides with chili

chili_herb

use herbicides with chili

chili_fung

use fungicides with chili

c_chem_cost

chili: cost of agrochemical usage

papaya_fert

use fertilizers with papaya

papaya_pest

use pesticides with papaya

p_chem._cost

papaya : cost of agrochemical usage

maize_mech

regarding the area planted as maize: was this mechanized in 2003
or earlier years

m_mech_yr

year area in maize was last mechanized

m_mech_quant

quantity of maize mechanized, if not the whole area

chili_mech

regarding the area planted as chili: was this mechanized in 2003 or
earlier years

c_mech_yr

year area in chili was last mechanized

o_mech_type

type of other crop or pasutre mechanized
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o_mech_quant

if not whole area, how many HA of crop “X” or pasture grass were
mechanized

o_mech_yr

other type of crop, last year mechanzied

mech_continuous

years of continuous mechanization (of area currently planted)

mech_cost

cost per hectare for mechanization

mech_program

any programmatic support – government or non-government – for
mechanization

mech_details

details of any programmatic support for mechanization

tractor

has free access to a tractor due to membership in some association
or some family arrangement or owns one.

ha_procampo

hectares in procampo

ha_pro_tornamil

hectares in procampo “Tournamil” if given

crop_program

any other crop support besides procampo

crop_prog_dt

details of other crop support programs
(in 2003 unless otherwise noted)

crop_prog_yr

crop support years ago if other than 2003

crop_prog_amt

crop program amount (not current value but at time of program) –
value imputed where support was other than cash grant or credit
General agricultural practices

permanent

does the respondent practice permanent or semi-permanent
cultivation? (define this as follows: yes when respondent says in
response to questions about preference for acahual or monte that
they don’t intend to cut either)

permanent_why

why does the respondent practice permanenet or semi-permanent
cultivation?

monte_illegal

did the respondent observe that it is illegal to cut old-growth
(monte) forest?

acahual_only

does the respondent only exploit secondary forest (or pasture land)
for new land to cultivate? (either because of the prohibition on
cutting monte or because they have no monte left)
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not_cutting

not cutting forest at all = permanent or no agriculture

complicated_fallow is there some special aspect of the case that should be described?
fallow_diff

any difference in fallow cited for Monte vs. Acahual? (in case of
no, entries will be the same for the respective categories in variables
below)

end_pasture

is the respondents crops cycle characterized by crop use and then
permanent use as pasture? if yes, that is always the case, years
fallow will be indicated as “9999” as explained below

yc_pasture

for respondents that select pasture land to bring into cultivation,
number of years of use as crop land before returning to pasture

yp_pasture

for respondents that select pasture land to bring into cultivation,
number of years as pasture after cultivation before cultivating anew
(again)

yc_monte

for Monte: years of continuous cultvation in typical fallow cycle

yf_monte

for Monte: years of fallow (regrowth) in typical fallow cycle

yc_acahual

for Acahual: years of continuous cultvation in typical fallow cycle

yf_acahual

for Acahual: years of fallow (regrowth) in typical fallow cycle

crop_rotation

typical sequence of crops

maize_only

does farmer only cultivate maize?
NOTE: in this case the fallow cycle data will say how many years
of maize cultivatation followed by how many years of fallow

maize_pref

when crop will be maize -- type of land preferred for new
cultivation

m_aca_age

age preferred for acahual for maize

m_acahul_1

maize: most important reason prefers Acahual (e.g. secondary
growth)

m_acahul_2a

maize: another reason prefers Acahual
(note there is no ordinal difference between 2a and 2b)

m_acahul_2b

maize: another reason prefers Acahual

m_monte_1

maize: most important reason prefers Monte
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m_monte_2a

maize: another reason prefers Monte
(note there is no ordinal difference between 2a and 2b; we
distinguish only most important and other reasons)

m_monte_2b

maize: another reason prefers Monte

chili_pref

when crop will be chili -- type of land preferred for new cultivation

c_aca_age

age preferred for acahual for chili

c_acahul_1

chili: most important reason prefers Acahual

c_acahul_2a

chili: another reason prefers Acahual
(note there is no ordinal difference between 2a and 2b)

c_acahul_2b

chili: another reason prefers Acahual

c_monte_1

chili: most important reason prefers Monte

c_monte_2a

chili: another reason prefers Monte
(note there is no ordinal difference between 2a and 2b; we
distinguish only most important and other reasons)

c_monte_2b

chili: another reason prefers Monte
Animal husbandry

cattle

have for family consumption?

cattle_mkt

have cattle for market sale

cattle_num

number of cattle at time of interview

cattle_rental

if pasture is rented, cattle listed here are not actually owned by the
respondent, but the details of cattle on pasture are included to give
an idea of level of intensification.

cattle_wt

average weight of cattle

c_num_large

if have information by different size cattle, how many full grown

weight_lg

full grown weight

c_num_small

if have information by different size cattle, how many calves

weight_sm

not yet full grown weight

sheep

have for family consumption?

sheep_mkt

have sheep for market sale

sheep_num

number of sheep at time of interview
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sheep_wt

average weight of sheep

sheep_cons

number of sheep consumed in past year

sheep_c_wt

average weight of sheep consumed

goats

have for family consumption?

goats_num

numbers of goats at time of interview

goats_wt

average weight of each goat

hogs

have for family consumption?

hogs_mkt

have hogs for market sale

hogs_num

number of hogs at time of interview

hogs_wt

average weight of hogs

hogs_cons

number of hogs consumed in past year

hogs_c_wt

average weight of hogs consumed

turkeys

have for family consumption?

chickens

have for family consumption?

hogs_sold

# hogs sold in 2003

hogs_sold_wt

average weight of hogs sold in 2003

hogs_income

income from hog sales – 2003

hog_kill

is data for hog sales actually for hogs slaughtered by SAGARPA in
2003 to avoid spread of a virus?

cattle_sold

# cattle sold in 2003

ctl_sold_wt

average weight of cattle sold in 2003

cattle_inc

income from cattle sales – 2003

milk_sold

quantity of milk sold

milk_income

income from milk sold

sheep_sold

# sheep sold in 2003

shp_sold_wt

average weight of sheep sold in 2003

sheep_income

income from sheep sales – 2003

special_inc

special income source

explain_s_inc

explain details of special income source
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Cattle details

pasture_dist

distance to pasture

pasture_time

time to pasture

pasture_mode

mode of transport to pasture

past_tot_ha

total area in pasture as of 2004

new_p_2003

new pasture in 2003 – how many hectares?

new_p_2004

new pasture in 2004 – how many hectares?

past_age

if a single number, the number of years old pasture area is (note that
variations in age may be captured in area #1, #2 distinctions)

past_age_min

if the pasture (area 1) is a patchwork accumulated over years, when
was the last part created (how old is the youngest part), or in other
words the minimum of the range.

past_age_max

if the pasture (area 1) is a patchwork accumulated over years, when
was it started (how old is the oldest part), or in other words the
maximum of the range.

p_monte_ha

area that had been monte immediately before pasture. or,
transformation of an area (hectares) of land from monte to pasture
(use if distribution is too complicated for area1 and area 2 variable
description as originally set up)

p_monte_age

age of pasture area described in line above

p_acahual_ha

area that had been acahual immediately before pasture. or,
transformation of an area (hectares) of land from acahual to pasture
(use if distribution is too complicated for area1 and area 2 variable
description as originally set up)

p_acahual_age

age of pasture area described in line above

p_acahual_age_old

age of achual cut for p_acahual_ha

p_milpa_ha

area that had been agriculture immediately before pasture. or,
transformation of an area (hectares) of land from milpa to pasture
(use if distribution is too complicated for area1 and area 2
description as originally set up)
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p_milpa_age

age of pasture area described in line above

p_fern_ha

area that had been fern immediately before pasture. or,
transformation of an area (hectares) of land from fern to pasture
(use if distribution is too complicated for area1 and area 2
description as originally set up)

p_fern_age

age of pasture area described in line above

p_natural

how many hectares of natural pasture

ha_pasture1

hecatares cultivated pasture area #1

pasture1_type

type of pasture (in use, empty, with sheep, etc.)

past1_main

is pasture area #1 maintained? no implies weedy regrowth, what
Coomes calls, shrub forest or degraded forest.

age_past1

numbers of years as pasture for area #1

age_p1_min

if the pasture (area 1) is a patchwork accumulated over years, when
was the last part created (how old is the youngest part), or in other
words the minimum of the range.

age_p1_max

if the pasture (area 1) is a patchwork accumulated over years, when
was it started (how old is the oldest part), or in other words the
maximum of the range.

past1_source

what was the source type (land cover or land use for #1 pasture)?

past1_sec

if secondary forest was cleared for pasture area #1 – how old was it?

past1_seed_ha

area covered with seed 1, most recently applied seed

p1_seed_type

type of seed, most recently applied to pasture area #1

p1_seed_amt

amount used – seed, pasture area #1

p1_seed_cost

cost per kilo of seed (area 1) – zero (0) indicates the seed was not
purchased

p1_seed_year

years ago seeded with this seed type(area 1)

pasture_mec

any portion of pasture has been mechanized? if so, see “other”
mechanization variables (above)

ha_pasture2

hecatares cultivated pasture area #2

age_past2

numbers of years as pasture for area #2
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age_p2_min

if the pasture (area 2) is a patchwork accumulated over years, when
was the last part created (how old is the youngest part), or in other
words the minimum of the range.

age_p2_max

if the pasture (area 2) is a patchwork accumulated over years, when
was it started (how old is the oldest part), or in other words the
maximum of the range.

pasture2_type

pasture type (in use, empty, with sheep, etc.)

past2_main

is pasture area #2 maintained? no implies weedy regrowth, what
Coomes calls, shrub forest or degraded forest.

past2_source

what was the source for #2 pasture?

past2_sec

if secondary forest was cleared for pasture area #2– how old was it?

past2_seed_ha

area covered with seed, most recently applied seed for pasture area
2

p2_seed_type

type of seed, most recently applied to pasture area #2

p2_seed_amt

amount used – seed, pasture area #2

p2_seed_cost

cost per kilo of seed (area 2) – zero (0) indicates the seed was not
purchased

p2_seed_year

years ago seeded with this seed type(area 2)

p_seed_work

if some section of pasture was planted in 2003, but not all of it was
seeded, this is the days per hecature of unpaid labor used to
accomplish this. THIS ONLY APPLIES TO PASTURE
PLANTED IN 2003. a larger number probably indicates that
acahual or monte was felled – otherwise pasture follows cultivation
of some crop.

seed_wk_pd

same as above type of work (work for planting news areas as
pasture in 2003) but this is paid

seed_wk_$

cost of “seed_wk_pd”

ha_seed_work

number of hectares, “p_seed_work” applies to, e.g. that section of
pasture planted in 2003 (when not all of it was seeded in that year).
ONLY APPLIES TO PASTURE 2003.
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seed_2004

if 2004 was the year planting pasture commenced, this will be
marked “yes” and the two preceeding “seed work” variables apply
to 2004 work.

p_unpaid_d

pasture-unpaid-days: unpaid labor used in 2003

pasture_help

# of family members helping with pasture management

p_paid_days

pasture: # of paid labor days used in 2003

pasture_wages

pasture: cost of labor per hectare – actual 2003 – per ha

pasture_herb

uses herbicides in pasture management

pasture_pest

uses pesticides in pasture management

p_chem_cost

cost of any agrochemicals used in pasture management

cattle_unpaid

apart from pasture management, days of unpaid labor for cattle
management in 2003

cattle_paid

apart from pasture management, days of paid labor for cattle
management in 2003

cattle_wages

Cost (total, not per hectare) of labor for cattle management (other
than pasture work) in 2003

cattle_costs

costs per hectare of other inputs (non-labor, non-pasture)

cattle_buy

# of cattle purchased in most recent transaction

buy1_year

# of years ago for cattle buy 1

buy1_price

price per animal for cattle buy 1

jaguey

does the respondent have a jaguey

jaguey1_year

jaguey1: since how many years ago

jaguey1_cost

jaguey1: cost how much (cost that the respondent paid)

jaguey1_prog

jaguey1: any programmatic support

jaguey1_amt

jaguey 1: amount of money given toward construction of jaguey

jaguey1_detail

jaguey 1: details of jaguey program support if other than cash grant

jaguey1_src

jaguey 1: source of programmatic support

jaguey2_year

jaguey2: since how many years ago

jaguey2_cost

jaguey2:cost how much
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jaguey2_prog

jaguey2: any programmatic support

jaguey2_amt

jaguey 2: amount of money given toward construction of jaguey

jaguey2_detail

jaguey 2: details of jaguey program support if other than cash grant

Jaguey 3 same variable names as above
aguada

does the respondent’s cattle have access to an aguada (small,
seasonal pond)

river

does the respondent’s cattle have access to a river

well

does the respondent have a well at their pasture

piletas

any piletas? how many?

cattle_pr_03

programmatic support for cattle in 2003?

c_p_03_detail

cattle-program-2003-details: agency of government or NGO, or
name of program, and other details

c_p_03_amt

cattle-program-2003-amount: amount of money received from
programmatic support in 2003

cattle_prog

programmatic support for cattle before 2003 (APART FROM
JAGUEYS)

cattle_pr_yr

for support before 2003, number of years ago that support was
received (APART FROM JAGUEYS)

c_prog_detail

cattle-program- before 2003-details: agency of government or
NGO, or name of program (APART FROM JAGUEYS)

c_prog_amount

cattle-program- before 2003-amount: amount of money received
from programmatic support before 2003 (APART FROM
JAGUEYS which have their own variables)
Sheep details

sheep_pasture

do sheep have access to pasture?
if yes, pasture details can be found in variables listed above

sheep_place

if sheep do not have access to pasture, where do they feed?

sheep_unpaid

apart from pasture management, days of unpaid labor for sheep
management in 2003
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sheep_paid

apart from pasture management, days of paid labor for sheep
management in 2003

sheep_wages

cost per hectare of labor for sheep management (other than pasture
work) in 2003

sheep_buy1

# of sheep purchased in most recent transaction

sheep_b1_yr

# of years ago for sheep buy 1

sheep_b1_pr

price per animal for sheep buy 1

sheep_inputs

other inputs used for sheep management (such as vaccinations, for
example) and other than seeds for pasture, animals, labor,

sheep_costs

costs of other inputs (non-labor, non-pasture related) – total, not per
hectare

sheep_pr_03

programmatic support for sheep in 2003?

s_p_03_detail

sheep-program-2003-details: agency of government or NGO, or
name of program

s_p_03_amt

sheep-program-2003-amount: amount of money received from
programmatic support in 2003

sheep_prog

programmatic support for sheep before 2003

sheep_pr_yr

for support before 2003, number of years ago that support was
received

s_prog_detail

sheep-program- before 2003-details: agency of government or
NGO, or name of program

s_prog_amount

sheep-program- before 2003-amount: amount of money received
from programmatic support before 2003
Agroforestry (reforestation) details

agrofor_1

area1 of agroforestry – how many hectares?

agrofor1_type

what type of forestry is being practiced in agrofor area 1

hardwood_1

type of hardwood planted in agrofor area 1

fruit_1

type of fruit tree planted in agrofor area 1

agrofor1_year

years ago agrofor area 1 was established

af1_planted

number of trees originally planted PER HECTARE in agrofor area 1
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af1_living

number of trees still living in agrofor area 1 PER HECTARE

af1_plants

free seedlings? with respect to trees in area 1, were seedlings
received free of charge from a government or NGO program

af1_subsidy

subsidy support first year? with respect to trees in area 1, did the
respondent receive a subsidy per hectare in the first year?

af1_amount

amount of first year subsidy where applicable

af1_source

source of first year support

af2_in_af1

is agroforestry area 2 contained within agroforestry 1 (some area of
fruit trees within reforestation)

agrofor_2

area 2 of agroforestry – how much?

agrofor2_type

what type of forestry is being practiced in agrofor area 2

hardwood_2

type of hardwood planted in agrofor area 2

fruit_2

type of fruit tree planted in agrofor area 2

agrofor2_year

years ago agrofor area 2 was established

af2_planted

numbers of trees originally planted in agrofor area 2

af2_living

number of trees still living in agrofor area 2

af2_plants

free seedlings? with respect to trees in area 2, were seedlings
received free of charge from a government or NGO program

af2_subsidy

subsidy support first year? with respect to trees in area 2, did the
respondent receive the usual $300-320 subsidy per hectare in the
first year?

af2_amount

amount of subsidy received per hectare for agrofor area 2 in first
year

af2_source

source of free first year support

agrofor3

area covered by 3rd agroforestry parcel

af_legume

legumes are used within agrofor area

af_leg_type

type of legume used within agrofor area

fruit1_type

type of fruit being sold

fruit1_yield

fruit yield in TONS

fruit1_con

fruit consumption in TONS
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fruit1_sale

fruit sale in TONS

fruit1_inc

fruit income

fruit1_work

unpaid work related specifically to this type of fruit tree, if a variety
of types are planted

fruit2_type

type of fruit (2) being sold

fruit2_yield

fruit (2) yield in TONS

fruit2_con

fruit (2) consumption in TONS

fruit2_sale

fruit (2) sale in TONS

fruit2_inc

fruit (2) income

fruit2_work

unpaid work related specifically to this type of fruit (2) tree, if a
variety of types are planted

af_2004

was reforestation was only started in 2004 – if yes, then work
variables, and input variables, apply to the year 2004 and not to the
year 2003

work_part

does agroforestry work apply to only a part of total hectares in
agrofor?

agrofor_plant

this variable lists work to plant trees in 2003 or 2004 (since it may
be that one area of agroforestry/reforestation was planted in 2003
when another had already been in existence for some years) – this is
unpaid – household labor, and (again) only applies to areas planted
in 2003 or 2004. in the case that the only work done was preparing
the land for planting and doing the planting, this will be the only
relevant work variable (the other will be empty)

af_plant_paid

this variable contained the paid analog to above variable (paid labor
for planting trees in 2003 or 2004)

af_plant_wages

wages paid for “af_plant_paid”

agrofor_unpaid

days of unpaid labor invested in agrofor PER HECTARE in 2003

agrofor_paid

days of paid labor invested in agrofor PER HECTARE in 2003

agrofor_wages

cost per hectare of wages paid for agrofor PER HECTARE in 2003

agrofor_inputs

what inputs, besides labor and seedlings, were used in 2003 (if any)
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agrofor_costs

cost per hectare of inputs besides labor for agroforestry (PER
HECTARE)

plants_hard

does the respondent feel it is difficult to obtain seedlings?

af_source3

any other source for free seedlings

agrofor_pr_03

besides free plants, any other programmatic (government or NGO)
support for agroforestry in 2003?

af_03_source

agroforestry -program-2003-source: agency of government or
NGO, or name of program

af_03_detail

agroforestry -program-2003-details: details of support

af_p_03_amt

agroforestry -program-2003-amount: amount of money received
from programmatic support in 2003

af_consistent

have consistently received a yearly payment per hectare in support
of agroforestry
(if 2003 first year planted, these variables do not apply)

af_various

has received subsidy support in various years, in other words, no
just the first year, but not every year either. (if 2003 first year
planted, these variables do not apply)

af_only_1st

only received subsidy support in first year. note, if no for consistent,
various, and first year Æ implies never received monetary support.
(if 2003 first year planted, these variables do not apply)

af_tot_loss

has the respondent planted some area of reforestation or other
agroforestry only to completely lose this area (all the plants died) –
this is not considered agrofor in 2003, because it is abandoned and
so effectively back to achaual. See “notes” spreadsheet for
additional details.

agrofor_prog

besides free plants or subsidy, programmatic (government or NGO)
support for agroforestry before 2003?

agrofor_pr_yr

for support before 2003, number of years ago that support was
received
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af_prog_source

agroforestry -program- before 2003-details: agency of government
or NGO, or name of program. NOTE: this is for
OTHER THAN PER HECTARE SUBSIDIES (info on subsidies
contained in first year, consistent, and 2003 data)

af_prog_detail

agroforestry -program- before 2003-details: details on type of
support OTHER THAN plants or PER HECTARE SUBSIDIES
(info on subsidies contained in first year, consistent, and 2003 data)

af_prog_amt

agroforestry -program- before 2003-amount: if a one time payment,
amount of money received from programmatic support before 2003

af_tot_loss

has the respondent planted some area of reforestation or other
agroforestry only to completely lose this area (all the plants died) –
this is not considered agrofor in 2003, but see “notes” spreadsheet
for details.

af_loss_area

area total loss in agroforestry – how much was planted and had died
by 2003? note that this is not counted as hectares in agroforestry in
2003

af_loss_type

what type of forestry was practiced in agrofor area of total loss

hardwood_ls

type of hardwood planted in agrofor area of total loss

fruit_loss

type of fruit tree planted in agrofor area of total loss

af_loss_year

years ago agrofor area with total loss was established

af_ls_planted

numbers of trees originally planted PER HECTARE in agrofor area
of total loss

af_loss_prog

programmatic support for area of total loss
Apiculture (beekeeping) details

apicult_2004

is the data for 2004? if yes, this is because the respondent did not
practice apiculture in 2003.

apicult_box

numbers of boxes the respondent is managing

api_location

where is the respondent’s apicultural practice located?

honey_sold

quantity of honey sold

honey_price

honey price received
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apicult_income

income from honey sales

apicult_unpaid

days of unpaid labor invested in apiculture

api_organic

working to obtain certification of their honey as organic?

apicult_paid

days of paid labor invested in apiculture

apicult_wages

total cost of wages paid for apiculture

apicult_costs

sum of cost of inputs besides labor for apiculture

apicult_pr_03

any programmatic (government or NGO) support for apiculture in
2003?

ap_p_03_source

apiculture -program-2003-source: agency of government or NGO,
or name of program

ap_p_03_detail

apiculture -program-2003-details: notes on type of support

ap_p_03_amt

apiculture -program-2003-amount: amount of money received from
programmatic support in 2003 (if applies)

apicult_prog

programmatic (government or NGO) support for apiculture before
2003?

apicult_pr_yr

for support before 2003, number of years ago that support was
received

ap_prog_detail

apiculture -program- before 2003-details: agency of government or
NGO, or name of program

ap_prog_source

agency or organization providing support

ap_prog_amt

apiculture -program- before 2003-amount: amount of money
received from programmatic support before 2003 (if applies)
Chicle

chicle_sold

quantity of chicle sold

chicle_price

chicle price received

chicle_income

income from chicle sales

chicle_unpaid

days of unpaid labor invested in chicle

chicle_costs

sum of cost of inputs besides labor for chicle extraction
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2. TECHNOLOGY CHOICE AND VULNERABILITY
Variable Name

Description
Survey Specifications

code

identifies household and ejido

comm

ejido name

inter_2

interviewer conducting “part 2 – hombres” – e.g. the vulnerability and
technology module.

date

date

Jalapeño chili variables

chili_times

number of times cultivating chili

chili_concern

when deciding how much chili to plant, what is your chief concern?
Climate, prices, or both equally?

chili_2001

hectares of chili planted 2001

chili_2000

hectares of chili planted 2000

chili_1999

hectares of chili planted 1999

chili_1998

hectares of chili planted 1998

chili_avg

if gives some average area of chili planted in addition to other data
provided (if any), this variable captures this.

price_2002

price of chili 2002

price_2001

price of chili 2001

price_2000

price of chili 2000

price_1999

price of chili 1999

price_1998

price of chili 1998

price_avg

if gives some average price of chili in addition to other data provided
(if any), this variable captures this.

Price_max

Max price has received for chili

Price_min

Min price has received for chili

chili_2004

hectares of chili to be planted in 2004

price_2004

guess at price for 2004
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maize_2004

hectares of maize planted in 2004

maize_2005

hectares of maize to be planted in 2004

other_2005

hectares of other to be planted in 2005

o_2005_type

other type of land use activity, hectares in 2005

other2_2005

hectares of other –TYPE 2— to be planted in 2005

o2_2005_type

other type 2 of land use activity, hectares in 2005

sure_price2

hectares of chili to be planted with a price o f 2 pesos/kg for sure

sure_price3

hectares of chili to be planted with a price o f 3 pesos/kg for sure

sure_differ

if no difference in area at 2 vs. 3 pesos, why not?
(For answer 0 at price of 2 and 0 at price of 3 and has never grown
chili, see answer on why never started or why quit to understand this)

20gift_chili

would the respondent grow extra chili with gift of $20,000 pesos?

20gift_ha_c

hectares of chili the respondent would grow with gift of $20,000
pesos?

20gift_other

would the respondent do something besides grow extra chili with gift
of $20,000 pesos?

20gift_choices

on what else would you spend the gift of $20,000 pesos?

50gift_chili

would the respondent grow extra chili with gift of $50,000 pesos?

50gift_ha_c

hectares of chili the respondent would grow with gift of $50,000
pesos?

50gift_other

would the respondent do something besides grow extra chili with gift
of $50,000 pesos?

50gift_choices

on what else would you spend the gift of $50,000 pesos?

insure_chili

would the respondent choose to purchase insurance to protect a chili
crop?

i_chili_type

insurance-chili-type. would insure against which type of disaster?

i_chili_ha

how many hectares of chili would the respondent insure (and plant in
total if next variable is empty)?

i_c_tot_ha

(insurance of chili total hectares) if would not insure all of chili crop,
how many total hectares of chili under insurance available scheme?
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insure_maize

would the respondent choose to purchase insurance to protect a maize
crop?

i_maize_type

insurance-chili-type. would insure against which type of disaster?

i_maize_ha

how many hectares of maize would the respondent insure (and plant
in total if next variable is empty)?

i_m_tot_ha

(insurance of maize total hectares) if would not insure all of maize
crop, how many total hectares of chili under insurance available
scheme.?

Technological choices

chili_never1

most important reason has never grown chili

chili_never2a

other reason has never grown chili

chili_never2b

other reason has never grown chili

chili_never2c

other reason has never grown chili

chili_start

years ago started growing chili

chili_source1

most important source of information when started growing chili

chili_source2

other source of information when started growing chili

chili_source3

other source of information when started growing chili

chili_start1

most important reason started growing chili

chili_start2a

other reason started growing chili

chili_start2b

other reason started growing chili

chili_quit

years ago quit growing chili

chili_quit1

most important reason quit growing chili

chili_quit2a

other reason quit growing chili

chili_quit2b

other reason quit growing chili

mech_never1

most important reason has never used mechanized production
methods

mech_never2a

other reason has never used mechanized production methods

mech_never2b

other reason has never used mechanized production methods

mech_start

years ago started using mechanized production methods
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mech_source1

most important source of information when started using mechanized
production methods

mech_source2

other source of information when started using mechanized
production methods

mech_start1

most important reason started using mechanized production methods

mech_start2a

other reason started using mechanized production methods

mech_start2b

other reason started using mechanized production methods

mech_quit

years ago quit using mechanized production methods

mech_quit1

most important reason quit using mechanized production methods

mech_quit2a

other reason quit using mechanized production methods

mech_quit2b

other reason quit using mechanized production methods

pasture_only

for respondents that had pasture in 2003 but did not have any cattle
during that year: main reason?

pasture_only2

for respondents that had pasture in 2003 but did not have any cattle
during that year: other reason?

cattle_never1

most important reason has never raised cattle

cattle_never2a

other reason has never raised cattle

cattle_never2b

other reason has never raised cattle

cattle_hope

for those never having raised cattle, would you like to do this in the
future

cattle_plan

if have a firm plan to start raising cattle, when will this take place

cattle_hope1

most important reason you would like to get started in the cattle
raising business

cattle_hope2a

other reason you would like to get started in the cattle raising business

cattle_hope2b

other reason you would like to get started in the cattle raising business

cattle_start

years ago started raising cattle

cattle_source1

most important source of information when started raising cattle

cattle_source2

other source of information when started raising cattle

cattle_start1

most important reason started raising cattle

cattle_start2a

other reason started raising cattle
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cattle_start2b

other reason started raising cattle

cattle_quit

years ago quit raising cattle

cattle_quit1

most important reason quit raising cattle

cattle_quit2a

other reason quit raising cattle

cattle_quit2b

other reason quit raising cattle

leg_never1

most important reason has never used legumes

leg_never2a

other reason has never used legumes

leg_never2b

other reason has never used legumes

legume_how

how does the respondent use legumes?

leg_start

years ago started using legumes

leg_source1

most important source of information when started using legumes

leg_source2

other source of information when started using legumes

leg_start1

most important reason started using legumes

leg_start2a

other reason started using legumes

leg_start2b

other reason started using legumes

leg_quit

years ago quit using legumes

leg_quit1

most important reason quit using legumes

leg_quit2a

other reason quit using legumes

leg_quit2b

other reason quit using legumes

api_never1

most important reason has never practiced apiculture

api_never2a

other reason has never practiced apiculture

api_never2b

other reason has never practiced apiculture

api_never2c

other reason has never practiced apiculture

api_start

years ago started practicing apiculture

api_source1

most important source of information when started practicing
apiculture

api_source2

other source of information when started practicing apiculture

api_start1

most important reason started practicing apiculture

api_start2a

other reason started practicing apiculture
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api_start2b

other reason started practicing apiculture

api_quit

years ago quit practicing apiculture

api_quit1

most important reason quit practicing apiculture

api_quit2a

other reason quit practicing apiculture

api_quit2b

other reason quit practicing apiculture

refor_never1

most important reason has never reforested land

refor_never2a

other reason has never reforested land

refor_never2b

other reason has never reforested land

refor_source1

most important source of information when started reforesting land

refor_source2

other source of information when started reforesting land

refor_start1

most important reason started reforesting land

refor_start2a

other reason started reforesting land

refor_start2b

other reason started reforesting land

Social network

r_family_bef

reforestation: how many of your family members had started it before
you (or if never did it, how many doing it now)

r_family_same

reforestation: how many of your family members started at the same
time as you (if never did it, does not apply and will be empty)

r_friends_bef

reforestation: how many of your friends and neighbors started it
before you (or if never did it, how many doing it now)

r_friends_same

reforestation: how many of your friends and neighbors started it at the
same time as you (if never did it, does not apply and will be empty)

a_family_bef

apiculture: how many of your family members had started it before
you (or if never did it, how many doing it now)

a_family_quit

apiculture: how many of your family members had started it before
you but had quit by the time you started (or if never did it, as of now
how many have started and quit)

a_family_same

apiculture: how many of your family members started at the same
time as you (if never did it, does not apply and will be empty)
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a_friends_bef

apiculture: how many of your friends and neighbors started it before
you (or if never did it, how many doing it now)

a_friends_quit

apiculture: how many of your friends and neighbors had started it
before you but had quit by the time you started (or if never did it, as of
now how many have started and quit)

a_friends_same

apiculture: how many of your friends and neighbors started it at the
same time as you (if never did it, does not apply and will be empty)

l_family_bef

legumes: how many of your family members had started using them
before you (or if never did it, how many doing it now)

l_family_quit

legumes: how many of your family members had started using them
before you but had quit using them by the time you started (or if never
did it, as of now how many have started and quit)

l_family_same

legumes: how many of your family members started at the same time
as you (if never did it, does not apply and will be empty)

l_friends_bef

legumes: how many of your friends and neighbors started using them
before you (or if never did it, how many doing it now)

l_friends_quit

legumes: how many of your friends and neighbors had started using
them before you but had quit using them by the time you started (or if
never did it, as of now how many have started and quit)

l_friends_same

legumes: how many of your friends and neighbors started using them
at the same time as you (if never did it, does not apply and will be
empty)

yes_family_1

yes, prior or current migration in the family: how many family
members were in the US working at the time of the decision to
migrate

yes_family_2

yes, prior or current migration in the family: how many family
members had gone to work in the US before and had come back at the
time of the decision to migrate

yes_friend_1

yes, prior or current migration in the family: how many friends were
in the US working at the time of the decision to migrate
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yes_friend_2

yes, prior or current migration in the family: how many friends had
gone to work in the US before and had come back at the time of the
decision to migrate

no_family_1

no migration in the family: how many family members are in the US
working at the time of th interview

no_family_2

no migration in the family: how many family members have gone to
work in the US before and have come back since

no_friend_1

no migration in the family: how many friends are in the US working
at time of interview

no_friend_2

no migration in the family: how many friends had gone to work in the
US before and have come back at the time of the interview
Vulnerability

crop_losses

crop losses—worse from hurricane, drought, or equally bad?

animal_losses

animal losses—worse from hurricane, drought, or equally bad?

Hurricane strategies

h_strategy1

Hurricane strategy 1: plant a little more than needed, to cover losses.

h_strategy2

Hurricane strategy 2: replant if needed.

h_strategy3

Hurricane strategy 3: seek out less susceptible terrain.

h_land_strat

Type of land sought out to minimuze hurricane impact

h_strategy4

Hurricane strategy – none in particular

h_strat_other

Other strategies
Drought strategies

d_strategy1

Drought strategy 1: plant a little more than needed, to cover losses.

d_strategy2

Drought strategy 2: replant if needed.

d_strategy3

Drought strategy 3: seek out less susceptible terrain.

d_land_strat

Type of land sought out to minimuze drought impact

d_strategy4

Drought strategy – none in particular

d_strat_other

Other strategies

Average outcomes in chili and maize

chili_normal

chili normal yield (metric ton per hectare).
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chili_invest

cash invested in chili crop per hectare in average year.

maize_normal

maize normal yield

maize_invest

cash invested in maize crop per hectare in average year.

m_mech_norm

if respondent gives separate answer for mechanized vs. espeque
norms, the mechanized answer goes here: on normal yield

m_mech_$

if respondent gives separate answer for mechanized vs. espeque
norms, the mechanized answer goes here: on normal investment

Hurricane Isidore

chili_ ha_is

# of hectares planted with chili in 2002, year of Isidore.

chili_inv_is

cash ($) invested in chili in 2002, year of Isidore.

c_type_is

type of chili harvest in 2002, year of Isidore

c_yield_is

in 2002, after Isidore, yield of chili in tons (metric) per hectare

c_bad_is

in the case of Isidore, where were the worst losse in jalapeno chili
suffered, e.g. on what type of land. (if no answer is given to the next,
implies this was the only kind of land planted. if this is empty,
implies no losses, e.g. normal harvest.)

c_better_is

where was the area of reduced losses (was there an area with less
damage from Isidore than the area of worst losses)?

maize_ ha_is

# of hectares planted with maize in 2002, year of Isidore.

maize_inv_is

cash ($) invested in maize in 2002, year of Isidore.

m_type_is

type of maize harvest in 2002, year of Isidore

m_yield_is

in 2002, after Isidore, per ha. yield of maize in kilograms

m_bad_is

in the case of Isidore, where were the worst losse in maize suffered,
e.g. on what type of land. (if no answer is given to the next, implies
this was the only kind of land planted. if this is empty, implies no
losses, e.g. normal harvest.)

m_better_is

where was the area of reduced losses (was there an area with less
damage from Isidore than the area of worst losses)?

animals_is

suffered losses to animals from Isidore?

maize_store

did Isidore damage any stores of grain you may have had
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store_damage

amount of damage to grain stored

Isidore_hunger

did you have less food than normal after Hurricane Isidore?

hunger_time

if suffered hunger deprivation due to Isidore, for how long did it last?

risk_not_ag1

1. overall (non-agricultural) strategy for dealing with vulnerability:
work as a day laborer

risk_not_ag2

2. overall (non-agricultural) strategy for dealing with vulnerability:
ask for government support

risk_not_ag3

3. overall (non-agricultural) strategy for dealing with vulnerability:
diversify income sources

risk_not_other

other overall (non-agricultural) strategy for dealing with vulnerability

Is_r1_maize

1. Isidore-agricultural response 1-maize:
did you cultivate less because you couldn’t cover the cost of
investment

Is_r2_maize

2. Isidore-agricultural response 2-maize:
did you cultivate less because you were afraid of suffering losses
again this year

Is_r3_maize

3. Isidore-agricultural response 3-maize:
no particular agricultural response. did not decrease or increase land
use area in response.

Is_r1_chili

Isidore-agricultural response 1- chili:
did you cultivate less because you couldn’t cover the cost of
investment

Is_r2_chili

Isidore-agricultural response 2- chili:
did you cultivate less because you were afraid of suffering losses
again this year

Is_r3_ chili

Isidore-agricultural response 3- chili:
no particular agricultural response. did not decrease or increase land
use area in response.
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Worst hurricane losses

worst_hurr

what was the worst hurricane you’ve suffered in terms of losses to
crops since you started living in your ejido (since arriving at the ejido)

worst_alt_h

if didn’t plant chili that year of worst hurricane, was there some other
year where suffered chili losses due to a hurricane?

**Questions below do not apply if isidore was worst hurricane, unless didn’t grow chili
during isidore but did grow chili during some other hurricane**
ch_never_h

never grew chili -- or never suffered losses -- in year of hurricane or
serious storm?

m_damage_never never had damages to maize due to hurricane or serious storm
chili_ ha_h

# of hectares planted with chili in year of worst hurricane (or worst
hurricane with chili planted)

c_type_h

type of chili harvest in year of worst hurricane (or worst hurricane
with chili planted)

c_yield_h

in year of worst hurricane (or worst hurricane with chili planted),
yield of chili in tons (metric) per hectare

c_bad_h

in year of worst hurricane (or worst hurricane with chili planted),
where were the worst losse in jalapeno chili suffered, e.g. on what
type of land. (if no answer is given to the next, implies this was the
only kind of land planted. . if this is empty, implies no losses, e.g.
normal harvest.)

c_better_h

where was the area of reduced losses (was there an area with less
damage from worst hurricane than the area of worst losses)?

maize_ ha_h

# of hectares planted with maize in year of worst hurricane

m_type_h

type of maize harvest in year of worst hurricane

m_yield_h

in year of worst hurricane, yield of maize in kilograms per hectare

m_bad_h

in year of worst hurricane, where were the worst losse in maize
suffered, e.g. on what type of land. (if no answer is given to the next,
implies this was the only kind of land planted. . if this is empty,
implies no losses, e.g. normal harvest.)
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m_better_h

where was the area of reduced losses (was there an area with less
damage from worst hurricane than the area of worst losses)?

animals_h

suffered losses to animals from worst hurricane?

Worst drought losses

worst_drought

what was the worst drought you’ve suffered in terms of losses to crops
since you started living in your ejido (since arriving at the ejido)

worst_alt_d

if didn’t plant chili that year of worst drought, was there some other
year where suffered chili losses due to a drought?
or, if can’t remember the losses in the worst year, what are the worst
losses due to drought you can recall?

ch_never_d

never grew chili -- or never suffered losses -- in year of drought?

no_drought

has never suffered losses of any kind from drought because these have
been very mild?

chili_ ha_d

# of hectares planted with chili in year of worst drought (or worst
drought with chili planted that respondent can remember)

c_type_d

type of chili harvest in year of worst drought (or worst drought with
chili planted that respondent can remember)

c_yield_d

in year of worst drought (or worst drought with chili planted that
respondent can remember), yield of chili in tons (metric) per hectare

c_bad_d

in year of worst drought (or worst drought with chili planted that
respondent can remember), where were the worst losse in jalapeno
chili suffered, e.g. on what type of land. (if no answer is given to the
next, implies this was the only kind of land planted. if this is empty,
implies no losses, e.g. normal harvest.)

c_better_d

where was the area of reduced losses (was there an area with less
damage from worst drought than the area of worst losses)?

maize_ ha_d

# of hectares planted with maize in year of worst drought

m_type_d

type of maize harvest in year of worst drought
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m_yield_d

in year of worst drought, yield of maize in kilograms per hectare

m_bad_d

in year of worst drought, where were the worst losse in maize
suffered, e.g. on what type of land. (if no answer is given to the next,
implies this was the only kind of land planted. if this is empty,
implies no losses, e.g. normal harvest.)

m_better_d

where was the area of reduced losses (was there an area with less
damage from worst drought than the area of worst losses)?

animals_d

suffered losses to animals from worst drought?
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3. HOUSEHOLD DEMOGRAPHICS AND NONFARM INCOME
Variable Name

Description

Survey Specifications

code

identifies household and ejido

comm

ejido name

inter_1

interviewer conducting the demographics survey

date

date

Boss of the domestic unit (to translate the local terminology)

JUD_still

Still a JUD* (husband) in the household. (Establishing that there is a
male JUD; he has not passed away.)

* Jefe Unidad Domestica

JUD_name

JUD’s name

JUD_birth_loc

Where is the JUD from?

JUD_day

day of month of birth date for JUD

JUD_month

month of birth date for JUD

JUD_year

year of birth date for JUD

JUD_age

age at end of 2003

JUD_spanish

speaks Spanish as first language?

JUD_lang

what other language does the JUD speak?

JUD_religion

what religion is the JUD?

JUD_educate

number of years of education the JUD has

JUD_away_2003

Did the JUD live away from the family at all during 2003 for the
purpose of work (earning money). If so, where?

JUD_US_where

City/region where he lived in US during 2003

JUD_time_2003

how long (how many months) did the JUD live away during 2003?

JUD_time_total

if time away was not contained within the year 2003, how long (how
many months) had the JUD lived away either (1) when he returned
during 2003, or (2) at the time of survey

JUD_USA_#_times

If this was not the JUD’s first visit to work in the USA, what
number of visit was this?

JUD_non_farm_time

does the JUD engage in any sort of non-farm work?
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JUD_nofarm_type

what kind of non-farm work

J_nofarm_inc

How much did the JUD earn from non-farm work in 2003?

JUD_remit_nf

is this a remittance to the family, that is a partial payment to the
household unit from a larger salary received for work outside of the
ejido?

J_nf_inc_months

for non-farm income not occurring over the whole year (such as
remittances sent for part of the year), did this work for how many
months out of 2003?

JUD_jornalero

how much does the JUD engage in day labor work (working as a
jornalero) on other farms?

JUD_jorn_inc

income from working as a day laborer (farm work) in 2003

Female head (usually, the wife)

wife_still

There exists a wife in the household. (The wife has not passed
away.)

wife_name

Wife’s name

wife_birth_loc

Where is the wife from?

wife_day

day of month of birth date for wife

wife_month

month of birth date for wife

wife_year

year of birth date for wife

wife_age

age at end of 2003

wife_ejidatar

is the wife an ejidatario?

wife_spanish

speaks Spanish as first language?

wife_lang

what other language does the wife speak?

wife_religion

what religion is the wife?

wife_educate

how many years of education does the wife have?

wife_oportun

any bi-monthly payments from “oportunidades” to the family listed
here? if so, what amount

wife_agriculture

does wife aid family agricultural production?

w_ag _task

What task does she perform?

wife_apiculture

does wife aid family apicultural production?
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w_non_farm_type

type of non-farm work performed

w_nofarm_time

how much off-farm work does the wife engage in?

w_nonfarm_inc

how much does the wife earn from non-farm work?

tienda

does the family run a store?

tienda_inc

income from family run store

Kid #1

kid1_not

In case that this person is not a child (son or daughter), what is the
relation?

kid1_gender

gender

kid1_name

kid1’s name

kid1_birth_loc

where is the kid from?

kid1_day

day of month of birth date for kid1

kid1_month

month of birth date for kid1

kid1_year

year of birth date for kid1

kid1_ejid

is this person an ejidatario?

kid1_educ

number of years of education

kid1_age

age

kid1_spanish

speaks Spanish as first language?

kid1_lang

what other language does the child speak?

kid1_religion

what religion is the child?

kid1_casa

does the child reside in the family household?

kid1_place

if child does not reside in the family household, where does she or
he reside?

kid1_US_where

if have information on where lived in US during 2003, where was
this?

kid1_USAtime

how long was the person in the USA during 2003

kid1_USA_num

if more than one time that the person has gone to the USA to work,
how many times?

kid1_remit

amount of remittances, if any, child gave to parents in 2003
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kid1_remit_total

amount of remittances, if any, child gave to parents in 2003

kid1_oportun

amount of payments under “Oportunidades” (program of payments
to keep kids in school)

kid1_agriculture

does kid1 engage in agricultural production?

kid1_ag_task

If kid engages in agricultural work on household plot, we need to
know what tasks he/she does perform.

kid1_cattle

does kid1 aid family cattle production?

kid1_cattle_task

If kid engages in cattle production work on household plot, we need
to know what tasks he/she does perform.

kid1_sheep

does kid1 aid family sheep production?

kid1_apiculture

does kid1 aid family apicultural production?

kid1_agroforestry

does kid1 aid family agroforestry production?

kid1_jornal

does kid 1 do day labor (work as a jornalero)?

kid1_nonfarm

kid 1 non-farm activities?

kid1_student

is kid 1 a student?

Kid #2

Same variables as for kid #1
Kid #3

Same variables as for kid #1
Kid #4

Same variables as for kid #1
Kid #5

Same variables as for kid #1
Kid #6

Same variables as for kid #1
Kid #7

Same variables as for kid #1
Kid #8

Same variables as for kid #1
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Kid #9

Same variables as for kid #1
Kid #10

Same variables as for kid #1
Kid #11

Same variables as for kid #1
Kid #12

Same variables as for kid #1
Other member #1

For members of the household not a direct familial relation, same variables as kid #1
Other member #2

For members of the household not a direct familial relation, same variables as kid #1
Physical characteristics of the home

house

1. concrete
2. wood
3. traditional maya
4. #1+#3

water

has running water

electricity

has electricity

bathroom

has a bathroom (toilet) in the house

outhouse

has an outhouse

floor

type (if have any concrete, will be listed as concrete)

rooms

# of rooms in the house (includes bathroom, kitchen)

cooks

cooks with what type of fuel

Household amenities

television

has a television

satellite TV

has a satellite TV

microwave

has a microwave

refrigerator

has a refrigerator
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lavadora

has a lavadora

car

has a car

pick up

has a pick up

Agricultural capital

horse

has a horse

chain-saw

has a chain-saw

rotor-tiller

has a rotor-tiller

tractor

has a tractor

Finances

bank_account

family has a bank account

extra_money

if were to have extra money, how would you use it?

credit

have credits outstanding to someone or to some institution

credit_1

details of credit 1 (to whom, for what)

credit_1amt

amount of credit 1

credit_2

details of credit 2 (to whom, for what)

credit_2amt

amount of credit 2
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1

In this endnote we discuss further some other practical problems that arise with the
notion of applying the industrial approach to estimating derived demand to the
problem of land use in the SYPR region. Perhaps most importantly, detailed
agrochemical input use and cost data were difficult to extract from respondents. In
particular, jalapeño chili peppers require a complex mix of agrochemical inputs that
varies across farmers. Most farmers use at least a few different chemical inputs and
often more. The greatest number we recorded was 15 distinct agrochemicals. The
process of recall and recording these data took a great deal of energy out of both
respondents and enumerators. To capture complete and reliable individual chemical
price data, we would have had to do a study on the costs alone. It is worth noting that
for households in the more isolated villages in the study, transaction costs will be a
relevant portion of the cost of chemicals (due to travel to the market center or the
amount added to that price by free lance vendors in the countryside). Distance to
market variables used in this study may seek to capture in part these transaction costs.
In addition to inherent difficulties with respect to data on agrochemical costs, the land
market is not active. A 1994 law (PROCEDE) entitled ejidos to divide up and award
full ownership rights to land, whereas previously only usufruct rights were possible.
None of the villages in our sample, and very few in the region in general, have gone
through the process of securing titles for ejidatarios. The process is complicated and
requires payment of non-trivial fees. Finally, when the price of labor was included as
a covariate, it demonstrated no explanatory power.
2
Here we write the elasticities in greater detail.
Heckman conditional elasticity
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